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ABSTRACT

This Practicum explores short-term treâtment for adult survivors of child

sexual abuse, with recognition of the fâct that survivors have varying degrees of

impact and sy'rnptomatolog¡r. The pârticipants involved in the study effectively

denonstrâted a wide range of impact and different stages of disclosure and

recovery.

Therapists working with sexual abuse survivors need to respond to the

individuat need of each client, depending on where each person is in his or her

journey toward healing. This prolect demonstrates ân attempt to match

individual client needs with effective intervention. This task includes the

integration of memory-based abreactive models of theraPy and solution-

focused therapy techniques.

Evaluation instruments used in this Practìcum include the Brief

Symptom Inventory, the Hudson Index of Self Esteem and the clients'

thoughts and expressions concerning their experiences in therapy and signs or

indications of change.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade and a haif the issue of childhood sexual abuse has

received broad recognition as a maior social problem, by both social service and

mental health orgånizâtions. Unfortunately, both large and small communities

across Canada cope with limited professional resources in dealing with both

short-term and long-term effects of abuse on survivors'

Most clihicians find that the process of recovery for adult survivors

requires lengthy periods of time to work through troubling issues and

problematic ÐmPtoms or behaviours. Much of the long-term therapy process is

challenging and painful work for both client and therapist' Some Clients, for

example, experience a regression in wellness and daily functioning along the

way, which is often discouraging for both parties involved.

Theorists and ciinicians have sought to refine their interventions 'rvith

survivors, in hope of increasing the effectiveness and efficienqy of treatment

models, and of reducing some of the needless retraumetization that often

follows a common strâtegy, within the work, - that of memory retrieval. In this

past decade, theorists have added to the repertoire of techniques and strategies

for reworking the past within treatment for survivors, especially in the midst of



â gowing populâritv of solution focused and brief therapy models. As new

ideas surfaced, therapists demonstrated growing enthusiasm for the use of

different techniques, particularþ since these ideas employed a more positive

and hopeful frame of reference and therapist belief systems.

Other therapists, who were perhaps more resistant to change, have

viewed the concept of solution focused therapv with scepticism and suspicion.

Consequentlv, therâpists who at one time seemed united by their concern for

suryivors and their willingness to commit to a long process in their clients'

recovery, novv seemed to develop an adversarial stance toward each other. I

have witnessed numerous debates in staff lounges and classrooms, where

therapists and students argued for or against the different styles of treatment.

It was at this time that I began to identify the strength from each opposing

årgument, and became interested in integrating ideas from each form of

treåtment. With this in mind, I selected to explore this challenge in my

graduate study, through a practicum experience.

Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of the practicum v/as to offer individual

counselling for adult suryivors of sexual abuse. My obiective was to âssist



clients to improve the quality of and the sâtisfaction in their lives, and to

encourage and facilitate the personal empowernent of individual Participants.

My secondary Purpose, was to learn more about popular treatment strategies

through study and practice, and to discover a path for an efficient integration

of theoretic¿l principles.



EDUCATIONAI GOALS OF THE STUDENT

My personal goals for this proiect were to offer clients a positive

experience in building and nurturing a healthy theråpeutic alliance. This goal

involved the use of interpersonal skills when engaging clients, and assisting

them to discem and develop trust in others'

My second goal was to provide clients with a profound experience of

empowennent through disclosure. I hoped to unravel inappropriate messâges

survivors heard in the past, especially in terms of keeping their abuse silent and

hidden. I also hoped to assist clients to dismantle myths and untruths, that

kept them from success and happiness.

Thirdly, I hoped to assist clients by helping them identi$r and manage

troubling symptoms. I hoped to help clients understand the connections that

often link problematic behavioral pattems $/ith childhood trâuma and abuse.

Lastþ, it was my goal throughout this proiect to develop and enhance

my professional knowledge, skills and abilities in providing treatment for

survivors of senral abuse. I hoped that by increasing and developing my



avgareness and instincts, I might more effectively integrate conüasting or

divergent theoretical principles and discover useful timing for their application.

This Practicum reporl is divided into a number of chapters' The

literature review consists of two sections. The first will review the list of long-

term effects commonly associated with a history of childhood sexual abuse.

The second section of the literature review will review the theoretical premises

and therapeutic techniques used by the abreactive models of therapy and the

solution focused model for work with survivors.

subsequent chapters of this report will present the Practicum methods, a

presentåtion of case examples, and an examination of the outcomes or results'

The report will conclude $'ith a discussion of practical principles learned from

this proiect conceming the impact of sexual abuse on adult survivors, as well as

the usefirlness and practicality of integrating two predominant models. In

conclusion, I provide a brief statement of how my proiect design could be

improved.



CFIAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

We have reached a stâge in our societys social development lvhere lve

cân engåge in a meaningful discussion of issues related to child sexual abuse.

This is an imporlant shift frorn a historical precedent of discounting and

minimizing disclosures, as wâs so frequently done Prior to the mid i9B0's.

Until recently, when women disclosed sexual abuse, they were

discredited according to Freud's popular belief that females have a propensity

for, or are affected by, hysterical states of delusion and emotional instability

(Saunders, 19BB). Similarþ, when child¡en told stories of abuse, they were

thought to be either confused by the highly suggestive nature of a mother's

"panicly questions't (Olafson, Corwin &. Summit, 1993), or victims of their

own childhood fant¿sies (Saunders, l98B).



However, something has changed in the past ten yeârs, so thât we now

think and speak about these matters differently. We see this change

developing as a result of both the women's movement and the chiid protection

movement, and their ongoing effort to raise social consciousness of ways in

q'hich u'omen and children are victimized today, and throughout history

(Finkelhor, I 984). Consequently, rvith an alarming new trend of unmasking

abuse gaining momentum, our modem world, sudden-ly dislodged from its

former state of denial and complacency regarding the issue, has been thrust

into the crest of the wave . . . confronting chiid sexual abuse. Frequent media

campaigns inundate the average home rvith numerous sensationâl ând

honifying tales. They mây ârouse social outrage, and force professionals to

acknowledge sexual abuse as a maior social problem. Consequently, members

of the public may discuss the issue in casual conversation which, while aiding

public awareness on the one hand, contributes to some serious myths on the

other. For example, many people influenced by talk shows and tabloids, have

come to believe that adults molested as children are destined to struggle with

lifelong psychological hangups. However, Finkelhor et al. (1989) refute this

myth with a reminder that "a history of sexual abuse is only a risk factor for

developing an impairment, and the development of such a problem for any

individual is far from inevitâble" (p.395).



It is interesting to note that even though the existence and prevalence of

sexual abuse is now well documented and substantiated, attitudes reminiscent

of old Freudian theories still manage to resurface. In both courtroom ând

family therapy sessions, survivors' testimonies are often dismissed or

discounted, sometimes through influence from the False Memory Syndrome

Foundation, referred to herein as FMSF (Fredrickson, in Winnipeg, 1993;

Wylie, 1993). Many survivors continue to be accused of falsi$zing testimony,

shamefully seeking attention and notoriety, wrongfully seeking revenge against

i¡rnocent others, and of using sexual abuse as a rationalization for any number

of problematic s)¡mptoms and behaviours (Wylie, 1993). I believe that the

media bear some responsibility for this most recent development since in many

ways, it has either glamourized persons with a sexually abusive past, or to the

other extreme, it has reinforced society's inherent tendency to stigmatize and

blame victims.

It should be noted however, that the movement of the FMSF has

provided some benefit to the câuse of victims and their families by challenging

and motivating therâpists to sharpen their clinical skills. Clinicians today,

perhaps work harder than before to prevent their own use of poorly framed or

suggestive questions, so as to avoid 'contamination" of client's memories



(Yapko, 1993). Even so, I believe that the FMSF has done more to blur the

reality of this recent problem, and cast shadow and doubt over research

fìndings, than it has aided the cause of discerning truth. Fredrickson (in

Winnipeg, t993) explains that there is no doubt in her mind that "false"

memories exist, "however, more often than not, they belong to perpetrators

and non-supportive family members, than to victims in therapy'"

Within this overview of past and Present grappling with issues related to

sexual abuse, it appears as though we have gone full circle. Yet, even during

the revival of old scepticism and doubt regarding the issue, public interest and

concern has not been withdrawn. In fact, numerous disciosures continue to be

made, and a steady stream of victims continue forward, in search of therapy

and support.

Unfortunately, we âs a society, âre not yet adequately prepared for the

tremendous baddash of bringing these issues to the fore. In the face of a

longstânding shortage of affordable Progrâms and services, vast numbers of

victims and survivors are often held in an awlq¡¡ard and somewhat re-

victimizing state of powerlessness, before they can be seen by a therapist.

Meanrvhile, mental health organizations, strangled by the lengths of their own



waiting lists, are norv ovenvhelmed and overextended, which of course imPacts

on quality service provision. Therapists, once so eåger to leam theories and

treatment models for rvork with survivors, are now so drained and emotionally

taxed by the experience, that all too often, frustration, despair and scePticism

have moved in r'ç'here enthusiasm, compassion and hope used to be.

In conclusion, therapists today require a well-developed understanding

of the problem of sexual abuse and the range of effects associated with it, a

unique ability to apply treatment principles with sldll and compassion, and the

profound ability to keep oneself grounded, and in good mental health, in spite

of the unfortunate chaos and confusion surrounding the theme.

DEFINITION OF SEXUAL ABUSE

As soon as one begins a review of the literature on the subiect of child

sexual abuse, one quicldy discovers a problem that has plagued research in this

area for years. Ho'çv does one define the concept when so much conflict and

inconsistency exist among exPerts, in terms of the use of definitions, either too

nârrow or too broad, to describe or distinguish sexual abuse from inappropriate

play betrveen adults and children; curious exploration of body parts and



genitålia âmong young peers; or perhâPs "failed attempts" of sexual assault,

where no contact occurred.

Some researchers draw lines of distinction around indications of contact,

some form of anal or oral penetrâtion, and of course vaginal intercourse (Briere

&Runtz, igBB; Finkelhor, l9B4; Finkelhor et al., 1990; Russell, l9B3). For

others horvever, this definition is too conservative, and fails to address some of

the subtle or suggestive acts of abuse, including verbal harassment and

indecent gestures or nudity.

It is interesting to note, for example, that in Finkelhor's l98 I study of a

sample of Boston families, he states that "what most parents consider sexual

abuse in ¡eference to their ou'n children includes many ttungs that

professionals in the field would not consider such" ( 1984, p.74). Finkelhor

explains that when acts of indecent exposure, verbal harassment and sexual

gestures occur in the absence of physical contåct, they ought not to be

perceived as sexual abuse per se, but as "thwa¡ted attemPts of sexual abuse"

(p.74). Years later, Finl<elhor describes questions he used in another survey as

problematic because they were designed to include experiences without



physical contact and were therefore, lacking in their ability to "exclude

experiences that did not meet the researcher's criteria" (p. 20)'

I feel perplexed when undue rveight and priority are placed on the

researcher as holding the position of the expert in disceming whât ought or

ought not be recognized as abuse. The implications of this pattem Put

children at risk since acts exPerienced by the victim as abusive, are then

minimized or trivialized by social âuthorities. Perhaps researchers need to find

more relevance for their work in the victim's perception of the experience and

reflect these perceptions more clearþ in their research designs and report

rrriting. Perhaps this reminds us tltat research is never as obiective as one

would have it, and one's attempt to operationalize a concePt, in this case

sexual abuse, is inevitably flavoured by the researcher's own bias.

On the other hand, there are experts who stretch the limits of the

previous definition, to include nonphysical contact. Sandra Butler (1978) says

that "any sexual activity or experience imposed on a child which results in

emotional, physical or sexual traumâ (is abusive) . . . the acts åre not always a

physical one" (p.5). Courtois (I9BB) explains that broad definitions of incest

have purpose and meaning therapeutically, but are not alwâys recognized



legally or in the psychiatric community. She st¿tes however, that in her use of

the definition, 'lincestuous abuse can include gestües, comments and

observation as well as actual body contact" (p. l3).

For the purpose of this document, a definition of sexual abuse includes

any acl (physical or nonphysical) that is imposed on a child that serves no

other purpose other thân to provide for the curiosity or sexual gratificâtion of

the abuser. The child does not have the Power, nor does he or she have the

emotional or sexual development necessary to Sive consent to involvement. I

deliberately exclude Butler's (I978) comments regarding physical, emotional

and,/or sexual trâuma because, in some instances, sexual abuse occurs without

anv apparent traumatic effect. The absence of trauma however, does not

eliminate or reduce the exploitative or violent nature of the deed'

PREVALENCE OF SEXUAI ABUSE

When one confronts so much difficulty defining the term, sexual abuse,

one is sure to encounter more problems sifting through prevalenry rates. For

example, some survey questions restrict the inclusion of data without

indications of physical contåct, while others do not. Second, when sampling



methods vary from study to study, the resulting datâ âre likely to show

differing rates. Third, some researchers include data reported by subiects

relating to sexual activity betrveen peers whereas others do not'

Regardless of the differences in findings, most researchers agree that

repofted incidents of sexual abuse are underestimations of reality' Many acts

of abuse occur without detection, without disclosure, and often without

evidence. In fact, Finkelhor et al. (1986) estimated that an)¡rvhere from 6-

620/o of all adult females, and 3-31% of all adult males have been sexual abuse

victims. Finkelhor et al. ( 1990) rePorts statistics from a survey of 2,626

adults in the U.S.A., stâting that 27o/o of women and 160/o of men have a

history of sexual abuse. Some examples of research findings from other sources

are as follows: Russell ( l9B3) reported that 160/o of her female sample had a

least one experience of intra familial sexual abuse before reaching I B years of

age; twelve percent had been sexually abused by a relative prior to 14 years of

age; and 3 I %o reported ât least one experience of sexual abuse before reaching

18 years of age. Briere's (1984) clinical study reveals that a little less than half

(43.8o/o) of his female sample was sexually abused, but he notes that these

prevalence rates need to be used with caution since the sample was t¿ken from

a clinical treatment population and c¿nnot be generalized to a non-clinical



population. Wind and Silvem ( 1992) stâte that 2B%o of their female

university sample reported a history of sexual abuse; which is similar to the

findings of Parker and Parker (1991) who found that 27o% of their female

university sample rvere sexually abused.

Perhaps rve need recognize thât ân opposing view from the FMSF claims

that current statistics are skewed by therapists' implantation of false memories,

and over-exaggerate the rate at which sexual abuse occurs (Wylie, 1993). We

'ç,r'ould all be more comforted if significantly fewer individuals were sexually

victimized than stâtistics show. However, criticism of resea¡ch studies based

on the idea that many or most therapists are guilty of imparting false memories

in the minds of clients, does nothing more thân shift blame from survivors of

se-rual abuse to the therapists who treât them.

LONG.TERM EFFECTS ASSOCTATED VVITH CHILD SEXUALABUSE
CANWE KNOWTHE EFFECTS?

Ideas conceming the long-term effects of childhood sexual abuse vary from

one clinicia¡r or study to the next. Perhaps this is explained by the relative infancy

stage from which experts recognize the problem, and gather information from

victims conceming the impact of their abuse experience. Ss<ual abuse has received



wide spread coverage only lvithin this past decade; therefore, exploration of the

long-term effect is thus limited by certain obstacles. For o<arnple, retrospective

research is the most popular method used to study adult survivors, and this

method is solely dependent uPon the subjects' memories, many of which may be

forgotten, repressed or distorted. Secondly, researchers also contend with the

presence of hidden and sometimes extreme subiectivity from which each research

subiect views the severity of his or her abuse and its effects; and this Perception,

as Finkelhor (1990) noted, mây not alrvays fit the researcher's criteria. To say the

least, gathering information from research subiects in ways that allow for the

generalization of the findings, especially in reference to sexual abuse, is never easy.

Another problem that impedes our ability to âssess the extent of long-term

damage with any degree of certåinty involves the fact that often several factors,

including other forms of abuse, can contribute to existing problems and

symptomâtologlr. Briere and Runtz (1990) designed a research Proiect to âssess

the extent of all forms of drild abr:se (i.e. physical, sexual and psychological), and

examine their specific and overlapping associations with various types of

psychological symptoms. Their purpose r'ras to "address the issue of whether a

given problem or s),'mPtom associated with one form of abuse may actually arise

from other coexisting forms of abuse, thereby allowing the researcher to



disentangle the source of trauma that often comprise a negative childhood" (p.

3sB).

Although the process of "disentangling the source of trauma" provides one

with interesting information, assuming it is in fâct possible; I question if this

infornation really tells us anyhing useful. After all, one cannot presume to claim

that the existence of a stâtistically strong relationship between research variables

removes or eradicates the need for concem over the "less sigrificant" relationships.

In other rvords, even though Briere and Runtz ( 1990) report that a "substantial"

relationship exists between parental psychological abuse and a victim's low self

esteem, they do not clâim that one's self esteem is therefore unaffected by sexual

abuse. Therefore, we still lack certainty in our ability to know the extent to which

sexual abuse impacts upon a victim's self esteem . . . from this example, all we

knorv is that when compared with Psychological abuse, self esteem is not ås

strongly impacted as the sample's sexuality. So, what are the implications of this?

Do we ignore self esteem issues in the treâtment process surrounding sexual

abuse? Obviously not.

Another important fact to consider is that there is no evidence that c¿nnot

be at least partially explained by the presence of other forms of abuse or trâumâ,



that can pinpoint or prove that sexual abuse causes emotional damage to victims.

\,Ve can only say that sexual abuse increases one's risk of encountering

psychological difficulties. Finkelhor, et â1. (1989) states horvever, that even in the

absence of conclusive empirical data producing evidence that sexual abuse is a

causal factor of adult Ðnnptomatology, most researchers believe that it is, at least

to some degree. Still, in spite of what appeârs painfully obvious, clinicians must

continue to exercise caution in the way they formulate and communicate ideas

regarding sexuai abuse.

The fact is, we really do not know what the long-term effects of sexual

abtse a¡e. The reality of life is such thât many sources of trauma, including those

that are unrelated to abuse, may contribute to the complexities of problems

experienced by people. (Briere & Runtz, l9B8' Briere & Runtz, l99O; ]ehu &

Gazan, l9B3; Wind & Silvem, 1992).

THE RANGE OF REACTIONS AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS

Uterâture describing the scope of long-term reactions and common effects

frequently associated with child sexual abuse covers a signifìcantþ wide range.

Some survivors demonstrâte rather strong reâctions to their abuse history, and



struggle with a myriad of effects ranging from chronic and acute depression,

anxiety, eating and sleeping disorders, difficulties with trusting others, lo'çv self-

esteem and many other distressing pattems or problems (Bass & Davis, l9BB;

Briere, 1984; Briere & Runtz, 1990; Browne & Finkelhor, l986; Courtois, l9BB;

Finkelhoret al.,l9B9; |ehu &Gazan, l9B3; fehu, Klassen &Gazan, 1985). On

the other hand, some survivors åppear to have very little reâction to their abuse,

or describe their experience as "neutral, mildly disturbing or positive" (Courlois,

l9BB, p. 9l).

It is usually difficult for most clinicians to accept the idea that one lvould

describe his or her abuse as "mildly discomforting," let alone "positive." Clinicians

a¡e familiar with the phenomenon that some survivors, consciously or otherwise,

minimize the significance of their abuse history. Clinicians might thus attribute

the "mildly discomfofting" and "positive" responses to such minimization. One

therapist wrote, "Minimization serves â protective function by allorving the

survivor to remember the experience, but deny its impâct and therefore, avoid

experiencing the related feelings." (Drauker, 1993, p. 250).

At the same time however, clinicians must strive toward the development

of a balanced perception, being mindful of minimization, but keeping one's mind



open to the possibility that for some, sexual abuse has little or perhaps no long-

term effect. A baianced perception avoids the danger of assuming a level of

damage, and thus proiecting this assumption onto clients, perhaps creåting

harmful effects. I rvonder if Drauker made the mistake of many therapists by

srrggesting to clients that abuse is damaging, thereby influencing or contaminating

her clients' perceptions.

Drauker (1993) quotes a client:

She did ntake ne recognize the fact that (sexual

abuse) was a big deal, and just laowittg it was a big
deal made nte concentÍate more on it. I hadn't reâlized
that---how big a deal it wâs It was affecting eve4t
aspect of my life, not just my personal relationships,
everything I did revolved around my problem with
incest (p. 250).

We do or¡r dients and ou¡selves, as therapists, an iniustice when we are not

mindfi:l of ways in which our use of languâge mây contåminate our work (Dolan,

in Winnipeg, 1994). All too often, people are trained by their therapists to believe

that victims will inevitably encounter maior disruptions and dysfunctions in their

adult lives and relationships, as a result of their abuse. However, Finkelhor et al.

(1989) explain that the discussion of the long-term effects of sexual abuse needs

to be tempered with caution, since we often neglect the fact that many victims do



not suffer extreme disturbance and psychopathology. "Research shorving that

sexual abuse is associated with problems in adulthood, must not be misinterpreted

by victims, their families or their tl'rerapists as â guarantee of dismal prognosis "

(p.3e6).

So, rvhat is it that makes a difference in the lives of survivors, so that they

are able to avoid extreme symptomatology? After all, Browne and Finkelhor

(1986) note that "most sexual abuse victims in the community, when evaluated

in surveys, show up as slightly impaired or normal" (p. l6a). According to some

clinicians, indications of social supPort, particularþ from one's family both prior

to abuse, and subsequent to disclosure, promote ongoing Progress in healthy

development and positive coping (Parker &- Parker, I 99 I ; Yama, Tovey & Fogus,

1993). In addition to this, Feinhaur and Valentine (1993) leamed from their

study of stable survivors, that prevalent resilienry themes include:

the ability to frnd emotional support outside the
fantily; sellregard, or the ability to think well of
oneselt religion or spirituality; extemal attributions
for blante and cognitive style; and an inner-directed
locus of control which seemed to emanate fron't
intental values rather tha¡t from expectations and
directions of others (p. 2I B)



Most of the literature r'ç,ritten on the subiect of long-term effects of sexual

abuse includes a description of the follorving eleven areas of personal development

that are often damaged or effected by sexual abuse and exploitation.

Low Self-Esteem

l-ow self-esteem is frequently mentioned in literature describing long-term

effects of sexual abuse. Brovvne and Finkelhor (1986) claim that "women with

very poor self esteem were nearly four times as likely to rePort a history of child

sexual abuse as were other subiects . . . self esteem problems among clinical

samples of incest victims tended to be much greåter" (p. 70). Courtois (l9BB)

notes that the low self esteem of incest survivors is substantiated by his or her

inability to explain why a loved one would sexually abuse him or her. She explains

thât "in the absence of information to the contrary, (survivors) answer this

question in thei¡ own disfavour, (assuming they caused the abuse or signalled

their rvillingness)" (p. 105).

Gelinas, (1983) states that "relational imbalances have tâught (victims)

that they literally have no rights, parlicularþ to needs of their own: nothing is

orved them, . . . With such fundamentally impaired self esteem, incest victims



tend to be extremely unâssertive and passive, to the point of paraþis" (p '322).

Extreme passivity increases one's risk of revictimization and may produce other

problems in interpersonal relationships.

Jehu ( l9B9) reported that u'hen using the Belief Inventory to ascertain the

prevalence of self denigratory beliefs among survivors, 7 Bo/o reported that the

statement "I am worthless and bad," wes pârtly, mostly or absolutely true. Ninety

percent of victims beiieved, to some degree, that they were inferior to others

because they did not have normal experiences; 76% believed they vvould never

lead a normal life because the damage lvâs permanenl; and B2o/o of victims

believed that others would not want anything to do with them because of their

sexual abuse.

Briere and Runtz (1986) explâin thât often survivors of sexual abuse

become suicid¿l, partially, because of thei¡ low self esteem. They stâte thet "a poor

self concept mitigates against valuing oneself enough to want to live or avoid self

destruction" (p.al7). Extreme forms of self hatred and conternpt can result from

intemalized social stigmatization and/or incorporated negative messages from

one's abuser (Browne & Finkelhor, l9B5). Therefore, survivors often perceive

themselves as Courtois (1988) explains, as having deserved the abuse, while



claiming responsibility for it. Feeling both responsible for and deserving of the

abuse can reinforce the guilt and shame that are frequentþ intemalized by

survivors and create problems in self esteem. These beliefs also lead some survivors

to suicide or other forms of punishment (Briere, & Runtz, l986).

Impaired Relationships

Researchers often report that adult survivors have problems rvith

interpersonal relationships. (Briere, I9B4; Courtois, l98B; Gelinas, l9B3;

Herman, I 98 l; Iehu & Gazan, l9B3; )ehu, Gazan & Klassen, I9B5). In marital

relationships, for example, Finkelhor et al. (1989) state that for women, a history

of sexu¿I abuse is associated rvitlt "more marital disruption, more marital conflict,

more fear of men, and more sexual problems" (p.393).

Herman, (l9Bl) explains that:

Many of the women described thentselves as

"different" or stated that they could never be "norntal"
. The isolation that these wonlen felt was

compounded by their ovvn diffrculty in forming
trusting relationships. The legag, of their childhood
was a feeling of hauing been profotndly betrayed by
both parents . . . they came to expect abuse and
disappointment in all intimate relationships: to be
abandoned, as they felt their mothers had abandoned
them, or to be exploited, as their fathers had exploited
thent (pp. 96, 9B-100).



Similarly, Gelinas (1983) explains that most female survivors experience

much confusion and doubt regarding their role, especially in terms of "obligations

and entitlements in relationships" (p.323). She explains:

one implication of this exploitative fantily system is
that the patient will tend to allow or evett induce
future relationships to follow the saine Pattems
Hauing intemalized the roles, identity and relational
pattems of tlte family, she is at risk to recapitulate
tllese pattems, ¡.r,ith herself as the exploited, over-
responsible caretaker, with no rights to reciprocity and
no self separate front her caretaking functions. She
may eventually become chronicalþ
apologetic but vagueþ resentful, v,itlt poor self esteem
(p 32s)

Herman ( l9B I ) and Courtois ( I 9BB) refer to the fact that some female

survivors tend to idealize men and overvalue their relationships with them. This

pâttem reinforces negative risks since the unrealistic percePtion of an abusive

partner, in addition to a high propensity for self blame and self criticism, leads

easily to ongoing abuse and all the classic, erroneous beliefs of deserving it as well.

Briere ( l9B4) reports that 48.9o/o of femaie subiects from his clinical sample rvere

battered in adult relationships; Russell ( 1986) found that from 3B-48%o of her

sample orperienced violence in their marriage s; and 40-62o/o of these såme women

were sexuålly assaulted by their husbands.



So fa¡, the impact of sexual abuse on interpersonal relationships has been

described in this paper in reference to adult female victims. Information regarding

male victims of child sexual abuse is much more difficult to obtâin. Finkelhor et

al. ( l9B9) make note of the fact that male survivors experience similar diffìculties

in sexuality and marital ftrnctioning as previously found in women. They claim

horvever, lhat 2\o/o of male victims versus l7%o of nonvictims said that the recent

âttention to sexual abuse has made them more fearful of interactions with

children. They are "less likely to want to be alone with other people's children, to

offer to baby-sit, to hug (or) . . . to hold children, to help a lost child, or to smile

at children they didn't knord' (Finkelhor et al., I989, p.395).

Depression

Depression is the most commonly reported effect of sexual abuse among

adults molested as child¡en (Browne & Finkelhor, l986). Jehu, Gaz¿n and l(lassen

(1985) report that fifteen out of twenty-one subjects involved in their study,

experienced Ð¡mptoms of clinical depression at borderline, moderate or extreme

Ievels. Browne and Finkelhor (1986) report that "subiects with a history of child

sexual abuse scored more depressed on the Centre for Environment Studies

Depression Scale, than did non-abused women (l7o/o vs. 9% with clinic¿I



Ðmìptoms in the last rveek), as well as on the Middlesex Hospital Questionnaire's

measure of depression ( I 5%o vs. 7o/o)" (p.69) .

In a study involving a non-clinical sample, Briere and Runtz, (l9BB)

supporl the previous findings even though their scores are less dramatic. They

report thât the abused group scored higher (22.87o vs. 20.60/o) than the non-

abused group in chronic depression; and slightly higher (19.6% vs. lB. I%) for

acute depression.

It is important to note thât not all researchers report these findings. For

example, Wind and Silvem, (1992) did not find any significant differences

betrveen depression scores t¿lcen f¡om the abused and non-abused groups. On the

other hand, when the nature of abuse involved both physical and sexual abuse,

scores between abused and non-abused groups showed significant difference.

Similarty, Yama, Tovey and Fogus ( 1993) report that family environment

tends to influence the degree of impact of sexual abuse. In reference to depression,

Yama et al. (1993) explain that:

sexul abwe was related to higher levels of depression
when families were perceived as high in conflict, and
it was related to íotver levels of depression when



fantilies were perceived as high in control. (Sexual)

abuse also appeared to be associated with more
depression when the fanily of origin was perceived as

ntore cohesive (p. 139).

S elf-destructive Behaviours

Adult survivors acL out the long-ternl effects of sexual abuse in a variety of

ways. Often an individual will be so conditioned to the role of victim, and her self

concept so depleted, that she continues the destructive Process even though the

original abuse has ended:

The goals and ntotivations of different types of self'
dantaging behauiours vary quite ntarkedly and differ
by degree of seriousness; however, all involve some
neasuÍe of self-direaed hatred and rage often
operating at an unconscious level. These behauiours
can be conceptualized along a continuum from Iess too
n1o.re seveÍe with overlap between them. They nay be
solitaty or may involve getting others to be hurtfuI or
destructive (Courtois, I 9BB, p. 302).

In most cases, harm,ful behaviours are reduced or discontinued as sun'ivors

experience positive support and develop healthier coping skills. Hou'ever, some

individuals continue and even increase the severity of self iniurious conduct

during periods of crisis or as more past memories and pain surface. Some of the



most common destructive patterns utilized by survivors are described in some

detail in this next segment,

Subst¿nce Abuse

Clúld sexual abuse has a direct effect on both alcohol and drug use (Browne

& Finkelhor, l98ó; Watts & Ellis, I993;). The proportion of substance abusing

clients who were sexually victimized earlier in their lives, ranges from one-third

to 70%o for women, and from 6.60/o to 24o/o for men (Watts & Ellis, I 993). Briere

(1984) found that 27o/o of sexual abuse victims had a history of alcoholism

compared with eleven of non-victims, and 2lo/o had a history of drug addiction

versus 27o of the non-victims. For this reason, " . . . rese chers conclude that the

problem of sexual abuse for chemically dependent women is so great that

substance abuse treatment progrâms must include a substantial component of

sexual abuse counselling" (Watts & Ellis, 1993, p. I 84).

Perhaps people question rvhat purpose survivors find for the use of

depressants such as alcohol and other chemicals to coPe with probiems. Some

suwivors use chemicals to find relief fron stressors, both related and unrelated to

their abuse. For example, Gelinas (1983) refers to mothers sexually victimized as

children, who tum to alcohol lvhen feeling "preyed upon by their children" and



overwhelmed by their needs. He¡e, alcohol is used to "muffle the effect" of

stressful demands.

Others u'ill use alcohol as a method of numbing (Bass &- Davis, l9BB) or

self medicating (Courtois, l gBB). Numbing one's mind and body is the only way

some victims cân engage in sexual activity and see various sexual acts through to

comPletion.

On the other hand, Courtois ( t 9BB) notes that while some individuals use

substances to self medicate and escape, others will use them to get in touch with

their feelings. In some instances, chemicals are used to express and act out rage:

I also got ntore physically destructive when I was

drinking. I could tolerate more physical pain when I
was dntnk: I had been drinking when I bumed my
arms and during several suicide attempts. I could
exprcss my anger under the influence of alcohol, and
I putposeþ sta-tted frghts so my boy{riend would beat
meuP... I felt I deserved it... (Courtois, I9BB,

P.312).

It is also importånt to note that the abuse of chemicals among male victims

will increase the preexisting risk of PerPetrating sexual abuse against others.

"Several researchers contend that males sexually abused as children are at risk for



becoming abusers of children as adults" (Vander Mey, l9BB' p.6B). Since

chemicals such as alcohol are known to reduce or numb the inhibitive forces that

usually prevent abusive behaviours, it becomes clear that while under their

influence, victims, predisposed to such offences (whether they be male or female),

may be exposed to higher risks of sexual perpetration.

Eating Disorders

A lack of informatiorì exists in reference to the relâtionship between child

serual abuse and eating disorders. I fourd no studies within sexual abuse literature

showing the prevalence of this symptom among survivors, even though several

authors refer to the problem as a qymPtom frequently associated with sexual abuse

(Bass & Davis, lgBB; Courtois, lgBB; Dolan, 1992; Rew, l9B9; Young' 1992)'

Courtois (l9BB) states that "a history of sexual abuse has been most

frequently associated with bulimia, but it seems to have a relationship u'ith

compulsive overeating and anorexia as well" (p.31a). The explanation for this

involves the idea that eating disorders provide individuals with a means of

restoring power and control over their bodies (Bass & Davis, l9BB; Courtois,

lgBB; Young, 1992). For example, some individuals believe that by either

emaciating their bodies or gaining excessive weight, they reduce their sex appeal,
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and discourage sexual advances. Young (1992) provides an example of this idea

in an excerpt from a client's ioumal:

Sonteone cânte up to nte the other day and said that
I looked gatnt and it made nte feel happy and sa-fe. I
have a friend wlto was sexually abused as a child and
for a while she shaved her head and stawed and
everybody said she looked lilce a concentration camp
uictint and she was thrilled. I completely wtderstand
that. If you dott't have a body, you can't be hurt
(p'e6).

For others, eating disorders âre a way of punishing the body and inflicting

self abuse (Courtois, l9BB; Young, t 992). Young ( I992) explains that the body

can be perceived by victims as a "foreign container" holding all of the bad

memories and feelings associated with abuse. Stawing oneself is one way to be rid

of the "foreign containef' and all of the "intolerable feelings and painful memories"

(Young, 1992,p.96).

Lastly, eating disorders can also be used by survivors as "a means of

physically representing the non-nourishing atmosphere of the family'' (Courtois,

I988, p.314). Once again, Young (1992) provides as example of an anorexic

client's powerful use of metaphor:



I{er body v,as a precariously maintained shaft in an
abandoned mitte, its treâsuÍes long ago ripped out and
taken av,ay. Periodically the mine was tumed inside
and out by thieves and minen searching for something
of value, who, in their rage at Ênding nothing,
smashed up the rentaining shafts and Ieft (p.96.).

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

The American Psychiatric Association ( l9B7) states thât in order to

diagnose post-trâunatic stress disorder (herein after referred to as PTSD), the

following criteriâ must be evident in the client's history and current experience:

The individual experienced a "psychologielly distressing event" of

a magnitude that would evoke disturbance in almost anyone.

The individual re-experiences the trauma through recurrent and

intrusive dreams, nightmares or "flashbacks" of the original traumatic

event.

The individual experiences a "numbing of general responsiveness"

in an effort to avoid the extemal rvorld. This includes dissociation,

withdrawal and a loss of interest in othe¡ life experiences and relationships.



The individual may exhibit other reactions or syrnPtoms such as

sleep disturbance, difficulty concentrating, memory problems, irrational

guilt and hyper-vigilance to danger or situations that resemble the original

trauma.

Kaplan and Sadock (199t) state that "the psychoanalytic view of post-

traumatic stress disorder is thât the trauma reactivates unresolved conflicts from

early childhood: including irrational traumås of childhood that had been

unconscious. The revival of the childhood trauma results in regression and the

use of defence mechanisms of repression, denial and undoing. There is a repetition

by the ego to relive and thereby master and reduce arxiety. " (p' atO)'

Briere (1984) demonstrated thât conditions of PTSD, rvhen grouped with

a host of other qymptoms such as alcoholism and/or drug addiction, problems with

anger, decreased sex drive and several other difficulties comprise 'post-sexual

abuse slmdrome. " PTSD and other s)¡mPtoms of post-sexual abuse slmdrome

involve pattems of behaviour "rvhich were originally coping mechanisms or

conditioned reactions to a childhood characterized by victimization," (Briere,

1984, p. 12).



Dolan ( 199 I ) states thât "a PTSD diagnosis is helpful for survivors of

sexual abuse because the definition not only has a normalizing effect for clients,

but also is clinically åccurate. When syrnptoms of childhood sexual abuse are

explained as initially reasonable, and in many cases valuable, efforts to survive

extreme psychological stress, they become less stigmatizing in clients'eyes. . .

Seeing themselves in the same group âs victims of natural disasters, aeroplane and

car accidents, and random criminal assaults can be helpful in overcoming a

tendenry to blame themselves rather than the perpetrator" (p. 5).

IGplan and Sadock (1991) explained that the development of PTSD is

positively correlated with the severity of the stressor, in other words, not all

survivors of trauma develop PTSD, but the risks of this are higher when severe

trauma is involved. Survivors whose childhood sexual trâuma involves excessive

force, violence and incest are more likely to develop Ð.¡rnptoms of PTSD than

survivors with more subtle or suggestive sexual experiences that may occur

without physical contåct.



Dissociation

Silon (1992) stâtes that "dissociation is a self-hypnotic stâte which leads

to the alteration of awareness" (p. 154). Stafford (1993) adds that "the term

dissociative implies a separation such as the separation of feelings from thoughts

or memories that ordinarily accompany those feelings. Another way of phrasing

this process would be splitting off of some group of memories from the rest of the

individual's identity, a classic example being that of amnesia." (p. l5).

Since all of r¡s dissociate from time to time, the level or degree of separating

the mind from the body varies from one individual to the next. Therefore,

dissociation is usually described on a continuum since there is an observable range

of dissociate stâtes, some rather common and useful rvhile others are more

complex and problematic. (Chu, l99l ; Stafford , 1993) .

Some dissociative states .nh*.. periods of restfulness, relaxation and

creativity. Others increase the individual's ability to manâge stress, pressure and

pain u'hile accomplishing difficult tasks that might otherwise seem impossible.

Further along the continuum of dissociative states "sPlitting off' becomes

problematic. Stafford (1993) states that dissociâtion cân alter individual



consciousness so that "thoughts, feelings and actions are supposedly not

integated in the usual way" (p. l7). She adds that "two characteristics are found

in the most extreme types of dissociative experiences: disturbance in the

individual's sense of identity and a disturbance of memory," (Ståfford, 1993, p.

17).

Courlois ( l98B) states:

Dissociative s¡mrptoms are ntanifest by recurent
nightmeres and night terrors, amnesia, especially for
Iarge segments of childhood, tr lce stâtes, perceptual
distortions, feelings of depersonalization or of seeing
the self from afar, feelings of derealization, fainting
spells, núgraines seizures and "sliding" or
multiple personalities, (p. 99).

Separating or spiitting of the mind arvay from the body during sexual

victimizâtion is used by the victim as a defence against the stress and trauma of

abuse (Strick & Wilcoxon, l99l). \4tren the abuse is ongoing, the dissociative

tendencies become regularized into the victim's day to day experience. This can

pose a threat to the identity dwelopment of the victim, which may interfere with

his or her ability to integrate memories into consciousness (Stafford, 1993).

Silon ( 1992) states:



The 'wall " or dissociated stâte ñlas the place sotne
retreated to wall-in their entotions and early
wowtdedness. Behind tlte wall they were safe to hide
or block out early mentories, to remain numb,
insulated and detached.from the pain . . . as the child,
and later adult, spends more tinte in a dissociative
state, building thicker walls to Protect one's
narcissistic u,otnds, more alienation and entptiness ls
experienced. (p. I6I ).

According to Briere's ( l9B4) clinical study, 4l.Bo/o oÍ sexually abused

subiects reporkd dissociative experiences compared with 22.1o/o of his non-abused

sample; 32.8%o vs. 10.5% experienced feelings of derealzation; and 20.9% vs.

B. l7o reported having out of body experiences.

Multiple Personality Disorder

Multiple Personality Disorder (referred to he¡ein as MPD) is the most

severe form of dissociation (Courtois, l9BB; Dolan, 199I). "In the påst, alackof

awareness of dissociative phenomenon lead to MPD being under-diagnosed"

(Chu, 1991, p. 200). Chu adds that an increasing recognition and acceptance of

the dinical profession for MPD has since lead to other dissociative disorders being

misdiagnosed as MPD.



Stafford ( 1993) states that MPD can be effectively diagnosed and

understood following three key points:

Multiple personality disorder (MPD) is a dissociative disorder in

rvhich two or more distinct personality states exist within an individual.

At least trvo of these personalities recurrently take full control of the

person's behaviour.

Most MPD clients repoft histories of severe childhood trâuma,

pårticularly physical, sexual, and ritual cult abuse. MPD most likely

originates in childhood, but is not usually diagnosed until adulthood. In

most reported cases the first dissociative episode is thought to have

occurred at a very young âge.

Signs and Ðmlptoms that suggest MPD include a history of medical

and psychiatric diagnoses; inconsistencies in âccounts of elapsed time and

physical behaviours: psychophysiological complaints; experiencing voices

inside the head; ard a¡r individual referring to herself as "rve" instead of 'I."

Rivera explains that individuals with MPD usually exhibit a wide array of

sy'rnptomatology that Permeâtes their past and present life:



Suicidal depressiott, severe sontatic contplaínts,
antnesia, self-mutilation, passive-influence
phenontenon, fugue episodes, unsuble personal
relationships, sleep disturbances, nightntares,
.flashbacks, sexual diffrculties, intense dysphoria, and
dratnatic suings in affect and behauiour are among the
many Ðmlptoms of this Post-traumatic condition
(Nvera, 1991, p. 79).

Courtois ( t 9BB), e,xplains that:

The personalities, u,hatever their total, have varying
degrees of distinctness and complexity, ntany with
very different habits, ualues, and ways of expressing
themselves. The indiuidual may change dress, speech,

ntaruterisnts, body posture and movement according to
the identity of the dominant personality at the time .

The frnctions of the secondaty personalities uaty.

They usually developed after the occurrence of trauna
as protection against emotional pain. I'ater, they
enable the individual to act on aggressive and sexual
impulses tnacceptable to the original personality.
Common altemates include a fearful, dependent,
childlike personality; a recldess, promiscuorc
personality who acts out forbidden aggressive and
sexual impulses; and a calming, rational, soothing
pÍotector oÍ aduisor. At least one personality, usually
that of a child, contains the memory of the abuse and
the terriSting experiences. (p. I 56)



Courtois ( l9BB) elaborates fudher, stâting that:

The personality that seeks treatment in adulthood
comntonly presents as depressed, atxious, and
suffering front psychosomatic symptoms Presenting
problems include substance abuse, homicidal, suicidal
or self-ntutilati ng behauiour, audi toty hallucin a tions
(usually front v,ithin rather than outside of the self),
psychotic episodes, amnesia, criminal behauiour,
hysterical conversion slmlptons, phobias and sexual
problems. (p. 157).

Rivera (1991) concluded from her research based on lB5 cases involving

clients with MPD that 92o/o were female; 98% experienced physical abuse in

childhood; 9B7o sexual abuse; and most expeúenced both physical and sexual

abuse.

Self-Mutilationy'Suicidality

Self mutilation and suicidality are also associated with a history of child

se-rual abuse. Briere and Runtz (1986) claim that "clients who are sexually

victimized as children were over two times more likely to have made at least one

suicide attempt in the past than were non-abused clients, and were more likely to

be suicidal at the time of their intake" (p. 417). Similarly, Sedney and Brooks
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(1984) found that 39%o of their college sample of sexual abuse survivors thought

about harming themselves physically, 160/o of these had made at least one

âttempt.

Young ( I 992) explains that self mutilation often represents the survivor's

wish to cut his/herself loose from the body, to be rid of it once and for all. She

also explains that some survivors desire to punish and torture their own body as

a result of their hatred of it for having been small, weak and vulnerable. "They

seem to treat the body with the same callused disregard and cruelty, the same

indifference to the value and sanctity of the human body, as the aggressor (his or

her abuser)" (Young, 1992, p. 99).

Briere and Runtz (1986) offer explanations for survivor suicide ideation as:

reflecting the intensity of the survivors self blame;

the extreme sense of powerlessness over their situation;

a cry for help;

their sense of isolation, alienâtion and abandonment from others, in other

words a lack of either social support and/or trustworthy relationships.



Sex and Sexuality

Bass and Davis (I9BB) explain that many survivors encounter repeated

pâtterns of previous victimizâtion from current relationships with abusive

partners. For some, this pattem involves dangerous and/or hurniliating sexuai

activities. Dolan (1991) states that the symptom of dissociation continues to

place many survivors, especially women, in risk of danger and damaging sexual

e,xperiences. The separation of the mind from real danger for the body allows the

individual to remain in situations that hold potential for ongoing damage to self

esteem. For example, måny women intemalize â messâge thåt sex is all they are

good for. Dolan (1991) explains that since survivors often discount or disbelieve

that they a¡e loveable or worthy of good relationships, they may use sex to

"barter" in exchange for involvement in a relationship.

According to research, many survivors resort to prostitution in adolescence

and adulthood (Browne & Finkelhor, l 986; Courtois, l 9BB; Jehu & Gazan, I 983;

fehu et al. l9B5). jehu and Gazan (1983) ståte that "sexual exploitation ât ân

early âge lowers the victim's self-esteem and lessens her resistance to viewing

he¡self as a saleable commodity'' (p. 74). In other words, survivors often view

themselves, sex and sexuality in less than positive terms, which can lead to self

destructive sexual pattems and behaviours.
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I have heard therapists and social work students discuss a survivor's

involvement in prostitution in â sentence linking sexual abuse and promiscuity.

I am inclined to sepârâte these issues, in spite of the fact that they share a

common theme, sex. For example, when a man and a woman become â prostitute,

I rvant to underst¿nd his or her perception of options, or what is more likely, the

laclc of them. Children may intemalize the trauma of sexual abuse and perceive

tiemselves tlereafter, as rvorthless, bad and undeserving of health ând hâppiness.

When these children reach adulthood, negative self perceptions are often

reinforced by nerv relationships that follow old patterns of abuse. This can result

in the inability of these people to recogrize ând åttempt opportunities of personal

grovrth and meaningful employ'rnent. The end result for many people, especiâlly

women, involves â cåreer in prostitution. Therefore, this result has more to do

with a lack of viable options, and less to do with promiscuity.

Promiscuity

The Collin's English Dictionary defines promiscuous behaviour as

"induþng in casual and indiscriminate sexual behaviours" or, as "consisting of a

number of dissimilar parts or elements mingled in a confused or indiscriminate

manner." Many people today hold liberal views regarding sex, which mây even

include tolerating alvåreness of frequent or regular sexual encounters that t¿ke



place between strangers, or situations rvhere partners do not know each other well,

or for very long.

In the 1990's casual and indiscriminate sex has become particularly

dangerous because of the rampant increase of sexually transmitted diseases,

especially the HIV/AIDS virus. Survivors who dissociate are intensifying the real

danger of casual sexual encounters.

Browne and Finkelhor (1986) note that promiscuous sexual conduct rånks

high (25-35%d among sexual abuse victims. It should be noted that "promiscuity

. . . may be more â function of tleir negative self åttributions . . . than their actual

sexual behaviour, thus researchers should be careful to combine obiective

behavioural measures with this type of self report" (p. 7 I ).

Effects of Abuse on Sexual Satisfaction

Browne and Finkelhor (1985) claim that the effects on sexuality of adult

victims of childhood sexual abuse have been among the most researched and best

established effects. fehu et al. (1985) identify five areas of femaie sexuality that

are commonly effected by a history of sexual abuse. These are: impaired

motivation; sexual phobias/aversions; impaired arousal; impaired sexuality



(vaginismus, impaired orgasm) and sexual dissatisfaction. They state that "some

previously abused women report that they do not experience any interest in sex,

they could go on indefinitely u'ithout missing sexual activity and abstinence f¡om

it is often a relief to them" (p. 40). Nearþ half of the victims in |ehu's et al.

( I 985) study reported lack of motivation.

Secondly, )ehu et al. ( t 985) o<plain thât mâny women experience arxiety,

flashbacks and panic in addition to physiological reactions such as profuse

srveating, nauseâ, vomiting, diar¡hea or palpitations when involved in sexual

activities. Nine of the 22 women in this study reported phobic or aversive

reâctions to sex.

Thirdly, Jehu et al. (1985) explain that excessive ânxiety and the

occunence of physiological s).rynptoms such as nausea, retching and vomiting can

disrupt or terminâte arousal and stimulation. For example, some women do not

perceive the stimulation they are receiving, nor do they expeúence the erotic 
.

sensations and feelings usually associated with it (Jehu et al. 1985, p. 42). Over

half of the subiects involved in this study reported impaired arousal.

Impaired orga.sm involves the difficulty some survivors have with achieving

a climax during sexual encounters. fehu et aL (1985) explain that in some cases,



orgasms ocûrr, but due to the trauma associated with sexual abuse, the orgasmic

experience is not pleâsurâble. Seven of the 22 victims in fehu's et al. ( l9B5) study

reported some form of impaired orgasm during adulthood.

Sexual dissatisfaction occurs in many relationships, representâtive of both

abused and nonabused populations. ]ehu et al. (1985) note that even in

relationships uihere couples report one or more impairments in sexual motivation

and performance, couples without a history of sexual abuse often report their

sexual relationship to be sâtisfying. They state that "in the case of victimized

women, there is evidence to suggest that their sexual relationships tend to be

cha¡acterized by dissatisfaction, as well as other dissatisfactions" (p. 43). Over half

of the victims in this study reported sexual dissatisfaction.

Finl<elhor et al. (1989) also researched the impact of sexual abuse on later

serual satisfaction. Their findings support the claim that many survivors are

dissatisfied in current sexual relationships. They report that sexual abuse is

predictive of marit¿l disruption for both male and female victims, and is predictive

of sexual dissatisfaction for females only.



TREATMENT MODELS

PREAMBLE

Between the late l9B0's and the early 1990's several books r¡'ere published

describing the long-term effects of sexual abuse and clinical treatrnent for

surr¡ivors. In the beginning ståges of developing therapy models, both theorists

and therapists believed that survivors in therapy needed to face the task of

accepting and confronting, in as much detail as they could access, memories and

feelings associated with traumatic events they had experienced. Consequently,

dinic¿I work in this area focused primarily on the clients' memories of the past,

sometimes through the use of hypnosis, family sculpting, or group role plays.

Goals for treatment centered on âdiustments of the client's perceptions of his or

her trauma, and the acknorvledgement of feelings of powerlessness experienced by

most victims.

Confronting a pain-frrl past enabled numerous individuals to attåch new and

more accurâte meanings to their symptomatology, which often emerged as

intrusive, unexplainable or troubling expressions of emotions such as rage, anxiety,

depression and fear. Survivors, their family members, and even their therapists

discovered that clients were not " going ctazy" or exhibiting some fomr of



dementia or mental illness, nrhen suddenly, and for what seemed like no apparent

reason, individuals felt arxious, panicþ or experienced flashbacks of disturbing

scenes. They discovered instead, that people's resPonses to trâumatic events they

expeúenced, even though these may hâve taken place several yeârs or decades in

the past and be delayed, still reflect rationâlity - as similar to indications of post-

traumatic stress in soldiers of war or combat, victims of torture, or survivors of

other forms of trauma (Briere, I 984; Dolan, I 99 I ; Herman , 1992).

The predominant principle guiding the treâtment of survivors during the

late 1980's was that individuals who uere sexually abused in childhood often

struggle with numerous problematic effects which could be overcome if clients

were willing to "recall," "reworl(' and "recontextualize" their tråumâ (Courtois,

lgBB p. 167). Reworking childhood sexual trauma, in this context, became

understood by popular phrases such as "deal with" or "heal from" sexual abuse,

because the recovery process involved facing memories and feelings in corrnection

to past trâuma. For example, the process of "reworking" trâumâ involves going

back in one's mind to recall and disclose what happened, where one was when it

happened, who was involved, what was said, and what it felt like. Clients are

encouraged to express all thoughts in as much detail and with âs much emotion

as possible. The theoretical rational for this painfirl Process involves a belief that



by such expression, clients will eliminâte o¡ extinguish their need for hamrful

coping mechanisms and dysfunctional sy'rnptomatologies when they allow

themselves to remember and 'reclaim" their trauma, as opposed to denying,

minimizing or dissociating from it (Clark, 1993; Courtois, l9BB; Sgroi, l9BB).

Wa.lter and Pellar ( 1992) explain that historically, therapists believed that

their dients had some "definite" problems, for which they, as professionals, could

determine a "specific" cause. They state:

What is the cause of the problem? intimates that there
is a relationship between Ênding the cause and soluing
the problem. This process is consistent with westem
scienceb idea--along with traditional descriptions
inherent in the scientiÍìc ntodel--that the way to solve
a problent is to frnd out what the cause is so thet one
catt effea change by eliminating the cause. (Walter &
Peller, 1992, p.2).

One can trace the existence of this belief in treâtment for survivors that

relies primarily on the retrieval of childhood memories, the development of

insight, and cognitive reconstruction of thoughts, behaviours and perceptions. I

have used the following situation to illustrate this influence.

A dient reported to her therapist that she felt frustrated during her efforts

to be sexually intimate, because she could not achieve sufficient vaginal



lubrication or stimulation, rvhich she thought u'ould make sex less painful and

more pleasurable. Her inability to have sex comfort¿bly and conÊdently was

identified as the problem. Further assessrnent revealed that this client was sexually

abused as a child. Memories of he¡ abuse rvere the cause for her lack of interest

and stimulation since the client explained that current sexual activity reminded

her of her early abtrse c<periences. According to the literature on sexual abuse, the

relationship between the cause and the solution to this problem, hinges upon the

client's readiness and willingness to confront her memories of abuse and

reconstruct new ideas and feelings associated with her sexuality and sexual

activity.

Experts such as Briere (1984), Herman, (1992), Sgroi, (1988), Courtois,

(l9BB) and Gl (1990), have developed treatment models for work with survivors

that provide therapists and clients rvith a structure for understanding the

relationship between the cause and the solution of problems associated with

sexual abuse. Although each expert reveals a unique style both in doing the work

and in writing about it, general commonalties are evident. For example, Gil

(1990) outlines a three-stage model of treâtment that she câtegorizes under

headings of "beginning," "middle" and "termination phases." Herman (1992)

describes her tlree ståges as establishing "safety," "remembrânce and mouming,"



and "reconnection. " Miller ( I 990) describes treâtment for survivors as involving

"the outer, middle and inner circles of conversation " (p. l B- 19). Bass and Davis

(l9BB) also follow three basic stages for treåtment with unique features of self

help and "suwivor as therapist" built in. Their headings fall under "taking stock,"

"the healing process" and "changing pâtterns." Sgroi ( l9BB) follows a five-stage

process of recovery: acknowledging the abuse; overcoming secondary responses;

forgiving oneself; adopting positive coping behaviours; and relinquishing survivor

identity. Courtois (l9BB) on the other hand does not refer to treatment as

involving stages but as lvorking torvard a series of survivor goals. These goa-ls

appeâr to follow a natural progression of models used by Gil (1990); Miller

(1990) and Herman (1992).

MEMORY-BASED ABREACTTVE MODEL

STAGE ONE

In the begiruring phase of therapy it is cn¡cial that the client and therapist

get to know one another in order to establish and secure bonds of mutual trust,

respect and confidentiality (Courtois, l9BB; Gil, 1990; Miller, I990). When

most clients meet their therapist for the first time, they usually feel nervous,

anxious a¡d self conscious. Therefore, the very first role of the therapist is to assist



the dient to feel as comfortable as possible. This task may involve the most basic

of interactions, such as offering a cup of coffee, offering to help with a iacket, or

perhaps initiâting a casual or non-threatening conversation. The process of

securing safety and trust in the therapeutic relationship varies in length of time

frorn one client and therapist, to the next.

Courtois ( l9BB) explains that "a rvarm, caring, but not overindulgent

therâpist provides the interpersonal environment conducive to disclosure" (p.

169). Disclosure is never pressured o¡ forced from the client, "a nonintrusive,

noniudgemental context is established (between client and therapist) whereby the

client is allowed to experience her own story without the imposition of the

therapisf' (Miller, 1990, p. l9). rrVhen the client is ready to disclose, it is the

therapist's role to "actively listen" to her client, and to abstain from iudgement

and intrusion.

Gil ( I 990) explains that during this process, therapists should . . . "allow

(their) client to bring up or avoid whatever they wish. Document whatever is

volunteered and what is not, and point out any glaring gaps in information" . . .

(p. 7l ). The non-intmsive nature of the therapist not only models appropriate

bounda¡y setting, but it also establishes a comerstone principle in treatment . . .

empowerment of the suwivor. "She (the survivor) must be the author and arbiter



of he¡ orvn recoverl/' (Herman, 1992, p. 133), and shor:ld have control concerning

the depth and detail of her disclosure.

Whether or not a client is ready or able to make a complete sexual

disdosure, it is very impoftånt for the therapist to âssess if there are any current

Ðnnptoms or behaviours, such as suicidal risks or other self destructive patterns

that might put the client in danger or interfere 'w'ith progress in therapy. When

appropriate, therapists may have to refer clients to more specialized treatment

centres, or work toward helping their clients stabilize a problem or condition

before the subject of sexual abuse can be fully addressed.

It is important in the beginning phase that once sexuâl âbuse is disclosed

or identified as the problem, the therapist then âttempts to learn about the

occurence ånd its impâct, including other Ð¡mptoms such as eating or sleeping

disorders, chemical addictions, and depression (Courtois, l9BB). Miller (1990)

explains that the "therapist is not ir.rst obtaining history, she is attempting to elicit

â picture of the context of beliefs, behaviours, relationships, events and feelings

in which the client has lived and rvhich have been intemalized" (p. l9).

Courtois (1988) also explains the importance of supplying clients with

accurate information about sexual abuse. This process rvorks toward dismantling



erroneous myths ând beliefs that were tâught during the abuse and may still be

believed and internalized by the client,

Lastly, it is crucial for the client and therapist to establish rules and goals

for therapy in order to minimize conÂrsion and maximize efficiency. AII too often

therapy rvithout focus or goals involves misspent effort and frustration for both

client and tl-rerapist, making commitment to ongoing treatment difficult to

maintain. It is importalìt during contracting to keep goals and rules clear, realistic

and useful.

STAGETWO

According to the literature, it is important for clients to directly conf¡ont

the details of their abuse experiences in order to reduce or eliminate the need for

defence mechanisms once used to survive the events of abuse, but which presently

limit or restrict life satisfaction and integration (Clark, 1993). "The client is

believed and is actively encouraged to remember what happened and to

experience the emotions associated with the incest, with the aim of reworking the

trauma and extinguishing the need for dysfunctional defences and symptoms"

(Courtois, t 9BB, p. I 66). In further discussion of this idea, Courtois quotes

Carmen (I986):



The core of treatnent nlust be to help the uictim, in a
safe and controlled way, to recall the abuse and its
original effects attd to restore the accurate nteattings
atteched to the abuse: that is, to recontextualize the
trauma . . . the tuming point for the patient occuÍs
u,hen her rage is experienced not as meaningless, but
es a Íesponse to cruelty. The patient needs to
wtderctand that nothing will erase the past. The work
of therapy is, rather, to reclaim that traumatic past âs

a part of one's histoty and identity. Witlt this kind of
understanding, the abused patient will be able to
grieve and let go of both the trauma and the
distortions in memory and a-ffects that were necessary
for suuival (p. 167).

In this phase very difficult issues are often addressed and the trust and

safety previously established in the beginning phase becomes of the essence here.

"In the context of the supportive relationship and environment, the survivor

recorìnects with the abused child and re-experiences the trâuma and feelings of

childhood, in particular responsibility, guilt, confusion, ambivalence, shame,

anger, sadness and loss" (Courtois, I9BB,p. 174).

Gil (1990) wams that "during this stage of treâtment, it is imperative to

assess the risk that the client may commit suicide or homicide. Clients who are

unfamiliar with their olrn emotions can be overvvhelrned by the pain they feel" (p.

I l0). Herman (1992) states that:



. .as the suruivor sunlmons nlefiories, the need to
preserve safety must be balanced constantly against
the need to face the past. The patient and therapist
together must leem to negotiate a safe passage
between the twin dangers of constriction and
intrusion. Avoiding the traumatic mentories leads to
stâgnation in tlte recovery process, while approaching
them too precipitateþ leads to a fruitless and
darnaging reliuing of the trauma. Decisions regarding
pacing attd timing need meticulous attention and
frequent review by patient and therapist on these
nlatteÍs, and differences of opinion should be aired
freely and resolved before the work of reconsüaction
proceeds (p. 176).

During the process of remembering abusive memories and the range of

emotions associated with them, the client is encouraged to transform thoughts

about him,/herself, and about others utro either participated in the abuse or failed

to prevent ând stop it (Courtois, l9BB; Gil, 1990). Here the abused child rvithin

the survivor is pu¡posefully integrated with the nurturing adult self:

As the suvivor increasingly understands the societal
and familial pattetns and dytanúcs which contributed
to her abuse, she is able to develop a different
perspective ftom which to assess her reactions and
adaptations Doing so enables her to empathize with
her diffrcult childhood position and uiew herself with
compassion rather than selfJoathing. In this way she
is eble to lessen her sense of badness and forgive
henelf. Grieuing past losses sets the stage for personal
development and empowerment. Old maladaptive



mechanisms, patterns, and symptoms are analysed and
replaced with ones that are healthier and more
apprcpriate. A positive seLf concept replaced the shame
and selfhatred of old (Courtois, I 9BB, p. I 74- I 75).

During the middle phase, many therapists invite their clients to attemPt

either ryrnbolic or direct conf¡ontations of their abuser or other family members

(Bass & Davis, l98B; Courtois, l9BB). Most authors emphasize extreme caution

regerding direct confrontations, as these may have devastating repercussions for

clients. Exercises that minimize risks involve using an "empty chair," writing but

not mailing letters, or role playng. All options should be discussed with the client

while maintaining principles of empowerment and safety.

Finally, in an effort to bring closure to a process that is often experienced

as pain-filI and trubulent, therapists encourage their clients to begin to mourn and

grieve for losses. According to Herman (1992):

the descent into mourning is at once the most
necessary and the most dreaded task of this stage of
Íecovetl. . . the swuivor frequently resists mouning,
not only out of fear, but also out of pride. She may
consciously rerttse to grieve as a way of denying uictory
to the peryetrator. In this case it is important to
reframe the patient's mowning as an act of courage
rather than humiliation. To the extent that the patient



is tnable to grieve, she is cut off from a part of herself
and robbed of an intportant patt of her healing.
Reclaiming the ability to feel the full range of
emotions, including grief, ntust be understood as an
act of rcsistance rather than submission to the
perpetratorb intent. Only through mouming
everything that she has lost can the patient discover
her indestructible inner life (p. I B8).

Some therapists encourage their dients to use rituals to assist them in thei¡

gneuing process (Bass & Davis, I 988; Winslow, l99O). Winslow ( I 990) states:

"Ritual, a universal human mode of âction that serves multiple functions in every

culture, is also a porverful source of psychological healing. In recent years,

therapists have drawn upon the power and creativity of ritual and the rite of

passage to help people bring order and definition into their lives and to master

va¡ious life transitions " (p.27).

STAGETHREE

Having come to terms with the trawnatic past, the
suruivor faces the task of creating a future. She has
moumed the old self that the trauma destroyed; now
she must develop a new self. Her relationships have
been tested and forever cJtanged by the trauma; now
she must develop new relationships. The old beliefs
that gave meaning to her life have been challenged;
now she must frnd anew a sustaining faith. These are



the tasks of the third stage of recoverS.. In
accontplishing this work, the swuivor reclaims her
world (Herman, 1992, p. 196).

Gil ( t 990) describes this process similarly. She explains that this fìnal

phase of therapy often represents nerv challenges and new arxieties. She states:

At this point, clients have worked tÁrough most of the
acute pain and grief. Now they are stating to
experiment with new ideas, new feelings, new
behauiours. This experimentation, in tum, raises new
doubts and new anxieties. Clients still lack the self-
confidence, which is understandable. If their efforts do
not produce intmediate results, they may stop ttying.
Also, the new experiences themselves are frightening.
Clients nay be tont betw'een xhilaration and despair.
New memories may resurface, and the client may
experience a setback. All if tÁese issues must be dealt
within the termination phase (p. 132).

With regards to ending therapy, Sgroi (l9BB) describes concems related to

individuals who have identified so closely to the terms of "survivor" that they

cannot let go of this form of identific¿tion. She stâtes:

l44tat remains in the recovery process is to ntove
beyond: to see oneself in a ntultidimensional
perspective. Now the person c¿tn say, "I am a human
being, a person with strengths a.nd weaknesses, good
qualities and faults; a person who makes ntistakes but



also has usert and positit e accontplishments. I was
sextally abused when I was a child and that is an
important part of my histoty. But tÁat was then; this
is nov,, and I no longer need to identi$t myself as a
survivor. Instead it is accurate for me simply to
identi$t msnelf as a peßon and a self--no ntore and no
less...

Relinquishing a suruivor identity also nteans the
peÍson is ready to take responsibility for her or his
oÍ4n present and rttütre Inppiness in totality . . . sonle
adult sunrivors pursue it untiringly for years . . . tlte
nlost effective way to help suruivors to avoid getting
sidetracked in this fashion is to encourage tÁem to
prâctice the sl<ills tltat will enable them to have
successful intimate relationsltips with spouses,

partners, and friends, they will be able to have their
needs for affection, afÊliation, and nuturance met in
a milieu of mutuality and reciprocity (not benevolent
caretaking) (pp. I 2 B- I 2 9)

In light of the new anxieties sometimes developed in the final phase,

terminâtion can be quite difâcult. Gil (1990) suggests therefore, that termination

not be rushed or abrupt. Since the bonds that can develop between some

individuals and their therapists sometimes represent, for the client, the first

relationship rvhere they felt recognized, valued, supporled and encouraged,

therapists should teke time to work tlrough the loss. Gil also suggests that in this

final phase, therapists should assist their clients to r'practice" taking controlled

risks in the following areas: establishing control; exercising options; seeking help;



developing problem-solving skills; seeking rervarding exchanges, seeking affiliation;

transferring skills and terminating therapy.

One of the limitations inherent in the models cited involves the idea that

therapy for suwivors follows a linear progression. It is as though survivors begin

therapy, est¿blish safety, proceed to uruavel feelings and memories associated with

abuse, resolve symptoms, and when they are ready, they then terminate therapy.

Most therapists would âgree that long-term therapy does not follow a linear trend.

In fact, therapy with survivors has been also described ås a process similar to

peeling an onion, not only because this kind of rvork is usually done in layers of

uncovery, discovery and recovery . . . often with periods of time in between

(sometimes years), which may be used by clients to "take a break. "

A second criticism I have with this approach is directed at the idea that

survivors will become less troubled by or desensitized to their abuse if they

repeatedly tell their stories of abuse, and recall details of their trâuma. Theorists

today seem to tnderst¿nd the problem of traumatization more comprehensively,

as well as the needs of survivors, than did the theorists of the mid l970's and

l9B0's. Most therapists now recognize thât too strong of focus on past memory

retrieval, with too much emphasis on detail, places clients at risk of needlessly

reliving old pain and also risking r;r'hat I refer to as "therapeutic victimizâtion."



Dolan ( l99l ) explains that:

Abreaaion sinlply for the putpose of desensitization is
utethical. If the client were going to achieve
desensitization simply by reliuing the trauma. She
would not be in a therapy offrce requiring assistance,
nor would she be euhibiting obuiously overwhelming
terror and physical discontfort. Moreover, if an event
is sufÊciently trauntatic, retelling it over time is not, in
and of itself going to desensitize and relieve tlte client
of all of the pain and fear evoked by the experience
(pp.2B-2e/

SOLUTION-FOCUSED BRIEF THERAPY MODEL

Even though ideas and techniques commonly associated with brief and

solution focused therapy have existed for many years (de Shazer, 1986), the

popularity of this model did not really flourish until the mid 1970's or earþ

l9B0's. One of the significant distinctions betvreen the solution focused model,

and the memory based, abreactive model, is the fact that therapists using a

solution focused approach âre not necessarily interested in the cause of the

problem and are, therefore, less inclined to explore it. Walter and Peller (1992)

explain that "an entirely different direction began to be defined as modellers



changed the primary question, "Mlhat is the cause of the problem?" to "Vvhat

maintains the problem?" (p. 3).

The shift in focus fron-r problem câusâtion to the mâintenance of problems

is based on the âssumption that the problem and the underþng causes do not

have to be knolrrr in order to Ênd a solution. It assumes instead that whatever the

cause, the continuation of the problem is related to the context in rvhich it occurs,

and in the expectation that the problem will continue (de Shazer, l9BB).

Problems, therefore, are assumed to be maintained by repeating interactional

pattems, and solutions can be developed by intemrpting these pattems (Haley,

t9B7).

de Shazer ( l9BB) defines the problems or complaints of dients as involving

a limited and structured set of behaviours, perceptions, thoughts, expectåtions,

and feelings. Potential solutions, on the other hand, are believed by de Shazer, to

exist outside of these limits, even though the client may not perceive these

pattems of interaction.

The role of the brief therapist is to assist clj ents to discover what lies

beyond the bounda¡ies of his or her complaint, "the exceptions to the rules rather

than the rules of the problem itself' (Molnar & de Shazer, l9B7, p.350). Miller



(1992) explains thât by "generating discussion about such exceptions to the

complaint, the clinician and client system creâte the opporlunity for solutions to

completely emerge" (p. 3)

Walter and Peller ( I992) explain thât solution focused therapy is guided

by tlvelve basic assumptions. "Without these l2 assumptions, our actions rvould

be only a collection of techniques, and rve could easily become robots in spitting

out t¿sks and suggestions" (Walter & Peller, 1992,p. l0). These are:

"Focusing on the positive, on the solution, ând on the future

facilitates change in the desired direction. Therefore, focus on the solution-

o¡iented talk rather than on problem-oriented talk," (p. I 0).

"Exceptions to every problem c¡n be created by therapist and client,

rvhich can be used to build solutions," (p. l2).

"Change is occurring all the time," (p. l5).

"Small changing leads to larger changing," (p. lB).



"Clients are alwâys cooperâting. They are showing rx how they think

change takes place. As we understand their thinking and act accordingly,

cooperation is inevitable" (p.2 I ).

"People have all they need to solve their problems ,' (p.23).

"Meaning and experience âre interectionelly constructed. Meaning

is the rvorld or medium in rvhich rve live. We inform meaning onto our

experience end it is our experience at the same time. Meaning is not

imposed kom vvithout or detemúned f¡om outside of ourselves. We inform

our world through interaction" (p. 24).

"Actions and descriptions are circular" (p.26).

"The meaning of the message is the response you receive" (p.26).

'Therapy is a goal- or solution-focused endeavour, with the client as

expert" (p. 2B).

"Any change in how clients describe a goal (sölution) and/or what

they do affects future interactions with all others involved" (p. 30).



'The members in a treetment group âre those rvho share a goal and

state their desire to do something about making it happen" (p. 3l ).

Many of the above principles provide a sound and useful foundation for

work rvith survivors. The ideas that client and therapist can coauthor change and

solution to problems, that change is alrvays occurring, that small change leads to

larger change, thât clients are ahvays cooperating, all grant wonderful optimism

in t¡e context of a very difficult and disturbing treâtment process. Many survivors

have been conditioned to feel stuck, powerless, darnaged and problematic and

these treetment principles serve a useful cause of highlighting contrary views of

clients and their ability to overcome probiems or complaints in therapy.

On the other hand, one of the problems most people have with solution

foct¡sed ideas or assumptions, ât least in the context of work in the treatment of

sexual abuse, is the notion that the pâst is not relevant, nor does it have purpose

for discussion in therapy. de Shazer (1985) explains that in doing brief therapy:

frrst we connect the present to the rttture (ignoring the
past), then we compliment the clients on what they
are already doing that is userttl attd/or good for them,
and then- once they know we aÍe on their side- we can
make a ntgestion for something new that they might
do which is, or at least might be good for thent (p.

r5).



de Shazer ( l9B5) explains that people come to therapy because they want

something in their situâtion to change, but whatever it is thåt they have done

thus far to attempt change, has not worked. He stetes:

ow uiew holds that clients akeady knov, what to do to
solve the contplaints they bring to therapy; they just
do not knov, that they know. Our job as brief
therapists is to help them construct for themselves a
new tae for knowledge they already have (de Shazer et
al. 1986, p.220).

Therefore, change in the way clients construct their present experiences, as

reflected in how they report it or talk about it, will promote them having a

different experience, rvhich in turn, will prompt different depictions or reports in

subsequent sessions (de Shazer, 1988, p. 77). Therapists treating survivors of

sexual abuse may add that change in the way cüents construct their past, present

and future experience is vit¿I to resolution of many problems brought to therapy.

In fact two significant changes most therapists hope to vvitness in survivors

indude a cognitive as well as an emotiona-l acceptånce of the fact that ås victims

of past sexual abuse they were not to blame, nor should they be held accountable

for uihat was done to them.



Another purpose past experience serves in therapy with survivors involves

the emporvering feature inherent in the client's ability to give voice to her/his past

trauma. Part of the problem associated 'r'ç'ith sexual abuse is denial, silence and

dissociation from trauma. Ignoring the past in this context mây actually serve the

purpose of "maintaining the problem. " Dolan ( I 99 I ) states:

The seasoned clinician will not need to be reminded
that initially it is vety inpoftant that the client be
given an opportúúry b bll the therapist details of her
uictinúzation in a context of watmth and suppoñ and
that her disclosure be treated contpassionateþ and
respectrttily. To fül to have the client adequateþ share
the details of the abuse n'Ìay not only play into the
secreqt and stigmatization so often chatacteristic of
sexual abuse, but also lead to the client's feeling
discoun ted attd inadequately supported. (p. 2 5).

A common complaint regarding solution focused brief therapy in context

with, but not exclusive to the treatment of sexual abuse involves the problem that

some theråpists "focus exclusively on the technique and neglect the actual flesh

andbloodclientsittingrviththem" (Lipchik, 1994,p.37). Lipchik(1994) explains

that a therapist's unwillingness to hear the client's firll expression of feelings and

conditions of the problem may result in the client's belief that the therapist does

not underst¿nd him or her. A consequence of this lack of rxrderstanding can result



in the client's loss of con-ûdence in the process and the premâtrue termination of

therapy.

Perhaps consequences more devastating than this evolve rvhen therapists

hastily redirect the focus of discussion on the solution rather than the problem.

It is fairly common that individuals with a history of sexual abuse perceive their

personal identity as so closely tied to their pâst trâuma and to their label of

"victim,/survivor" Sgroi (l9BB), that the minimalization of the problem may give

rise to the minimalization of the person, even if the therapist keeps the

distinction. Lipchik (1994) states that:

It is importânt to rentember that ân undeßtanding 01

human systems is fundamental to solution-focused
thinking and that tlte therapist and client together
ueate a therapeutic system. Collaborative thinlcing
between therapist and client, both of whom bring their
ovun expertise to e comnlon endeavouÍ, is the key to
continuing progress (p. 37).

Therefore, while it is true that brief therapists do not encourage the

ventilation of feelings, or a detailed description of the past, especially as tJrey

relate to problems, therapists "must allow clients to tell their story in their own



lvay so they can ioin with them ând demonstrate acceptânce and understanding

(Lipchik, 1994,p.37).

A BAI-ANCED APPROACH BETWEEN CONTRASTING MODELS

Dolan (1991) introduced a meaningful rvay of using solution focused

therapy techniques with survivors of sexual abuse without running into the risks

and dangers of minimizing the past, discounting the significance of the problem,

and simultaneously guarding against unnecessary retraumatization of clients.

Dolan (personal communication in Winnip eg, 1994), suggested thât it is

likely more respectfirl, more balanced, and the least risþ to follow a "three-

pronged approach" to therapy with survivors. Each prong represents a focus on

either the past, present or future conditions of the client's life, while respectftilly

blending pleasant, neutral and pain-firl experiences and memories. In this way, the

client will recognize that his or her existence is not deffned exclusively by abuse,

or by the påst eq)eriences a¡d an integration of these experiences are more readily

accepted by him or her.

Dolan (in Winnipeg, 1994) used a wonderful metaphor rvhich I believe

cåptures the process of recovery of suwivors in therapy. She drew from her own

7t



nìemory a beautiful view from her grandmothefs vvindow that revealed, for Dolan,

the splendour of the sun glistening on water from the lake below This view

represented the ioy and splendour of life for Dolan. Unfortunately, one day she

looked out from the windorv and sarv that some careless individuals had dumped

leaking oil drums into the lake, polluting and spoiling the previously untouched

beauty. Dolan explained that the discarded oil drums represented personal

experiences of sexual abuse. She explained that for a while all she could see from

the window wâs the ugliness of the oil drums, and this created feelings of

hopelessness and despair. Dolan added that rvhen survivors can only see the

ugliness of their abuse, without memory or recognition of the positive experiences

they have also had, they continue to be victims, u'hich may include experiences

of post-trâumatic st¡ess. If all they see is the beautiful sun shining on the lake,

ç'hen the oil drums are floating on the surface, they are likely in a state of denial.

Neither of the above conditions are healthy depictions of what is real and

therefore, Dolan explained, the goal of recovery is to look out the window, and

u'ithin the same visual frame, acknowledge but move past the sight of the rusting

oil drums, and capture the beauty of the sun's reflection on the lake.

An ironic and yet somewhat humorous comment was given to Yvonne

Dolan by one of the persons responsible for bringing her to Winnipeg to present



lvâys in rvhich solution-focused ideas can assist treâtment for survivors. The

comûrent reminded me of how important it is not to minimize the past experience

of clients q'hen they describe their abuse story . . . as the solution-focused model

is commonly criticized for. This person said that she wished to thank Yvonne for

helping us, the audience, see, during her presentation, the beauty of the sun amid

the devastation of oil "drops," instead of oil "drums."

One of the frmdamental principles upon which brief therapists and Dolan

( i 991 ) formulate ideas, includes:

the concept of co-creation of solutions by client and
therapist. This is based on the respectrt assumption
that clients have inner resources to constract highly
indiuidualized and uniquely effective solutions to the
problems that bring them to therapy. Solution-focused
therapy assumes that the corlstruction of a solution is
a joint process between client and therapist, with the
therapist taking responsibility for empowering the
client to create and experience her own uniqueþ
nteaningfü and effective therapeutic changes (Dolan,
I991, pp. 29-30).

Another basic principle driving this approach includes the belief that the

expertise clients have, which can be used to create unique and individualized

solutions are stored, in part, by the unconscious rnind and can be accessed and

utilized, both with and without bringing them into consciousness. For this
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process, Dolan (1991) and de Shazer (1986) follow the teachings of Milton

Erickson.

Erickson is best known for his development and use of naturalistic,

hypnotic trance stâtes in his subiects. He developed a way of speaking directly to

the unconscious, self-protective and self-solution-generâting mind. Solution-

oriented therapy owed its origins to Ericksonian principles and techniques.

Dolan (in Winnipeg, 1994) explained that in her work with survivors, she

used techniques and exercises that she believed could be placed along a continuum

of conscious and unconscious thought processes: "primarily consciously oriented

techniques"; and "primarily unconsciously oriented techniques" (taken from

rvorkshop handout). The following examples are some, but certainly not ail of the

techniques Dolan (1991 ) uses.

PRIMARILY CONSCIOUSLY ORIENTED TECHNIQUES

Symbol for the Present:

Dolan (1991) explains that therapists should encourage and assist clients

to identify something in the therapy room, or some form of personal belonging



that he or she will recognize as a s),'rnbol for the present. Therefore, if the client

begins to re-experience the trauma when she discloses it, he or she will use this

s)'¡nbol as â centre of focus, and reconnect with the present.

...extemal focus on a uisual and then verbal descriptive
task prouides a consciotts break from the memoty of
the trâuma and reduces the entotional impact of
tallcittg about the abuse . . . the client should be
protected from needless reuiui$ing of the traunta
(Dolan, 1991, p.2B).

First Session Formula Task:

Dolan ( I99l ) explains this task was developed by the Milwaukee Brief

Family Therapy Centre to assist clients w;ho were initially vague in their

description of their goals for therapy. The assigned task is: "Between now and the

next time I see you I'd like you to think about the things in your life thât you

u'ould like to have continue" (p. 35). Dolan adiusted this task for survivors by

asking clients "to make a written list of things in your life that you would like to

have continue" (p. 35). She daims that this written üst can strengthen the client's

awâreness of aspects of her life that she can literally "hold onto" . . . especially

u'hen "focusing on the past traumâ may tend to eclipse the client's awareness of

the safety, comfort, and support available in her everyday life in the here and

nord'(p.35).



SOLUTION FOCUSED QUESTIONS:

Dolan (1991, ând in Winnipeg, 1994) has taken some of the classic

questions developed by brief therapists (particularly from the Milwaukee Brief

Family Therapy Centre) and revised them to fit the context of treatment for

survivors. Some examples are the following:

Constructive individual questions:

t "l¿\¡hat will be the first (smallest) sign that things are getting better,

that this is having less of an impact on your life?"

0 "\A¡hat will you be doing differently rvhen this (sex abuse trauma)

is less of a current problem in your life?"

ô "\¡\¡hat will you be doing differently with your time?"

| "What useful things will you be in the habit of saying to yourself?"

,) "What will you be thinking about (doing) INSTEAD of the thinking

about the pâst?"



t) "A¡e there times when the above is already happening to some (even

a small) extent?"

| "\A{hat differences rvill the above healing changes make when they

have been present in your life over extended time? (weeks, days,

months, years)?"

Constructive systemic questions:

0 "What do you think that your (significant other) would say would

be the first sign that things are gerting better? What do you think

she or he will notice first?"

I "\4lhat do you think your (füends, boss) rvill begin to notice about

you as you heal even more?"

Scalìng Questions:

Dolan( I 991 ) explains that traditionally t'sc¡li¡g q¡s5ti6ns" are used to "help

clients rate the degree of problems she is experiencing on a scale from one to ten,

and then identifz solutions tfuough further râtings on the scale . . . " (p. B7). She

explains further, that she adapted this technique to åssist clients to râte their level



of safety in their cument situation, and by identi$ring risks or danger, she can

move to respond to the situation or hopeÂrlly prevent it. Her example of a scaling

question is:

On a scale of one to ten, how sa.fe do you feel your
fantily is from sexual and physical abuse? Zero would
ntean that it is happening noty and the farníþ is not
at all sa,fe. One would mean it has happened in the
past and could happen again, frve would mean that it
is about as likely to happen as not, and so on, all the
way up to a level of ten, u¡here all famiþ members feel
safe and secure that sexual abuse is not happening now
and v,ill not ever happen in the future (p. 86)

I have successñ¡lly used "scaling questions" with survivors in more instånces

than assessing safety and risks of further abuse. I have used these questions to

assess one of my client's perception of her or¡m hopelessness and depression, and

I have also used this technique in helping a client work through feelings of taking

blame or feeling responsible for her abuse.

The Miracle Question and the Noticing Task:

de Shazer (l9BB) developed the concept of the "miracle question" to assist

clients in the establishment of goals a¡d the recognition of times when their

situation is improving. The role of the therapist is to encourage the client to



imagine rvhat rvould be different in his or her life if the problem that brought him

or her to therapy rvas solved. Dolan ( 199 I ) revised the question:

if a ntiracle ltappened in the middle of the night and
you had overconte the effects ofyour childhood abuse
to tlrc extent that you no longer needed therapy and
felt quite satisfred with your daiþ life, what would be
different?

The purpose of this question is to elicit information from the client

conceming identifrable changes in his or her behaviour and perception that would

result from the solution of the problem. Dolan (I991) claims that:

Once these perceptions and behauiours have been
identified, the client can be asked . . . to notice the
times that she does these healthy behaviours and has
these healthy thoughæ between sessions. Noticing
tltese self-identifred ntoments of healthy functioning
cttt heþ the client realize that she is already in contrãl
of her life in some areas (p. 3a)

Four Step Approach for Dealing With Flashbacks in Daily Life:

Many survivors of sexual abuse are troubled by intrusive flashes of past

trâumas, and when this occurs, people can feei tremendous fear and ânxiety.

Dolan (in Winnipeg, I 994) outlined four steps therapists can follow to assist

clients to experience more understanding and control of the flashbacks:



t. "Describe u{rat you ere experiencing. When have you felt this

way before? \A/hat situation were you in last time you felt this

way?"

"In rvhat rvays are this current situation and your past

situâtion similar? For example, is the setting, time of year, or

the sights, sounds, sensations in any rvay similar to the past

situation where you felt this way? If there is another person

involved, is she or he similar to a person from the past who

elicited similar feelings?"

"How is your current situation different from the situation in

which you felt similar feelings in the past? \dhat is different

about you, your sensory experience, your current life

circumstances, and personal resources? \4¡hat is different

about this current setting? If another person or persons are

involved, what is different about them compared to the

person(s) in the past situation?"

"\4¡hat action, if any, do you wånt to tål(e now to feel better

in the present?" For example, a flashback may indicate that

a person is once again in a situâtion that is in some way

unsafe. If this is the case, self protective actions should be

taken to alter the current situation. On the other hand, a

flashback may simply meån that an old memory has been

triggered by an inconsequential, but highly evocative

resemblance to the past, such as a certain colour, smell,

sound, and so forth. ln such cases, corrective messages of

2.

J.

4.



reåssurance ånd comfort need to be given to the self to

counteract old traumatic memories. Associational cues for

comfort and security are usefui for this purpose (uken from

workshop handout).

PzuMARILY UNCONSCIOUSLY ORIENTED TECHNIQUES

Associational cues for comfort and security:

Dolan (1991) defines an associational cue as "a signal that elicits an

unconscious response"(p. 100). She provides an example of this phenomena in a

quote from Marcel Proust (1928): "As he ate a lemon-flavoured 'Madeline' cookie

with a cup of fragrant iasmine tea, he felt transported back to the comfort of his

aunt's kitchen, ç'here he had enioyed the same treât as a child."

Dolan (1991) explains that these associations c¿n be both useful and

problematic, depending on what memory is evoked. She provides examples of

situâtions rvhere disturbing flashbacks, triggered by a familiar sight, sound or

scent, have created painfi.rl feelings and sensations in the individuals experiencing

them. However, according to Dolan ( l99l ):



An experience that uividly recalls a time of comfort
and well-being is likely to re-elicit the feelings of
securi$r associated wÌth that calm, pleasant state. This
experience can be used to develop an associational cue
for comfort and security (p. 100).

Ideomotoric signals "yes," 'no" and 'not useful to learn consciously":

Dolan (1991) defines an ideomotoric signal as an unconscious response

that often feels effortless to the client, as it were occurring "all by itself." Eye

closure and arm levitation are examples of ideomotoric responses that commonly

occur in response to hypnotic requests (p. 144). She ocplains that the use of these

signals can facilitate unconscious learning for clients, as well as aid in an informal

retrieval of repressed memories. The process begins with practising the following

three steps:

i, Begin by asking the client to identify something that reminds her of

safety of the present, and then take a moment to recall and enloy

the Associational Cue for Comfoft and Security. If trance deepening

is needed, the F-xtemally orienæd Ericksonian Relaxation technique

can be employed, or a metaphor can be told.
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lI. Now ask the client to take a moment to enioy this state, and then

when she is ready, to "notice rvhich finger lifts first, knorving this

ffnger will be the "yes" finger, signalling readiness to rvork, and also

a way to signal "yes" in response to questions." Once the finger lifts

the client can then "test" it by asking a question to rvhich the answer

is "yes. "

The client is now directed to "notice vrihich finger lifts next-- this .rvill

be the "no" finger and after that, the next finger to lift tvill be the

"not usefi¡l to knodleam consciously'' finger." These fingers can also

be tested by having the dient ask each fìnger to ¡aise in appropriate

response to 'þs," "no," and "not usefi.rl to know consciously." (taken

from workshop handout).

Dolan (in Winnipeg, 1994) explained that when assisting clients with

memory retrieval, the purpose for the retrieval should always benefìt the client

and assist him or her to resolve symptoms. She provides the following example of

rvhat she says to dients during the retrieval process. I have included this example

because it effectively demonstrated the permissive qualities of Ericksonian

Hypnosis:



go inside and ask yourself what you need to leam in
order to resolve this . . . You cen understand this at
vuhatever distance is most helprtI, Ieaning only what
is heþfu| for resoluing the problems that brought you
here, and leaving anything best left unconscious to the
unconscious. And perhaps you will choose to leam
only the information nory separating the
understanding front tlte feelings, almost as if you're
leaming the in formation about another person, feeling
compassionate but calnt, sorting out the feelings that
go with tnderstanding so vety gradually, over time. Or
maþe you will prefer to work very quickly, making
the understandings, feeling the feelings just to the
degree that it is necessaty for resolution even as you sit
here today. Or your unconscious will choose yet an
appropriate time in the future to let you understand
only the infomtation that is necessary in the way that
is most helpful . . . (taken from workshop handout)

\Ây'hen reorienting the client to consciousness, Dolan suggests to her clients

that he or she "will bring bad< only what information is helpful, and leave behind

all that is left behind." (taken from workshop handout) Dolan ( 1991) adds that

therapists can also provide the suggestions that the client will remember the

det¿ils in the future if there is something she needs to add, or if she simply needs

to lool< at it again (p. l5ó).

Age Progression to Instill Hope for the Future

The idea of inviting a dient to rwisit a younger version of ones current self

is not foreign to tre¿tment for survivors. Bradshaw (1991), Bass & Davis (l9BB)



ând Courtois( 19BB) describe techniques the¡âpists use to establish compassion

and support for the "inner child," which is believed by many therapists to exist

within individual dients. This exercise often reconnects clients to feelings of pain,

sadness and fear, and can be powerful experience when written in letter form.

Dolan (199I) takes this idea and shapes it ro reconnect the client to

feelings of hopefulness and positive emotions. She achieves this by requesting

clients to write a letter form "an older, wiser self." For example:

Intagine that you have grown to be a healthy, wise old
woman and you are looking back on this period of you
life. What do you think that this wondefful, old, wiser
you would suggest to you to help you get through this
czarent phase of your life? What would she tell you to
remenber? l44tat would she suggest that would be
most heþfu[ in heþng you heal from the past? What
would she say to comfott you? And does she have any
advice about how therapy could be most usenil and
helpfü? @.s6).



CHAPTER 3

PRACTICUM PROIECT

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT,

METHODS AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Clinical Setting

This Practicum rvas completed at the Family Centre of Winnipeg. This

agenry is a not-for-profit organization that provides counselling and family

support services to Winnipeg residents through programs designed and

facilitated by three sepârate departments: Counselling and Community

Services, Family Support Program, and Special Needs Daycare.

Over the years Family Centre has demonstrated leadership to the

community, by providing professional development training in newer

treatment strategies such as Solution Focused and Brief Therapy models.

Consequently, clinicians from this ågency âre strengthening their skills and

broadening their experience.

The counselling department at Family Centre is well known in the

community for affordable and quality individual, couple, family and group

therapy. Therapists treat a wide range of issues and problem areâs, therefore,



various professionâls and mental health organizations make frequent and

regular referrals of clients to this agency for counselling and/or group training.

Committee Members

During the development of this thesis, my primary advisor was Shirley

Grosser, my clinical supervisor rvas Sara Alexrod and Diane Hiebert-Murphy

provided insight and assistance with the seledion and interpretation of evaluation

instruments and data.

Clinical consultations were available as often as I requested them, with

either Sara or Shirley. I met at least once every two weeks with either one or the

other, to discuss the clinical and academic aspects of my Practicum.

Client Screening

Participants for this proiect were extracted f¡om the agenqy's existing

waiting list. Since intake procedu¡es in the counselling department involve

gathering a brief description of problems for which clients are seeking counselling

and since many individuals offer a disclosure of childhood sexual abuse during

intake, identificâtion of potential pârticipants l\¡âs very straightforward.



The intake coordinator of Family Centre agreed to âssist in my screening

process by choosing ten clients, for me, rvho identifìed themselves as survivors of

childhood sexual abuse a¡rd rvho also fit the remaining criteria for involvement in

this proiect.

The remaining criteria rvere as follorvs:

Clients must be aged I B years or older.

Clients must offer informed consent to the following terms and conditions:

a. being seen by a graduate student therapist

b. allou'ing the ongoing involvement of and supervision by the
Practicum committee

c. consenting to the student's use of session contents in her written
report (rvith reasonable precautions to protect client anonynnity)

d. agreeing to the use of clinical instruments for the purpose of
evaluating therapy and measuring change between pre and post-
testing

Clients may be male or female

Any stipulations in the agenqy poliry regarding clients' ehgibility were
upheld during screening

I
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Methods

I contacted each of the ten referrals I received from the intåke coordir.râtor,

by telephone, provided them'rvith a brief description of my Practicum proiect, and

invited them to attend a screening interr¡iew. Four of the ten either were

unreachable or seeing another therapist in another orgânization. The remaining

six dients were willing to attend an assessment interview to leam more about my

proiect and to determine if they rvanted to participate. I also received a referral

from my Practicum advisor, and I scheduled an in person intake åssessment

interview with the referred individual.

In the first interview with each client, I stated my purpose for developing

this proiect, and outlined the criteria for client participation. I explained the role

of my committee members, and the nature of my evaluation instruments.

I also provided a brief description of some of the common ideas or

expectations clients have, regarding survivor therapy. For example, I explained

that treatment for survivors often requires a long period of time, in some cases

years, before individu¡ls feel their recovery is complete. I highlighted the fact that

many suwivors do not do this kind of rvork from beginning to end without taking

breaks or pauses in between. I explained that it is common for some people to



take a break of several years before they begin to explore another layer of their

abuse.

I gave clients a brief desoiption of some of the techniques used in therapy

to address issues relâting to childhood sexual abuse. I explained that in some

instances, clients expeúence great difficulty giving voice to their traumâtic

experiences, and this alone can be a significant task. I also described other

techniques, such as inner child work, ioumal wniting, role playing, artwork, and

relaxation exercises.

I also explained to clients that this encounter may or mây not proceed into

the more challenging aspects of reclaiming control over their experience of abuse

and eliminating problematic s)¡rnptoms. I added that sometimes it tâl(es

individuals a long period of time before thqy develop tr¡jsr in relâtionship, because

they were violated in påst relationships. Therefore, this process in therapy may

simply involve the beginning srâges of eståblishing trusr with a therapist.

If clients were interested in participating in the proiect, we rescheduled a

second appointment. In the second interview I requested that clients complete

pretesting with the eval¡ation instruments, and in the time remaining I gathered

information conceming the clients' histories.



The remaining sessions for each of the seven participants involved my

effort as theråpist to address and develop the following components of therapy:

I building a trusting relationship between client and therapist

2 allowing clients to disclose as much of their stories as they

felt con-rfortable rvith

3 assisting clients to realize that the difficulties they were

experiencing are common effects of childhood abuse

4 assisting clients to dismantle enoneous beliefs conceming

their abuse that may have damaging effects on self esteem

5 identifuing problematic pattems and ryrnptoms, and assisting

the client to find the most helpful and realistic means for

eliminating problems or managing Ð¡mptoms

Duration

The Practicum consisted of a six-month placement at the Family Centre of

Winnipeg, within the Counselling and Community Services Department. The

placement began on September l, 1993 and was completed on March 31, 1994.

The Practicum involved full time study and practice five days a week over the full

six month period.



Recording

I used the recording procedures and format set out by the Family Centre

of Winnipeg. This format includes:

I reco¡d of dates and primary treåtment orientation for each session
2 consumer perception of the problem, including the identification of

the client, the onset of the problem and the attempted solutions
3 rvorker assessment of the problem(s), individual functioning,

qystems functionilg, and the client's owrr strengths and resources for
dealing with the problem

4 worker's assessment of changes required
5 significant historical factors or events (such as family of origin,

genograrns, marital or developmental history)
6 description of the contract agreed to by the client and the worker,

including goals, frequenry and duration of therapy
7 brief description of the treatment plan
B record of other organizations currently involved
9 additional information, such as: history of abuse; suicide ideation;

medical problems (including alcohol and drug abuse); psychiatric
history (including medication cunently used)

l0 record of consultations with supervisors
I I summary of progress made regarding goals

Criteriâ for Evaluation

Mental health organizations are under increased pressure from consumers

nd funding sources to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficienry of service

provided to clients. Slonim-Nevo and Vosler (199t) states that "examples of

empirical practice that demonstrate the feasibility of integrating an evaluative



component into the assessment and intervention process, particularly for

behavioural and cognitive models of practice, are appearing in social work

literature. However, in order to enable clinicians whose theoretical orientation is

not behavioural or cognitive to effectively utilize single-system evaluation,

successful use of these techniques with a variety of other pråctice theories and

models need to be demonstrated" (p. 38).

One of the goals of this proiect was to demonstrate and evaluate my ability

to integråte and use existing ideas from various models conceming the individual

treatment of adult survivors. In order to evaluâte my intervention I selected the

use ofa single system, A-B research design, because it required the least amount

of time a¡rd energlr from dients. Complex and time-consurning questionnaires can

interfere with the dients'interest and pârticipâtion (Bloom &. Fischer, l9B2). "In

the design, the A'symbolizes the baseline, the period prior to the intervention,

and the 'B' symbolizes the period during rvtrich intervention is provided" (Slonim-

Nevo & Vosler, 1991, p.4O).

All participants were requested to participate in the evaluative procedures

used in this proiect. This included the completion of both a pre and post-test

measure of the Brief System Inventory and the Hudson Index of Self Esteem.



Bloom and Fischer (1982) suggest thât the practitioner should select a

primâ{y meâsure that is closest to or the most direct. expression of the problem.

It should also be one in which one would most expect change to appear, and has

the highest priority for change. I selected the use of the Brief ¡rmptom Invenrory

a¡rd the Index of Self Ësteem because the symptoms identified and measured by

these tests, are commonly associated with survivors of childhood sexual abuse.

However, since many survivors struggle ¡¡'ith the s).mptom of dissociation, I

added four questions, designed by Briere (1989) to compensate for the fact that

the brief symptom inventory did not identify or meâsure this sy'rnptom.

My values regarding the evaluation of therapy do not permit me, as

therapist, to assume rvhat factors ought to be measured in terms of useful change

in ciients and their situation. I was concerned that ideas or goals that clients

recognized or identiffed as sigrrificant may not be captured by standardized tests.

Therefore, I suggested to each client that they consider or identi$z change they

observed in themselves or their situation after therapy. I also asked that they

share their views conceming aspects of therapy that were particularly meaningful,

usefr.rl or perhaps lacking. I asked each of them to share this information with me

verbally, visually or in written form, during the meeting which represented the

termination of therapy.



Evaluation Instruments:

BRIEF SYMPTOM INVENTORY

The Brief Symptom Inventory (referred to herein as BSI) is a self-report

assessment tool which measures nine symptom constructs, using a 5-point scale

of distress, ranging from no distress to extreme distress. The symptoms measured

âre: somâtization; obsessivdcompulsive tendencies; inte¡personal sensitivity;

depression; enxiety; hostility; phobic arxiety; parânoid ideation and psychoticism.

According to Derogatis and Melisaratos ( l9B3) the BSI has a strong

intemal consistency reliability for each of the nine constructs, ranging from a low

of .71 (psychoticism), to a high of .85 (depression). It also has strong test-rerest

reliability for each construct, ranging from a low of .68 (somatization), to a high

of .91 (phobic anxiety).

The BSI is used extensively by clinical researchers because normative data

is available from four sample populations. These âre; a non-pâtient; a normal

sample; a psychiatric outpatient sample; a psychiatric inpatient sample; and an

adolescent non-patient sample.

Scores are caiculated for each of the nine symptom sub-scales, as well as for

the general severity index. The general severity index provides an overview of the

individual's level of general distress.



AII of the sub-scale scores, including the general severity index range

betrveen zero and 4.00. The highest level of distress measured by the BSI is

represented by a score of 4.00.

HUDSON INDEX OF SELF ESTEEM

The Hudson Index of Self Esteem (referred to herein as ISE) is designed to

measure the degree or rnagnitude of the problem the client has vvith self esteem.

The scale consists of only 25 questions, and the client uses a 5-point rating scale

to indicate his or her responses. The scale is eesy to administer, score and

interpret.

Scoring procedures for the ISE produce a minimum score of zero and a

maximum score of 100. The higher scores indicate a higher degree of problem

with self esteem. The clinical cutting score, which is 30, is intended to provide

clinicians r.r'ith a rough guide to the existence or absence of problems with self

esteem.

'A score of 29 does not mean complete absence of
problems, and a score of 3I does not mean that
intetvention is absolutely necessary . . . higher scores
should be seen as probabþ deseruing of interention
to reduce those scores too at leest below the 30 level. "
(Bloom &Fischer, 1982, p.151).

The ISE has an intemal consistenry reliability and test-retest reliability of

.90 or better. It is also reported to have high face; concurrent and construct

validity (Bloom &Fischer, l9B2).



Table 1. cl¡ent Data from the Brief symptom lnventory (BSl) and the lndex of Self Esteem (lsE)
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CFTAPTER 4

CLIENT CASE STUDIES

Case Example I - ClientA-'Alice"

Alice, ate 62, was referred to the Family Centre of Winnipeg for

individual counselling by her n-redical doctor, who was treating and monitoring

her sy'rnptoms of depression. Alice took leave from her housekeeping duties at

a geriatric hospital because she was struggling with depression, anxiety and

fatigue. She explained to her physician that distressing memories of sexual

abuse experienced during her childhood are resurfacing, and for this reason, he

recommended that she seek counselling in addition to the use of antidepressant

medication. He also st^ated that she should report to him once each month so

that he could monitor any changes and advise her employers if continued

disability claims were warranted.

Alice contacted the intake department at the Farnily Cent¡e of

Winnipeg in |uly 1993. At this time she had been on disability insurance and

had been using antidepressant for one yeâr. She explained to the intake worker



that her depression uas due to memories of her childhood, and that she would

like individual counselling with a female therapist.

Description of the Problem

Alice claimed that while she rvas at work one day she witnessed one of

the hospital staff abusing an elderly pâtient. She believed that this incident

triggered memories of sexual abuse which she experienced during her

childhood. Subsequently she experienced symptoms of depression, increased

ârìxiety and distress. Her performance of worþlace tasks was affected: she

noticed that she was unable to perform physical tasks as well as she was used

to. She felt physically ill if she sâw å patient naked. She struggled with a

sudden loss of appetite. She began to withdravr from friendly exchanges with

co-rvorkers.

When Alice câme to the agenry, she reported that at home she lacked

motivation to do her usual housekeeping tasks, she did not want to interâct

with family or friends, she avoided her husband, and continued to struggle

with loss of appetite and lack of sleep.



AJice reported that while viewing television, she felt distressed during

any program or commercial depicting nudity or sexuality. She was also

disinterested in sex and felt uncomfortable when her husband attempted to be

affectionate.

AJice complained of several body aches and pains, ranging from her

neck, shoulder, chest, abdomen, knee and feet. She also described periods of

dizziness, and a ringing in her left ear. She faithfully reported all of these

ailments to her physician, but she also indicated that she believes the doctor

never takes her complaints seriously. She claimed thât most of these aches and

pains developed at the same time as her depressive s)¡mptoms.

Client Biography

Alice lras raised by her parents in a traditional family setting. Her father

(Stanley) worked for the railroad and was often away f¡om home, and her

mother (Irene) provided foster câre to young boys while raising her own family.

Irene currently resides in a nursing home in Winnipeg. Alice assists her

mother financially and by running errands for her. Alice usually feels criticized

and unappreciated by her mother. Alice recently told Irene incidents of child



sexual abuse by a neighbour and Irene responded with anger and blamed Alice

for always wanting to go over to the neighbour's place.

Alice felt particularly close to her dad while growing up. She recalled

spending time with him, going for car rides and running errands. She also

remembered her father bathing and supewising her as a child. In his elder

years, Stanley experienced health problems for which he required

hospitalization. Alice grerv very close to him during this time and visited him

regularly each week. Her father passed away in 1980. Alice rvas very distressed

by her father's death and remembered feeling depressed for several months

following it. During this depression, Alice experienced a loss of appetite,

difficult sleeping pattems and uncontrollable urges to cry.

Alice was one of five children; her birth order was second from the last

child to be bom. She had an older brother who died at the age of l0 from

drowning and an oider sister who died at the age of five from pneumonia. Alice

rvas an infant when her sister's death occurred, and she believed that natural

bonding between her mother and herself was intem.rpted at that time and

never took place.



Alice has an older brother living in British Colunìbia and a younger

brother living in Winnipeg. Relationships betrveen Alice and her brothers are

somewhat st¡ained. Both men hold strong religious beliefs, and practice

Iifestyles very different from hers. Alice feels that she does not "measure up" to

her brothers or their wives, and she feels put down by them not only because

she does not live by their moral standards but also because she has very little

education.

In school Alice struggled with leaming and she was openly ridiculed by

teachers; she quit school in grade five. Ever since then, Alice has referred to

herself as a dummy and demonstrates very little confidence in anphing related

to reading, writing or mathematics.

In her late teens, A-lice became pregnant by her boyfriend. Both of her

pârents were very angr¡r with her for becoming an 'unwed mother" and tumed

her out of the house. Alice went to live with ânother family during her

pregnancy. After she gave birth to her son Henry (currently 36 years of age),

she found her own âpartment and raised him alone. The father of the child did

not continue the relationship with A_lice and later he married another woman.



Alice married her first husband when she was 24 years of age. The

marriage was problematic from the beginning, as her husband (Tom) was

frequently out of rvork, a heary drinker, and physically and verbaily abusive.

Alice and Tom had a daughter together, but she died three days after birth.

Several years later, they had a second daughter, Carol (currently 24 yeas of

age). Both Henry and Carol live in Winnipeg. Henry is employed in an office,

is married, and has children of his orur. Carol remained single and is working

torvard a career as a medical secretåry.

After fifteen years of marriage Alice separated from Tom. During their

separation, Tom rvould frequently harass Alice and threaten her life. During

this time Alice "buclded under" the pressure and deliberately took an overdose

of Valium. She rvas admitted to St. Boniface Hospital for one week, then

transferred to Grace Hospital at the recommendation of her brothers, because

they lvere Protestånt and they were uncomfortable with the Cathotc influence

of the St. Boniface Hospital.

Alice raised Henry and Carol as a single mother, with no support from

Tom and limited support from her parents. Several years later (l9BB), Alice

married her current husband, who is the biological father of Henry.



Presenting Concems

When Alice arrived at the Family Centre of Winnipeg for the

assessment interview, she was very prompt, meticulously groomed, and very

nervous. I took time to help Alice relax by engaging her in a casual

conversation, and by making a gentle inquiry conceming her present feelings.

Alice responded to all questions and comments in a soft, timid voice and

avoided eye contåct. I shared my understanding of the difficulties involved in

meeting a counsellor for the first time, often rvithout knowing horv to begin, or

what to expect. Alice nodded in agreement, and began to show signs of settling

in by removing her jacket and scarf.

Alice completed the first intervierv demonstrating in numerous ways her

struggle with low self esteem. Throughout the process of sharing her history

and voicing concems, she shed måny tears and her mouth and hands trembled.

I assured Alice that throughout our work together, we would proceed at å pace

that rvould be most comfortable for her. She was complirnented for showing

courage in coming a long distance to share so many importånt feelings and

concems. Aìice explained that she has never gone for counselling before this

year. A few months ago, however, one other attempt had been made to seek



professionål help. At the request of her physician, Alice rvas interviewed by a

male psychiatrist. She described this experience as "disastrous." She

complained that she could not talk to him about her abuse because she did not

feel comfortable at all in his presence. I made every attempt to keep my voice

very soft and my menner very calm, in hope of aiding Aiice in her ability to

feel safe and relaxed.

Description of the Client/fherapist Contract

At the conclusion of the Êrst interview, I noted several possible areas for

therapeutic intervention:

I assist Alice in building self esteem;

2 provide a safe environment for Alice to give voice to her

experiences of sexual abuse;

3 assist Alice in developing better relationships within her

family of origin;

4 assist Alice in improving communication and mutual

understanding between herself and her children;

5 help Alice improve her relationship with her husband; and

6 help Alice mânâge or perhaps reduce symptoms of

depression and possible somâtic illnesses.



I summarized these goals for Alice and she agreed to either consider

them or add to them if she thought it wâs necessery. She also agreed to inform

me at a lâter date what she chose to focus on in therapy.

A-lice and I agreed to meet once each week fo¡ one hour, for at least six

sessions. If Alice wanted to continue beyond six interviews, I assured her that

recontracting would be possibie.

Description of the Intervention

I chose to use a non-directive approach for the first few sessions, with the

intention of empowering Alice to determine issues most relevant for exploration.

Depending on how Alice would respond to the questions "what brings you here

today?"; or "what are some of the things you have thought about since I last saw

you, that you feel comfortable sharing with me?" I hoped to identify and darify

client-initiated goals for therapy.

As she freely took the lead being offered her in detennining the content of

each interview, Alice demonstrated a growing trust ând increasing safety. Many

feelings of anger and sadness became evident as Alice begån to recount in detail

painhrl experiences from the past as rvell as the present. For example, Alice vented



during one session the extent of her frust¡ation, disappointment and despair in

connection to numerous attempts she had made to reach her mother and receive

acknovgledgement, acceptânce and love from her. She moved from one period of

her life to another, the common tluead being inst¿nces of similar disregard or lack

of acknowledgement from someone: her son on sorne occasions, her brothers on

others, and from her first and second husbands as rvell. I noted that even though

much of the content of Alice's stories flipped from one decade to several decades

later, certain themes were surfacing, and could be briefly summarized at the end

of each interview, so that Alice would not feel confused or ovenvhelmed by the

process, and would feel confident that I rvas able to discem issues and clari$r

them.

In the first session, Alice described briefly the circumstânces surrounding

her sexual abuse. Due to her mothe/s involvement in church women's groups and

sewing circles when she was a child, she was often sent to the neighbour's house

to be looked after. She recalls befriending the man next door so thât even when

she did not require baby-sitting, she would go over there and he would t¿ke her

horseback riding, for car rides, and on occasion, he would even take her to an

ofÊce rvhere he worked.



In time, this man began to kiss her on the mouth, fondle her, have her

fondle him, and ask her to perform oral sex on him. She complied with all of his

requests without struggle, and force was not used. Alice believed she was seven or

eight years old w.hen this occurred.

Alice also described an incident of sexual abuse from a teenage, male

cotsin. This memory is sketchy, but Alice recalled him telling her that she could

do anything rvith him that she rvanted to. Alice remembe¡ed undoing his tie, but

her memory ended there. Alice rvas approximately l0 years old during this

incident.

By the third session, Alice had developed enough trust with me thât she

began to describe the nåture of her childhood relationship with her father in more

detail. She remembered being teased by her family that she was spoiled, or was

"Daddy's favourite little girl. " She remembered that her fathe¡ used to take her for

car rides and leave the others behind. She also remembered that sometimes her

father gave her "wet kisses" which made her shiver because he put his tongue in

her mouth. I began to suspect that Alice had been sexually abused by her natural

father, but waited to see if Alice would disclose this. In this session, Alice

admitted that she "thought" her father may have abused her, but before I was able

to respond, she had al¡eady taken back her suspicion, and rebuked herself for even



having this thought. I chose not to challenge Alice for denying her suspicion

because it was very clear that Alice was very upset, and felt very vulnerable.

Instead, I congratulated Alice for having the courage to share her memories with

me, and validated the füghtened, confused feelings she expressed. I explained to

Alice that from my experience as a therapist, detailing the memories of abuse is

often upsetting, alarming and confusing for people, and I hoped that Alice would

not feel ashamed of the thoughts and feelings she shared, even if she was not

completely sure thât everything really happened the way she remembered it.

In the fourth session, Alice retumed to the Family Centre feeling very tired

and expressed nunerous physical aches and pains. She described all of these in

great detail, then, after a brief pause, I made a simple comment thât sometimes

it feels so easy and so natural to describe physical pain, whereas it is sometimes

more difficult to describe emotional pain. Alice established eye contact with me,

and responded with the explanation that when people reach Alice's age, they

expect to have physical problems. I asked Alice to tell me what she does when she

noticed her physical pain intensifying. Alice explained that she had a high

tolerance for pain, but lvhen it reached a certåin point, she did something about

it - either tell docto¡s, take Tylenol, or talk about it with others. Once again, I



drew A-lice's âttention to the fact that she made a very wise decision to respond

to her emotional pain in a similar fashion.

At this point Aiice appeared to be very annoyed with me, and voiced her

concem that she might be cut off from her disability benefìts because her doctor

thought she was making her symptoms up. She added that when she spoke with

the psychiatrist, and when she came to see me, she wanted someone to tell her

\,vhat to do. "It is not usefr¡l to me iust to talk about my abuse. I need to knorv

whât to do!" I responded to Alice with an explanation that my role in therapy is

not designed to tell her lvhat to do, but to assist her to discover her own solutions.

Alice appeared to have some acceptance of this explanation, but she did not seem

convinced of the fact that I was not the "experl" conceming action for her

problem.

Alice took the lead for the remainder of the session. She said, "I do not

'rvant to talk about anything upsetting today. I have got things to do when I leave

here, and I cannot go home for a nap." For the time remaining, Alice and I

discussed Christmas preparations. Alice shared some of the activities she really

enjoys, such as shopping for gifu, decorating her Cfuistmas tree, and playing with

the little village she designed below her tree. To close this somewhat difficult

session, I suggested that it is very healthy and important to give attention to the

I t0



'little person" inside of us, and it can be great fun to let her out to play on

occasion. Alice smiled at me and left the office.

Alice explained at one of our sessions that trvo days previous to this marked

the anniversary of her father's death. She shared with me thât she had purchased

a small electric trâin set for herself, and she placed this train around her village

undemeath the Christmas tree. She also mentioned that she painted the local

railroad logo on each train, in commemoration of her dad. I was moved by this

gesture and k¡rerv, intuitively, that it had some symbolic meaning. Alice did not

share with me what meaning, if any, applied to her healing Process.

In this session, Alice described the problems within her current marriage.

She appeared to show some signs of discomforl a¡ound the fact that Husband was

her first boyfriend, and the father of her eldest child. She expressed some feelings

of guilt for having an affair with Her husband rvhile he was still ma¡ried to his first

wife, and then quicldy changed her focus to discuss the fact that she is

disinterested in sex, and she wonders if He cares.

Alice explained to me that she overheard her husband talking to one of his

male füends on the phone, and from rvhat Alice heard, she thought He might be

bisexual and having an affair with this füend. I asked Alice what she would think



and feel if her husband was bisexual and she explained that she would not want

him to be bisexuaJly åctive at present, but she would not be affected if he had

been in the past. Alice did not want to explore this subiect further at this time,

and described her feelings of discornfort and disinterest with sex.

Alice mentioned that most of the tirne, she avoided her husband or left the

room if å love scene dweloped on television when they were watching it together.

Alice explained that sometimes she had a few drinks with her husband, and with

alcohol she could engage in sex, but felt arxious for it to be over with. I than-ked

A-lice for sharing very personal information, and suggested that the following

session continue to explore the present dynamics of A-lice's marriage, with the

intention of working toward improving their relationship.

I took note of the fact t}rat up to this point, Alice kept every appointment

promptly, and I was somewhat concemed when Alice cancelled the next session,

without requesting another. After a week, I contacted Alice by telephone and

asked her if she was feeling okay, and inquired if she would like to have ânother

appointment. A-lice hesitated, then agreed to come the following week.

I was concemed that the reason vrÀy Alice cancelled her appointment with

some hesitation to reschedule might have been tied to the possibility thåt she wâs



fnstrated rvith me or that perhaps she no longer felt con-Êdent that therapy would

help her. I consulted with my agency supervisor and discussed my concern about

vr{rether Alice wås getting her counselling needs met ât this tinìe. My supervisor

suggested that I use a list of questions in the next session to ascertain what

problems might be developing between my client and me, and what might be

done to resolve them. These are some sample questions I considered: "Has this

experience in counselling been useful to you thus far?"; "Are there things you want

us to t¿lk about, that we have not discussed yet?"; "Is there something you wish

ue could do, or talk about, that we have not yet covered?"

Unfortunately, A-lice cancelled the next session, and advised me that she

rvould not be retuming. She explained that she had been invited to attend a group

counselling program at a local hospital, for adult survivors of sexual abuse. In

preparation for group, Alice had been attending individual sessions'rvith a female

therapist at the hospital. I expressed to Alice that I was sorry thåt our work had

to end this abruptly, but I was very happy that Alice felt confident to begin a

group approach to healing. I explained to Alice thât group intervention offers a

wonderful dimension to heaLing that cannot be experienced in the same way

during individual therapy. I highlighted once again that Alice was demonstrating

great courage and wisdom in choosing the path that was most comfortâble and



most usefirl for her in order to attain her goals. Alice offered me reassurance that

thelvork we did together was very useful to her, and that she credited these

efforts lvith her readiness for group. Alice and I spoke on the telephone one rveek

later for the purpose of completing the post-test requirements of this proiect.
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Pre and Post-Test Scores

According to both pre and post-test scores taken from the BSI, Alice was,

in general terms, highly distressed. Her general severity index sco¡es, before and

after therapy, were at least two standard deviation units higher than normative

data extracted from an outpatient population.

Indications that A.lice struggled with depression, somatization, phobic

ânxiety, intelpersonal sensitivity (see figure l.) and low self esteem (see figure B)

were consistent \ilith her initial complaints and problem identification.

Post-test scores revealed very little change. Since many of Alice's troubling

issues ¡.r'ere in the beginning stages of exploration and disclosure, it seemed

underst¿ndable that levels of fear and anxiety would either remein unchanged or

intensified.

Alice's post-test score from the ISE was improved and consistent with her

self reports of feeling more confident. This renewed confidence was evident in

Alice's ability to initiâte the termination of our contract and proceed toward

group intervention. Since the post-test score from the ISE was still well above 30,



the need for further intervention in the area of self esteem, was certainly âpparent

(see Table l).

Reflection of the Client's Evaluation

Alice shared her disappointment with me, that I did not provide as much

clarity and direction as she hoped. She added, however, that she benefited from

my support and understanding. She explained that as a result of therapy, she felt

conÊdent to enter â group treatment progrâm. Alice believed that she would not

have been able to register for, let alone participate group therapy prior to

counselling.

Reflection of the Therapist's Learning

The most profound leaming I encountered from this experience, had more

to do with what did not happen in therapy, than what did. Alice explained that

she rvanted more direction from me conceming u'hat she should do differently,

and I responded with ideas that Alice either did not understand, or did not

believe. It was not part of her self perception, that she was the "expert," in

bringing to light thoughts or behaviours she could experience differently, now that



she was "dealing with" her sexual abuse. She was convinced instead, that I should

direct these changes for her.

Upon reflection, my intervention with this client may have been more

successÊrl if I had used Dolan's techniques. For example, when Alice told me that

she did not feel it was useful enough just to talk about her abuse, and she wanted

to know specifically wl-rat she should "do" differently, I could have used some of

tJre follorving questions: "Well Alice, perhaps you cårl help me understand what

rvould be different about you or your situâtion if your past abuse was having less

of an impact? What might others notice about you that would be different?"

My handling of Alice's request for more direction was to slúft the

responsibility and the expertise from the therapist to the client. This seemed to

exacerbate Alice's feeling of frustration and despair. Solution focused questions,

especially as Dolan (1992) uses them, have the potential to elicit the cooperation

of the client in identifying goals and creating change which is meaningful to the

client.



Case Example 2 -Client B - "Debbie"

Debbie, age 24, was referred to the Family Centre of Winnipeg by the

Women's Post Treatment Centre, for the pu¡pose of resolving problematic

issues from the påst and present.

Debbie disclosed to the inteke worker that she w'as sexually abused as a

child by a priest as u'ell as by family members. As a result of the abuse, she

believed that she did not knorv rvhat rvas appropriate in relationships.

Consequently, she struggled t'ith confusion, difficulties with trust, problems

w.ith sex, and an inability to discern the difference between right and lvrong,

normal and abnormal behaviour.

Description of the Problem

Debbie explained that although she had made progress in improving her

self and her situation during her recovery from alcoholism, she believed that

she still had a tendency to blame others for her problems. She explained that

she rvanted to take more responsibility for her present life by increasing her

understanding a¡d awareness of her past.



Debbie expressed a belief that she struggled in current relationships,

especially in terms of boundaries, trust and sexuality as a result of unresolved

issues stemming from sexual and physical abuse. Debbie added that she had

not explored these issues in therapy previously, and she hoped that she would

improve her relationships if she examined her abuse history more fully.

Client Biography

Debbie rvas raised in a northem town in Manitoba, in the presence of

25 of her immediate and extended family members. There were only four

bedrooms in the house and therefore many children and adults were huddled

together to sleep. Throughout the day and into the night, people were

constântly coming and going, drinking alcohol, partying and fìghting. In this

environment, many children were physically, emotionally and sexually abused

by adults and sometimes by the older children, without ânyone taking notice .

Debbie explained that she was four years of age when she was sexually

abused for the fìrst time, and this abuse continued until she was l5 years old.

Perpetrators ranged from a brother, several cousins of varying ages, and on one

occasion, she was fondled by a priest. Other forms of abuse, such as physical

beatings and emotional assaults were administered frequently by Debbie's



alcoholic mothe¡, and some âunts, uncles and cousins used excessive force and

violence against her as rveil.

Debbie experimented with alcohol and solvent sniffing when she rvas

approximåtely seven years of age. By the time she was l2 years old, she rvas

drinking alcohol and skipping school regularly. Ar 12 years of age, Debbie ran

away from home, rvithout being missed by her family, until she was caught by

police and delivered to Child and Family Services. At this time Debbie was

apprehended by child welfare workers, and was shuffled f¡om one foster home

to the next.

Three years later, Debbie made arrangements through her Native Band

Council to relocate to Winnipeg in order to improve herself and attend school.

In Winnipeg, Debbie continued to struggle rvith her studies, teachers and

peers, ând eventually dropped out of school and ran away. She continued to

live in foster care until she reached 17 years of age.

At lB years of age, Debbie married and months iater the couple rnoved

to a European country, her new husband's original home. Both Debbie and her

pårtner struggled with alcoholism, and they also used narcotics both frequently



and heavily. During this marriage of four years, Debbie was physically abused

on a few occasions and was emotionally abused several times each day.

At 22 years of age, Debbie left her partner in Europe and retumed to

Winnipeg, rvhere she continued to drink very heavily for one more year. She

began to make positive changes in her life by attending Alcoholics Anon)¡mous

meetings and Adult Education courses. At the time of contact with Family

Centre, Debbie had been sober for one and a half years, attended AA meetings

at leåst once, sometimes twice each day, and maintained a romantic

relationship with a man from her AA peer support group.

Presenting Concems

\Alhen Debbie arrived at the Family Centre of Winnipeg for the

assessment interview, she presented he¡self with confidence and with a calm

disposition, even though she wamed me thât she was feeling quite nervous.

She listened carefully and with interest to my brief explanation of my role at

this agenry and my area of study for this Practicum proiect, and nodded her

head with approval that she would like to continue.



Debbie appeared to be very used to telling her story, and she did so with
me without âny appârent discomfort. Much of her famiry history, as chaotic
and dysfunctional as it was, was described rvithout emotion, and without
apparent concem for how I might react.

144ren I asked Debbie what brought her for counselling at this time, she
became noticeably less sure of herself in her answer. She used vely vague or
generar descriptions for what she was rooking for in therapy, and what she
hoped to accomprish she exprained to me thåt she had changed very much in
the past year and a half, due to the challenge and support she had received
from her l2 step group, but she wanted to take more responsibility for
probrems and difficulties in her life and rerationships. she admiued that she
has never rea'y Ìooked into her issues rerated to sexual abuse, and rvhen I
inquired about her contâct lvith the Women,s post Treatment Centre, she
responded with a güb comment such as ,,it was fine.,,

Debbie also explained that she was afraid of pain in therapy, and wa¡ned
me that when she encounters emoûonal pain, she tends to bolt. I asked if this
is what happened at the Women,s post treatment Centre, and she just laughed
and said "No.',



I heid a few concems with proceeding with Debbie at this point:

I I was uncertain of Debbie's purpose for counselling;

2 Debbie was very absorbed, if not obsessed with the

I2 step process (attending meetings l-2 times each

day, 6-7 days each week), therefore, rvhat time or

energy rvould be left or required for this individual

process?

3 I was also unsure of rvhat issues remained untouched

from her involvement with the Women's Post

Treatment Centre, and rvhy was a referral to this

agency necessâry after her treåtment there?

I shared these concerns with Debbie prior to contracting for more

sessions, and she responded to me, ståting that she had time to commit to

individual therapy since she was not working, nor wâs she attending any

courses. She also ståted that she thought indMdual work would be useful for

her to examine her past, including sexual abuse, more closely. She added that

she was on a waiting list at the Women's Post Treatment Centre as well as at

the Family Centre of Winnipeg, and she would commit to therapy wherever it

rvas offered first.



A Description of the ClientÆherapist Contract

\Alhen Debbie and I began contracting rules and goals for therapy, we

rvere both unclear about what Debbie rvanted to accomplish in counselling.

Debbie explained that she had not explored issues related to sexual abuse in

counselling before and she was unsure what to hope for or expect.

Even without clearly defined goals, Debbie ar-rd I agreed to meet for one

hour sessions each week for approximately six sessions. I suggested that to

begin the process, Debbie and I could use as many of the sessions as rve needed

to get to know each other better and establish safety and comfort between us.

When Debbie was ready, she could describe in as much detail as she found

usefr-rl, information relating to herself, her past and her experiences of sexual

abuse.

I asked Debbie if it would be okay if I telephoned here if she were to

cancel any sessions so that we rnight determine if she was 'bolting from pain."

Debbie laughed in a way that seemed to indic¿te to me thât she felt

comfortable and challenged, She agreed that I should call her until I reached

her.



Description of the Intervention

When Debbie came for her Êrst session following the assessment, I

proceeded to strengthen the connection rve established previously, using humour,

casua-l conversations, and compliments for Debbie's clothing and hairstyle. Debbie

responded favourabþ to these gestures, but continued to show ambiguity around

her expectations for our meeting. I broke the silence to offer Debbie some

thoughts I had after she left our last session concerning some of her pâst history.

I stated that I was really struck by the courage she demonstrated in leaving the

country at 19 years of age, leaving behind everyone she knelv and loved, and

moving to an entirely new country with a new husband and a new culture to

adlust to. I explained to Debbie that this task would be difÊcult for me to do now,

let alone when I was 19 years old.

Debbie agreed that this was a big step for her, then proceeded to explain

some of the pressures and problems she encountered with the language barriers,

going places, getting lost, and being alone. She also explained that while living in

Europe, the couple lived with her in-laws, and this was diffrcult, especially in light

of the fact that her partner left her alone frequently, and cared so little for her

feelings.



Debbie expressed very strongly that one of the things she liked the least

about her husband wås the way he criticized everything she said and did. She

believed that it was impossible to please him. She also expressed much regret for

having become so addicted to substances, and commented on how these chemicals

kept her in a vulnerable state, in addition to numbing her feelings. I validated

Debbie's feelings and complimented her for having insight regarding this period

of her life. I also commended her for finding her way back home to Winnipeg, and

making so mâny responsible and mature decisions once she was baclc Debbie

obiected by admitting that she continued to wâste another year of her life to

booze before she got on the right track. In response, I offered the suggestion that

it is very important to pace ourselves and the chânges we make to our lifestyles,

even rvhen the changes are healthy. I stated that we can commit to a joumey

toward healing old hurts lvhen we know rve are reâdy. This statement served the

pu¡pose of reframing a negative statement as well as planting the suggestion that

she needed to recognize her signs of readiness conceming a ioumey toward

healing she may make with me.

When I asked Debbie if she had âny thoughts or questions to share with

me since we last met, she reported that she was unâble to think of any. I explained

to her that it is very important to me to know what ounvork will involve, so that



together we might establish some goals for therapy. Debbie agreed to think this

over carefully before retuming.

lvVhen Debbie retumed, she wâs visibly upset, even rvhen I greeted her in

the lobby. Her mannerisms in the therapy room, including the rvay she seated

herself, th¡eu'her coât to the side and sighed deeply, revealed anger and hostility.

She did not offer any explanations in the beginning, as to why she was so clearly

upset, but rvith a few gentle inquiries as to how she felt when she got up that

moming and vrihen she first noticed the feelings she was demonstrating to me, she

started to unravel tlre dues. It became clear to both of us that Debbie was reacting

to the fâct that for the past few days, her mother was staying at Debbie's

apartment, while visiting from the north.

Debbie's mom also quit drinldng, and has been sober for five years. During

this visit, her mom went on and on about how she set the pace for Debbie and her

other children in giving up alcohol. Debbie also explained that her mother still

criticized every single thing she did and she could not stand this anymore. I asked

Debbie if she recalled these conditions or feelings at any other time in her life,

and of course she had numerous stories to tell about her mom, her ex-husband,

and even her current boyfriend. I asked her if she dealt with these situations



differently when she was sober, as compared to the times when she was used

alcohol and drugs heavily. After some thought, Debbie explained that in all

situations n'here she felt strongly criticized and unable to please, she found some

way to escâpe. She used aicohol to escape in the past, she ran arvay from home

and from Norway, and while her mom was at her house she looked for any reason

to leave, or to "escape." I asked if there wâs ânything else she would like to do

besides leave the house or escâpe from her mom's criticism. Debbie explained that

she vrouid like to stand up to her mom and tell he¡ to shut up for once. \v\rhen I

asked Debbie if she attempted to try this option, she explained that she tried, but

her mom went on and on about how diÊÊcult her life has been, how ungrateful her

children were, and how thankfui they should be for her example of sobriety.

Debbie got very emotional at this time, and proceeded to voice anger and disgust

for her mom. "Horv dare she claim the credit for our recovery, she is the one who

got us used to drinking in the first place! If anything I blame her for my

alcoholism, and certainly not for my recovery!"

In response to this discovery, I suggested to Debbie that she honour her

feelings at thåt moment, and allow herself to be in touch with her anger and her

hurt. In closing, I suggested to Debbie that she revisit the strong and determined



part of herself, so that rvhen she retumed home to face her mother, she would feel

abie to withstand her criticism, and respond to her effectively.

In each of the following sessions Debbie took the initiative by reporting to

me the events of the previous week. Each time, she described sorne situation or

event tllat lvas troublesome to her, and proceeded to vent about it, I deliberately

chose to respond to Debbie's lead each time she arrived and attempted to use

problem solving techniques to assist Debbie in finding a useful solution to

whatever the problem might be.

After Debbie ieft each week, I spent a few minutes on my own trying to

trace any connections between one week's problem and the next. My concern at

this time was that Debbie and I were not focused in our work, and not moving

towards a clear and established goal. I could see a common theme developing in

problems Debbie was describing in her current relationship (which had progressed

to coürmon law status) uihich seemed to parallel problems with her mom and with

her fust husband. In all three of these relationships, Debbie encountered someone

else controlling her, criticizing her, and shaming her. However, I was uncertâin as

to how I could assist Debbie in recognizing this dynramic and changing her role.



I was also concerned about how to get her to focus on a goal for our process,

without coming across as minimizing or limiting her complaints.

In consultation with my supervisor, I discussed my concern that I was not

sure what Debbie and I were rvorking towards, and that I was unsure if it was

okay for us to still be in the rrrelationship building" phase after four sessions. My

supervisor suggested that I accept and respond to the pace that Debbie was

setting, and assured me that Debbie may be looking for someone to nihom she can

"report'at tl'ìis time. Perhaps this would be the service I provided her, and that

I ought not pressure her toward goals iust yet. I agreed to relax, and continue to

follow Debbie's lead.

The next report from Debbie involved her recent discovery that she was

pregnant. The news was complicated because she referred to the pregnanqy as

planned, even though the relationship was only six months old and struggling

seriously. I validated feelings and concems as Debbie shared them with me, ând

once again âttempted to problem solve various complaints she voiced regarding

their relationship. I also invited Debbie to bring her partner to sessions if she

thought this would help. He did not attend any sessions. I also inquired about

Debbie's options conceming this pregnanry and the ongoing threat of separation



between herself and her partner. She responded to all of my explorative questions

rvith a clear conviction that whether her relationship lasted or not, she would

carryz the child full term and raise it alone.

Debbie felt very confident in her skills as a mother since much of her

childhood involved mothering younger siblings and cousins. I recognized my own

concern escalating as she described her belief that this baby would help her be

more responsible, mature and independent. I shared my olvn belief that it is a

parent's role to help her children behave responsibly, maturely and to become

independent, not the other way a¡ound. I also chose to share my own experience

of the difficulties and sacrifices involved with raising a family in an unstable

marriage and then eventually alone. Debbie did not appear to appreciate my

cornments, even though she st¿ted that she believed my words. She held her plans

to raise the baby steadfast, while I stated that my role would be to resped her

decision and assist her in any way I knew how.

For the next few sessions, Debbie either cancelled or fai-led to show without

lvaming or explanation. I c¿lled Debbie several times to determine whether or not

she was'bolting from pain." After four attempts of trying to reach her by phone,

I finaJly contacted her and we rescheduled an appointment. \4{hen she arrived,



she took the lead and described in detail the ways in which her partner was

abusing her trust, ând assaulting her emotionally. Her partner was sleeping with

other women, most of whom were füends of Debbie or members of their AA peer

support group. Debbie rvas oushed, and made a decision to sepârâte from him for

a uihile. She retumed to him after a few days, but found thât trust between them

rvas becoming more of a problem, as he began to accuse her of "trapping" him rvith

the pregnanry, and refusing to settle down with a iob or to plan for the future.

Throughout frequent ârguments about the future, Debbie admitted that

her partner was becoming verbally abusive to her. I asked Debbie to describe what

happens for her when he makes a hurtful comment or âction against her. She

explained to me that she follorvs the following process:

I I iust tâke it;

2 \ get angry;

3 I feel bad about myself;

4 | get confused;

5 I feel like an idiot.

She proceeded to add, "Dave goes on and on about himself in positive ways

and then proceeds to criticize me and say negative things about me . . He

reminds me of my mother!" At this point Debbie was cying steadily. I âttempted
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to comfort he¡ with words of encourâgement and praise for understanding and

identi$ring that Pattem so well.

At this time I attempted to use Debbie's past experience as a metaphor for

her current situation. I described Debbie as a little girl who was forced into the

"roles" of a¡r adult woman, both as a sexual object and as å mother. I highlighted

for her the idea that her relationship was still only a few months old, and yet it

had been thrust into very serious and complicated circumst¿nces. In spite of her

relationship's early stage of development, she and her current companion were

struggling with negotiating commitments, handling differences, and preparing for

a family. I suggested that perhaps these matters imposed too much pressure for

their relationship. I asked Debbie if she thought it might be possible for her and

her pâ-rtner to bad< up iust â bit, and allow their relationship to develop åt â more

natural pace. She shrugged her shoulders, as if to say she did not know. I asked

if it made sense for her and Dave to retum to dating for a rvhile, and to see if they

could take some of the pressure off the relationship. I worked towa¡ds helping my

client to avoid intemalizing her difficulties with Dave as a sign that she was

inadequate or a failure. I suggested to Debbie that couples who have been married

for several years often struggle with conflict and stress and that she had made



good progress in the ferv months of Imowing Dave, especially in the area of setting

boundaries and recognizing differences.

I inquired if she rvould find it useful to begin preparing herself fo¡ being a

mom, and developing a plan to stabilize her situâtion. She agreed that adding

some structure to her life would help he¡ to feel stronger, and more capable as a

mother. She provided me rvith a list of things she wanted to do to add more

structure and get her life going in the right direction.

Debbie did not show up for the next session. \Ârhen I called her home, she

was not there, so I left a series of messages, using humour to address her tendency

to "bolt from pain." Debbie left some messages for me to call a new number and

we talked on two occasions. Unfortunately, Debbie cåncelled each of our

rescheduled âppointments. I was not able to terminate with her or complete the

post-testing, since she left a brief message for me explaining that she had moved

away from Winnipeg.
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Pre and Post-Test Scores (Figure 2.)

Before therapy, Debbie reported mild to moderate levels of distress. Her

general severity index score was lower than the normative outpâtient data, but

were at least two standard deviation units higher than the non-patient sample.

According to pretest scores from the BSI, Debbie was most troubled by

qymptoms of interpersonal sensitivity; obsessive/compulsive tendencies; anxiety;

and paranoid ideation (see figure 2). Inte¡personaì sensitivities were probably the

most evident in Debbie's ståtement that she did not feel confident in her ability

to discern the difference between "right" or "wrong" behaviours in relationships.

Consequently, she was frequently abused, either physically or emotionally during

relationships with men, and relationships from her peer support group.

Obsessive/compulsive traits were evident in Debbie's involvement in

Alcoholics ânon)nnous meetings. She attended meetings âs many as 2-3 times

each day, 6-7 dzys each week.

It is also likely that Debbie's experience of sexual abuse in addition to

physical abuse and neglect, would contribute to whât may be Ð/mptoms of post-

üâumâtic stress. This rnight account for some of Debbie's feelings of dissociation,

arxiety and paranoid ideation.



Debbie's ISE pretest score revealed that Debbie had a relatively healthy

level of self esteem. It was likely that Debbie's positive seif esteem was in some

way tied to her mastery of alcoholism. This achievement provided Debbie with

insight regarding her abilities to overcome difÊculties and improve her situation.

Unfortunately, Debbie moved auay from Winnipeg before we were able to

terminate therapy and complete the post-testing. Consequently, I was not able to

meâsure change in scores from the BSI or the ISE.

Reflection of the Client's Evaluation

As previously stated, Debbie's sudden departure from Winnipeg did not

facilitate a verbal or written review of the usefulness of this intervention for my

dient. I consider the fact that Debbie attended seven sessions, participating freely

and with interest, to be an indication that she perceived some value in the

Process.

A Reflection of the Therapist's l,earning

I learned from my intervention with Debbie that treatment for survivors

can involve very little discussion or disclosure of abuse. Some clients appeâr to

benefit from having a safe environment, where he or she cân "report" day to day

occurrences to å supportive therapist,



My active listening to Debbie's thoughts, suspicions and dreams set the

stage for the development of trust. This trust provided foundation for my

challenge to Debbie, to recognize old harmful pâttems in cunent situations.



Case Example 3 - Client C -'Uz"

Urz, age 4 I , rvas referred to The Family Centre of Winnipeg for

counselling by the Women's Centre for Substance Abuse (Christy House). Liz

had been involved in an alcohol abuse program at Christy House r,ç,hen she

began to struggle with memories of childhood sexual abuse perpetrated against

her by her older brother.

Liz contacted the intake rvorker at Family Centre in ]une 1993, and at

that time, she had been sober for twelve months. She indicated to the intal€

counsellor that she began drinking in the latter periods of her life, and *,ould

like to deal with problems she believed led her to alcoholism.

Description of the Problem

During alcohol abuse counselling, a therapist explained to Liz that it lr'as

important that she examine the cause or problems that led her to drink

excessively. At that time, Liz disclosed to her counsellor that she rvas sexual

abused during childhood. The counsellor recommended to Liz thât she seek

individual counseiling after her alcohol treatment program,



Following detoxification at River House, Liz began to reconnect to

feelings and memories f¡om her past. Consequently, she developed s),'mptoms

of depression, arrxiety and an increase in problems with 1014. self esteem.

Client Biography

Liz rvas the third of four children, u'ho rvas raised primarily by her father

since she was seven years of age. \fhile struggling with alcoholism, Liz's

mother decided that she could no longer remain married to her husband, and

provide care for her children and therefore Ieft the family without further

contåct.

Liz was bom with heart problems thåt required surgery when she was a

child. Liz described this situation as creâting a great fìnancial strain for her

family and additional stress for her father. She rvas not sure ofher age when

this surgery was performed, but she guessed she was six years old.

Liz believed that her heart probiems increased the amount of attention

she received from her dad, since he often blamed the.other children for causing

skirmishes and for being too rough with her. She also believed that her sibiings



were ieålous of her added attention ând protection and did not like her because

of it.

Uz explained that the fìnancial strain of medicâl costs related to her

surgery made her feel as though she needed to "constantly prove to her dad and

others thåt she was rvorth the expense." For this reason, Liz became an "over-

achiever," performing rvell in school and in sports. She noted that she

continued to struggle with high expectations of herself to be successful in a

cåreer ås well as in social interactions.

Liz repofted that rvhen she was approximately seven yeârs old, her older

brother (Danny) molested her. Her memories of this rvere sketchy. However,

she ¡enrembered þing down in the back of a truck ât Danny's request, and

focusing on a jar of Vaseline. When this occurred, she remembered feeling

afraid and ashamed, although she did not remember what happened, or what

purpose the Vaseline served. She believed that whatever took piace between

her and Danny in the truck was the reason her brother was sent away.

Liz's father died of a heart attack rvhen she was 15 yearsold. She

described feeling very sad and afraid when her dad passed away, and even



though she \\'ent to live with an aunt and uncle, she felt as though she was all

aione. Her older sister (Agnes) chose to live independently at the time of his

death; she did not knorv where Danny was living; her younger brother (Nick)

n'ent u'ith Liz to stay rvith their paternal aunt and uncle.

Liz explained that she did not have very fond memories of staying r.vith

her relatives, and felt very anxious to leave. She became pregnânt at l7 years

of age, and decided to move out on her own.

When she was 27 years old, Liz felt pressure from friends and relatives

to marÐ/ a man she had dated for a long time. After eight months of marriage

Liz left her husband because he.was an alcoholic. Following her separation, Liz

dated several men, most of whom mistreated her emotionally, physically or

both.

Liz was involved in an ext¡emely violent relationship with a man when

she was approximately 30 years old. For I l/2 years, she did absolutely

everything he told her to do in order to please him, pacify him and prevent

him from beating her. Liz sustâined numerous iniuries from countless

beatings, and genuinely feared for her life. She escaped this relationship by



marr)ring another man, everì though the period of time she had to get to l<¡row

him was very brief.

Liz divorced her second husband tvvo years later, and had been living

alone since. Currently, Liz dated a divorced man (I(en) and complained that

although l(en treated her well, she did not aln'ays trust him to refrain from

violence.

Presenting Concems

\u\Ihen Liz arrived at The Family Centre of Winnipeg for the assessment

interview, she appeared to be arxiety and nervous. Her movements appeared

to be somewhat animated as she flung her arnrs rvhile speaking, spilled her

coffee, then knocked some magazines and a jar of coffee whitener off of a table

in an attempt to tend to the coffee spill. She spoke in a loud voice as she

apologized for the accidents and continued to stnrggle with balance.

In the therapy room, Liz continued to behave in a manner that seerned

to reflect inebriation. She made an effort to relâx by commenting on how nice

I seemed to her, and how pleasant and reassuring my voice sounded.



Once Liz was more calm, she began to explain that the slur in her speech

was caused by dental problems she had. AII of her back teeth on the top and

bottom had been removed due to gum disease. She also explained that she uas

having diffìculty adjusting to the antidepressant medication she had been

taking for trvo rveeks. she explained that she experienced mood swings several

times throughout each day and believed this to be a side effect of her

medication.

\Mhen questioned as to what pu¡pose Liz uas seeking counselling at the

present, she responded with an explanation that ten years ago, an alcohol

abuse counsellor "told" her that sooner or later she was going to have to deal

with her pâst issues of abuse in order to stop drinking. She said she believed

this was true, and since she had been dry for one year, she thought she was

ready to explore past abuse issues.

Liz explained that she was keeping herself very busy with various groups

in order to get past her problems and depression. For example, she was waiting

to begin the screening process at Christy House for a residential program for

substance abuse, she was attending Alcoholics Anon)¡mous and Emotions

Anon)¡mous meetings weeldy, and she was also planning to begin a job search

so thât she could get off welfare and start feeling better about herself.



Throughout this first intervierv, Liz demonstrated the "roller coaster"

effect of her mood swings as she changed from laughter and smiles to shedding

tears and sobbing, sometimes rvithout changing subject. I explained to Liz that

I needed to think about the information she shared, and asked her to retum in

two weeks rvhen she might feel more used to her medication, so that u'e could

make a good decision regarding individual counselling. She agreed to retum in

two weeks.

When I greeted Liz in the rvaiting room the second time, she appeared

to be much calmer, and her appeârânce wås neat and attractive. Her

movements and gestures were not exaggerated, and her tone of voice was soft.

However, in the therapy room, she seemed confused by my familiarity with

her, and asked me if she knew me or met me before. At this time it becâme

very clear that she did not remember the session we had two rveeks prior, and

she seemed genuinely surprised when I described our first meeting. Liz

concluded that her lack of memory was explained by her difficulty adjusting to

medication. She mentioned that she asked her doctor to reduce her dosage of

diazepam, but he maintained that the dosage was correct, and suggested to Liz

that she continue the prescription and expect to see the side effects improve.



Description of The ClientÆherapist Contract

\A4ten questioned as to wlìat role or purpose therapy would play in

dealing u'ith her past issues and memories of sexual abuse, Liz explained that

she did not hâve full memory of what happened to her during abuse, and she

thought that until her memory rvas restored, she would not put these matters

to rest fully, and heal from her pain of abusing alcohol.

At this time I shared with Liz my concern with using a memory retrieval

approach to healing, suggesting that this ltas not a good idea since she was

involved in various forms of treatment (Alcoholics Anon¡rmous, Emotions

anon)¡mous, and the progrâm at Christy House) in addition to beginning a iob

sea¡ch. I added that while all of these efforts demonstrated her great couråge,

adding to this list might overwhelm her, and increase her depression and

ånxiety. I suggested that perhaps her old pattem of wanting to "prove her

worth" was driving her to take on more tasks than were either physicaily or

emotionally healthy.

Instead, I offered Liz the option of taking a very slow approach to

individual therapy. The focus could be to assist Liz to feel stronger and more



confident in he¡self as she became mo¡e used to her medication. I also

suggested that our therapy could be an exercise in self care, hetping Liz to be

more kind and compassionate toward herself, instead of driving herself so llard

Once again Liz began to cry, âs she explained that she could see that she q'as

taking on more than wâs necessary.

Liz and I agreed to meet once each *'eek for at least six sessions. At the

end of six sessions vge q'ould review our goals and assess the need for more'

sessions. Liz also agreed to my suggestion that we rvould not âttempt to

recover repressed memories, but instead, therapy would provide her with ân

opportunity to express and honour the memories and emotions she could

remember, and throughout this process rve would work towârd improving Liz's

self esteem.

Description of the Intervention

Uz was ready to begin treatment the week following the second

assessment interview. Her reaction to medication stabilized and I noticed that

each time she came for a session, her presentation was neât and her

mannerisms were calm and controlled. Liz's only complaint regarding side



effects to this drug rvas fatigue, but she explained that she could manage this

problem.

Liz explained that she still felt råther nervous about therapy, and did

not really know where to begin. I reminded her that it rvas okay for her to take

as much time ås she wanted to establish safety and trust here, and that my role

wâs to support her. Much of the content during the first ferv sessions involved

reports of weeldy activities or events, and filling in details of Liz's life story.

For example, Liz described some of the problems she q'as having with

her teeth and gums, and explained that these problems made it very difficult

for her to eat solid food, and speak clearþ. Liz also explained that she was

going to be fitted with paftiâl dentures soon.

Liz also reported to me some of the ideas she had for employment, and

some of the applications she had made. My responses to all of Liz's weekly

reports were aimed ât complimenting and encouraging her for her

accomplishments and achievements and validating her feelings of fear,

frustration and disappointment.



Liz also described some of her friends rvho had really supported her.

She claimed that two female friends had seen her and talked to her when Liz

rl'as at her very worst, and they never abandoned her. I confirmed the

importance of good trusting friendships, and complimented her for having

qualities that âttract good people. Liz shed some teers as she told more stories

of nays in which her friends had not let her down. I purposefully phrased my

responses to her positive descriptions of various people in rvays that reflected

positive qualities in her; with suggestions that "special people eam quality

relationships," and "it takes hard.rvork and dedication to maintain love and

trust between friends," and "Liz must have been a good füend in order to have

good friends. "

Liz arrived late for her fifth session. She explained that she had iust

come from the dentist. She had her new pârtiâl dentures on. I also noticed

that Liz had paid extrå attention to her hair and make up. She added that she

missed a few days of her medication before she could reÊll her prescription.

Consequently, she noticed the old side effects once again and felt very tired

and emotional-



During this session, Liz described her fears of being with other people.

She felt very conscious of people looking at her and she believed everyone was

assessing her physicai appearance. She expressed concern that strangers on å

transit bus, or an)¡where for that mâtter, often stare at her, and she believed

this meant they rvere critical of her. I asked Liz to consider the possibility that

people who stâre at her are thinking thât she looks interesting and pretty (Liz

u'as a reasonably âttractive woman, especially on this occasion). Uz displayed

strong emotions of anger and sadness as she strongly emphasized her belief

that she $'âs not at all pretty, and that she rvas sure strangers were critical of

her.

She added â concern that she was not comfortable with her boyf¡iend's

forme¡ wife (Tannis). I(en (her boyfriend) had mentioned to Liz that when

Tannis saw her for the first time, she thought Liz looked like a prostitute. Liz

demonstrated strong emotion as she described the circumstances surrounding

Tannis' comment, and she gâve more reasons explaining why she felt

threatened when strângers look at her.

At this point I was very concemed about Liz because she was crying very

hard and did not seem to respond favourably to anything I said to reassure or



comfoft her. It seemed to me that Liz wa¡rted me to listen to her more than

she wanted me to comfort her, so I chose to remain very quiet. After she

described her concems regarding Tannis, she suddenly shifted her focus to

other social events rvhere she felt very self conscious. After many tears she

explained to me that she had been involved in prostitution for five years during

her early thirties..

I reassured Liz that I did not feel critical or think less of her because of

her involvement in prostitution. I thanked her for sharing such personal

information with me especially if this was something she felt ashamed of. I

explained to Liz that I suspected that there were reâsons why she got involved

with prostitution and that under the same circumstances, perhaps others would

have done the same.

Uz confirmed the fact that this wâs an âspect of her past for which she

felt tremendous shame and emba¡rassment. She added that much of her

shame was tied to her concem over the reâctions of others regarding this

matter than åny sources of humiliation she might connect with the experiences

themselves. She stated that she could underst¿nd the events that lead her to



prostitution: the opportunity offered her a source of income, and she felt good

about herself because she performed well.

I offered Liz my belief that women throughout the ages rvere

conditioned to find their value and worth in their ability to please men

sexually. Prostitution is one example of this conditioning, childhood sexual

abuse is another. I added that many adult and adolescent survivors of sexual

abuse have used prostitution to support themselves. These were messages they

rvere given about themselves conceming their bodies and their ability to

amount to anything in the future. Liz appeared to understånd and accept this

message as she nodded her head and smiled faintly.

Liz described, in our next session, her fear of meeting a former

"customer" 'çvhile out somervhere. She added that this was one factor that led

her to drink ât pârties and social events. Alcohol would numb her feelings, and

she would relax. I complimented Liz for having this insight, and asked her if

there was ånother way for her to relax at parties without alcohol. Liz

responded with two possible methods: I ) to say positive things to herself (self

talk); and 2) to stay close to Ken so that she c¿¡ feel his support.



I(en knevg about Liz's pâst involvement as â prostitute but this was not

an issue for him. She described him as being very understanding and

supportive of her and she was glad to have him in her life. This discussion .rvas

reframed once again to reflect the good thât others sarv in Liz, even though

there rvere aspects of her past for which she felt ashamed.

Liz shared some concems that l(en might get impåtient with her mood

swings and leave her. She said that she wâs so ângÐ/ about past relationships

when she was abused that she used aggressive and harsh behaviour with I(en,

iust to âssure herself that no one will ever abuse her again. I asked Liz to

describe the events where she used this behaviour, and asked her what

triggered her feelings. Liz explained that she got âggressive with Ken âs â way

of maintaining control over situâtions. I asked if she felt thât it was necessary

to always have control over events. She explained that she needed control to

prevent herself from being vulnerable to men. When she felt vulnerable with

men, she feared abuse. I validated Liz's feelings, recognizing that the two

factors often go hand in hand.

Liz and I continued to explore the dlmamics of her relationship with

I(en. We looked at possible options for her to identify situations whe¡e she



rìeeded to have control from those situations where it would be okay if IGn

had control. We also explored the use of effective communication skills in

handling issues, so that l(en .ç'r'ould not feel threatened , and Liz would not feel

harsh. Liz responded favourably to these exercises, and felt very proud of

herself for refraining from the use of alcohol at Ken's Christmas and New Year's

Eve parties.

During the Bth session, Liz announced that she had secured a iob as a

wâitress, serving at banquets for a catering company. She felt very good about

herself for this, but recognized that it was going to t¿ke more energy and she

g'as likely going to feel more tired thân she was used to. She also shared some

concern with serving alcohol. Problem solving strategies were used to notice

and prevent her urge to drink.

Liz came to her 10th session feeling very depressed. She explained that

rvhen she got up the previous day she "knerd' she was going to the liquor store

to buy booze. She explained that she needed cooking wine, and while she was

at the liquor store she bought a six-ounce bottle of vodka, which she dranl<

alone in one sitting. I commended Liz for choosing to buy such a small bottle,

and asked her how she managed this. She explained that this was all she could



afford, and she felt very guilty, especially rvhen l(en came over. She claimed he

knew she had been drinking, but he did not sây a word to her about it. I asked

if she thought she might do this again, and if she did, what could she do to

fight the urge? She stâted that she did nor think she would do it again since

she felt so horrible. She added that she also believed that she wås testing

herself to see if she could have iust one drink. She reassured herself that she

cannot control her drinking, and this increased her motivation to remain in

contact with Alcoholics Anonymous. I suggested to Liz that it is very good to

know one's limitations and to reach out for help when it is needed. I also

addressed the issue of "control" in context with alcohol. While Liz claimed to

feel strong physiological and emotional dependencies on alcohol, she

demonstrated control over this problem over the past year. She either

abstained from the use of it or stopped drinking befo¡e she became intoxicated.

In the I lth session, I reminded Liz that we agreed to review our goals

for therapy after six sessions, and that we needed to decide whether or not she

needed to continue. Liz's response to this appeared to be arxiety, and she

voiced a strong desire to continue meeting, adding that she still felt very weak,

meaning, that she was still troubled by her past and vulnerable to her feelings

associated with it. I responded to her ståtement with the suggestion that Liz



did not need to end therapy, even if she felt strong. She relaxed, and we

decided to continue meeting once each week, possibly until the end of March

(rvhich involved six more sessions). Her focus would be to explore her

experiences of childhood sexual abuse and her feelings about her brother

Danny.

Liz explained that she still did not remember what happened in the

tmck, but she felt confused about the fact that she did not feel angry towârd

her brother. She described him as a very sweet, gentle boy and she felt guilty

when he rvâs sent away. I explained to Liz that her mind may be blocking her

from remembering the details of what took place that day, and could be

providing a protective mechanism. This might be taken as a signal that this is

not â good time for Liz to remember. I also explained to Liz that it was

perfectly okay that she was not angryz with her brother, and that she described

him so favourably.

Liz explained that she had never asked anyone from her family when she

was older in an attempt to underst¿nd what happened to her brother after he

was "sent away. " She felt remorse and guilt about this because Danny died in



a câr âccident when he was 20 years old, and her lack of knowledge was

unfinished business for her.

I validated Liz's feelings, and thanked her for telling me how she really

felt about her brother instead of what she thought I expected her to say. I

suggested to Liz that she take some time to write a ietter to Danny so that she

might tell him how she felt about him and about what happened between

them. I explained that "healing letters" are good exercises for people to get in

touch with their feelings, even when the person they are wdting to is no longer

living.

This exercise helped Liz bring closure to the guilt and remorse she felt

regarding her brother. She was able to tell him that she was very confused and

unsure of what happened in the truck, but she did not hate him for it. She

also told him that she loved him and felt soÐ¡ for all of the times when their

father blamed him for fights she started. She told him that she sarv him as a

srveet gentle guy who never meånt to hurt anyone and that she wished he was

still alive. I thanked Liz for sharing her letter with me, and suggested that she

may want to write to him again when and if other feelings or memories su¡face.



Liz cancelled the next few sessions. I was not sure if her cancellations

were due to the content of the last session, or if they were explained by other

events in Liz's life. When she returned, she explained thât things lvere very

hectic in her life at thât time. For example, she had been working at another

reståurânt during the day and she rvas not sure if she liked the nerv iob. She

rvas considering Sving it up, since the wages'rvere low and her tips lvere not

very good.

Liz and I spent the next two sessions debriefìng the events of the

previous week. She quit the lob at the restâurant and signed up for a course at

the Women's Employment Counselling Centre. Liz explained that she was

interested in finding a iob related to selling arts and crafts, since she was good

with people, and also because she had t¿lents in craft work.

Liz and I completed the post-test assessment and terminated counselling

on March 21,1994. She mentioned to me that she planned to continue her

Alcoholics Anon).rynous and Emotions Anon¡rmous meetings although she did

not expect to follow through with the residential program at Christy House.



In the last session, Uz reported that she had ended the relationship

between herself and Ken because they were drifting apart. She maintåined

thât this vras a good decision and she felt good about the fact that she was not

falling apart without him. Liz and I terminated counselling as we planned, on

March 31, I994.



Figure 3. BRIEF SYMPTOM INVENTORY (BSl)
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Pre and Post-Test Scores (Figure 3)

When Liz began therapy, she was severely distressed. For example, her

general severity index score wâs at least two standard deviation units higher

than the normâtive inpâtient data. Some of the most severe scores revealed

Ð¡Íìptoms of obsessivdcompulsive tendencies; depression; paranoid ideation;

phobic arxiety; interpersonal sensitivity and hostility (see figure 3). All of

these symptoms are consistent with long-term effects of abuse, which was part

of Liz's history.

Perhaps some of the severe indications of Liz's hostility were connected

to her involvement with prostitution. Some of her experiences with men in this

context were tenifying and humiliating.

S¡rmptoms of depression and arxiety were consistent with her

background of abuse. Liz's former boyfüend beat her so viciously that she

sustâined broken bones and other wounds that required stitches to close. She

stated that in an effort to mâintâin power in her current relationship, she

sometimes behaved irrationally, aggressively and with open hostility. This was



a pattern Liz 'rvanted to change, but at the sâme time, she thought that her

demonstrations of hostile aggression protected her from further abuse.

Liz also explained that ever since she was a child, she felt the need to

"over achieve" or prove her worth to her father. Perhaps this helps to explain

indications of obsessive compulsive tendencies: she was being screened for

involvement in a group for chemically addicted women, she was presently

attending regular meetings of both Emotions Anon)¡mous and Aicoholics

Anon).'rnous, and she added that in addition to this, she wanted to begin

looking for work.

Perhaps some of Liz's depression could be explained by the abuse she

experienced, but I also believe that it was linked to the high expectâtions she

had for herself, and which she believed others had for her as well. At the time

of pretesting, she identified with a negative image of herself, and say he¡self as

destined toward failure. She expressed her fear of becoming a "bag lady " if she

did not start making positive changes.

Liz's experiences with phobic arxiety and paranoid ideation, and low self

esteem were evidenced by her belief that wherever she went strangers were

staring at her with criticism and judgement. Sometimes she felt that strangers



on a transit bus were thinking negative thoughts about her based on her

physical appearânce.

Post-test scores were extreme in the opposite direction of pretest scores.

Four of the nine symptoms scored a "0", ând the remaining five s¡rmptoms

registered at ".40" or less. Improvement in Liz's situation and outlook was self

reported and consistent with improved scores and my weekly observations.

However, I do not think these post-test scores provide an âccurâte account of

Liz's symptomatology. BSI scores taken from a normal sample (Derogatis,

l9B2) rarely registered below ".40" on any of the symptom categories. I think

it is possible that Liz responded to items on the questio¡rnaire with exåggerated

answers, to gåin my approval, "prove" her worth and iusti$r the time and

energy used in treatment.

Reflection of the Client's Evaluation

Liz offered a verbal evaluation of the usefulness of therapy. She

explained that when she began counselling, she felt guilt and shame in relation

to her feelings of love and forgiveness toward the brother who sexually abused

her. She believed that friends, relatives and therapists expected her to feel



hatred and râge towârd her brother, and guessed that she was in denial of her

"real" feelings.

Liz explained that the letter writing exercise was particularly useful in

helping her gain more insight and acceptance of feeiings she expressed. She

added that the letters also helped bring closure to the issue of sexual abuse and

the death of her brother. Liz claimed that she planned to write additional

letters to her deceased brother and father.

A Reflection of the Therapist's Leaming

I was reminded during this intervention that it is vitally important to

assess the client's readiness to participate in "memory-based" and "insight-

oriented" worlc In this situâtion, it was clear to me that a missing factor in

Liz's life was self care. In light of her involvement in so many treatment

progrâms, it did not make sense to overlook self care in this intervention. For

this reason, Liz and I approached therapy at a very gentle pace. For the first

few sessions Liz detailed pleasant memories and positive feelings, in addition

to more information about herself and her family. I believe this process helped

Liz to feel more stable emotionally. My client established feelings of safety



ând trust which may hâve facilitated her readiness to describe other details

which were more painful and distressing for her.



Case Example 4 - Client D - "Roy"

Roy, age 28, rvas referred to the Family Centre of Winnipeg for

individual counselling by his probation officer. He contacted the intake

department on March 3, I993 requesting counselling for issues related to

molestation experiences he had as a child. These events involved â stranger

and his older brothe¡.

Roy explained to the intai(e worker that he has not received counselling

for sexual abuse before, and his doctor recommended that he should.

Description of the Problem

Roy explained that he felt very depressed and unhappy recently. He

described himself as having distressing thoughts about his childhood abuse, and

sometimes felt rage towards his brother for having abused him. He did not feel

supported by various professionals to 'n4rom he disclosed his experiences of sexual

abuse, and this rei¡forced his belief that he must have either deserved it or caused

ir.



Roy complained that everything going on in his iife at rhe time wâs

negative and difficult. He hated being unemployed and dependent on his mother

and the social assistance progrâm. He described himself as an alcoholic and drug

addict, even though he had refrained Íìom the use of either substances for several

montis. He complained of low self-esteem that prevented him f¡om moving past

his problems and developing meaningful relationships with others.

Roy complained of depression, loss of appetite, sleep disturbance and a lack

of social supporl. He reported feelings of hopelessness, porverlessness and

overwhelming rage.

Client Biography

Roy was adopted by his parents when he was an infant, as was his older

brother Kevin. Roy and Kevin had different biological pårents, and although they

rvere adopted, they kept the last name of their biological parents.

Roy claimed that his childhood was not very happy, since he and I(evin did

not get along. Kevin rvas l0 years older than Roy, and used to taunt him and beat



him up daily. Roy used to leave the house, even if he didn't have a reason or a

place to go, so that he could escape his brother and avoid his abuse.

Roy stated that his father seemed to favour l(evin, even though l(evin

always got into trouble in school and at home. His mother, however seemed to

pay more attention to Roy.

Roy daimed that when he was seven years old, his brother started sexualiy

abusing him by fondling his genitals n'hile they rvere in bed and by digitally

penetrâting his anus. His brother threatened him not to tell anyone or else he

would kill him. He told a male cousin about the abuse when he wâs a teenåger,

but he did not tell his parents.

Roy also reported that when he was 12 years old he experienced other

incidents of sexual abuse. He used to have a paper route, and the man rvho

supervised his route used to take him to an abandoned building and give him

drugs and alcohol. When he was under the influence of these substances, he rvould

tell Roy to have sex with his friends, all of whom were strangers to Roy.



\¿\¡hen he reached his teens, Roy lvas drinking heavily and regularly, and he

dropped out of school in Grade 9. His brother left home when Roy was l6 years

old, and Roy continued to live with his parents.

In his early t\4'enties, Roy was convicted of a simple assault charge as well

as for fraud. He was not sentenced to iaii, however, he was given a ferv years of

probation. The assault charge was filed against him by his brother and sister-in-

larv. He claimed that they got into an argument while drinking one night, and Roy

att¿dced his sister-inlarv, pinning her up ågainst a uall with a broom handle. Roy

mentioned that there was a restraining order fìled against him by his brother and

sister-in-law at this time.

Roy also reported that he has seen five psychiatrists over the pasr I l/2

years. He claimed that he was admitted to a psychiatric ward at two acute care

hospitals on seven different occasions in the past few years. His last stay at one

of these facilities, in l99l,lasted for three months. All hospitalizations were self-

initiated, for reasons related to depression and suicidality.

Roy also stayed in residence for seven days at the Addictions Foundation

of Manitoba. He reported thât he has abstained from the use of alcohol since that



time (approximâtely seventeen months). He used to attend Aicoholics

Anon)¡mous meetings until a bad rapport developed betrveen him and some of the

members. He discontinued the meetings because he no longer trusted the

progïanì.

While coming to Farnily Centre, Roy was in the Municipal Income

Assistance Program and lived rvith his mother. He had been unemployed since his

d¡iver's licence rvas suspended at least seventeen months prior because he was

caught driving w*rile impaired. Roy's father had passed away from natural causes

three years earlier.

Presenting Concerns

\4¡hen Roy arrived for the first interview, I was immediately aware of his

large stature, and his rough appearance. His hair was long and hanging over the

rim of his eyeglasses, and he \¡r'ore â fairly long beard and moustache.

Consequently, not much of his face was revealed. While in the therapy room, Roy

appeared to be nervous about our meeting, but leaned forward as though he lras

prepared to listen intently.



\4lhen I asked Roy'w*rat brought him in for counselling, he mentioned that

he was refened to the Family Centre by his probetion officer. Roy explained that

it was not part of his probation order to have counselling, but his officer suggested

to him that he try it out since Rov rvas having problems with anger and

depression.

When Roy described the details of his conviction for assault and the anger

he held inside, I cautioned him that the use of violence at Family Centre would

not be tolerated should he become angry during our sessions. Roy seemed

surprised by my concem for safety, and apologized profusely for having said

anything that frightened me. I attempted to explain to Roy that he did not owe

rne an apology, and that I did not feel afraid at the moment, but he continued to

say "sorry'' throughout the session at inåppropriate times.

The psychiatrist he was seeing at this time rvas meeting with Roy once each

w'eek for one hour sessions. Roy claimed that he had trouble getting along with

psychiatrists, and this rvas why he had not maintained the same doctor. He

mentioned that he had a nasty ârgument with his current doctor in their last

meeting, but he did not want to explain the nature of the argument.



Roy said he did not think that professionals took him seriously when he

disclosed sexual abuse. He attempted to tell the police, but they did not

investigate. He told his probation officer, and although the probation officer

recommended that Roy go for counselling, Roy did not think he rvas concerned.

He also stated that his sessions tvith the psychiatrist had not focused on sexual

abuse, even though he disclosed to him. He added that the psychiatrist knew of

and supported Roy's decision to attend therapy at Farnily Centre.

Tfuoughout the session Roy frequently lost track of his thoughts and asked

me to repeat my questions severai times. I commented to Roy that he seemed

to be distracted by something, and he explained that he was on medication that

made him a little "dozy," and once again he apologized several times for being

dozy and distracted.

Roy explained that he used prescribed sleeping pills, antidepressant and

another drug to alleviate arìxiety. He believed that these drugs produced a drowsy

or dazed effect on him. I validated his concem, and asked if he could deal with his

problems with less medication. He assured me thåt the dozy Ðnnptoms were

minor compared to the problems he encountered without medication.



Description of the ClientÆherapist Contract

Roy explained that his goals for therapy u'ere to find "peace and serenity."

He did not explain very clearly u'hat this meant to him, but he offered a sketchy

description of having more peace of mind and less anger inside. I explained to Roy

that I rvas not sure that we would accomplish those goals in therapy, since it often

takes people a long time to establish peace of mind when they feel disturbed and

angry. I added that it might take time before he felt safe and trustful enough with

me to explore his concems fully. I explained that rvorking through issues of sexual

abuse has t¿ken some people a very long time, and since I had only six months to

u'ork with, he may want to consider waiting for the next available staff member.

Roy expressed very clearly that he did not want to wait for another

cor¡nsellor because he felt very safe and comfortable with me already. I suggested

to Roy that we keep our goaJs very simple and manageable for the time being, so

that we did not create more confusion and disappointment for him.

Roy could not come up with an altemative goal other than to find

peace and serenity, so I suggested that we focus therapy around:



2 establishing trust between Roy and me, and giving Roy an

opportunity to tell his story to someone who wouid believe him and

validate his feelings.

Roy agreed to focus on the goåls I suggested. He also recognized that this

p¡ocess may in fact offer him some peâce of mind, since my believing him and

validating his feelings rvould be an indication to him that I was taking his story

seriously.

Roy and I agreed to meet once each week from November 16, t993 to

March 31, i 994. Sessions were scheduled to be one hour long.

Description of the Intervention

\Â¡hen Roy began therapy, I noticed that often he ar¡ived 15 to 30 minutes

early. He explained that his arrivâl time depended on the transit.

Roy stared at the floor most of the time, but wery now and then he looked

directly at me. On occasion, he apologized for not establishing eye contact and

offered me assurance that he was being truthful. I asked him if someone accused



him in the past for not being truthful when he is not looking at the person to

whom he is speaking. He reported that his mother usually thought he was lfng.

I validated Roy's hurt feelings and frustration, and commented thât it did not

occur to nìe thât he might not be telling nre the truth.

Roy spent much of the first few session, ¡eporting to me the events of the

previous rveek. He talked about his mom, describing how worried he was about

her health and how fortunate he was to have her. He aiso talked åbout problems

betrveen himself and his next door neighbour. Roy also described the problems he

hâd getting to sleep at night and getting up the next day.

My responses to Roy's description of daily events involved validation,

positive reframing and problem solving strategies. Roy grew to feel more

comfortable in my presence, and seemed to enioy instances when casual humour

slipped into the conversation.

During the 4th session Roy reported feeling very sad and depressed. He

also stated that these qrmptoms were getting "worse" each week, but he could not

identify n'hat signs told him that syrnptoms were getting worse. He assured me



that he rvas not suicidal, but he repeated several times that he felt all alone. Other

feelings he described were, fear, anxiety, guilt, shame and inferiority.

I responded to Roy's expression of sadness u'ith concem and empathv. I

assured him that I believed he had reasons for these feelings, and added that when

I feel really sad and depressed, I usually feel lonely too. Roy explained that he

does not have any friends and believed that he was not worthy or capable of

having füends. Roy offered various stories of being betrayed and used by people

he thought rvere friends when he was drinking heavily. He added that he had

similar experiences with members of Alcoholics Anon)¡mous.

The more detail Roy provided conceming his sadness and despair, the more

emotional he became. He took long pauses between words, bit his lip and shed a

few tea¡s. Throughout this presentâtion I was struck by the small little boy sitting

before me. I shared my observation with Roy, and he said that he felt like a little

boy stuck inside a man's body.

IrVhen I asked Roy what was going on the lâst time he felt like a sad little

boy, he described the circumstances before and shortly after his dad died. I

suggested that perhaps he lras more aware of feeling like a small boy at that time



because he was afraid that he might have to take dad's place looking after mom.

This would be a big undertaking for anyone.

Roy responded to this comment lvith anger. He voiced strong resentment

against I(evin for being Dad's favourite even though he rvas such a "trouble

maker." He was ângÐ/ et I(evin for borrowing money from his mom without

paying her back. When I validated Roy's frustration with his brother and his

concern for his mother, he shed a few more tears and expressed concem that he

rvas iust like lGvin.

In the 6th session I inquired for more detail as to why Roy thought he was

iust like l(evin. He had various reasons:

I he also had an outstanding financial debt owed to his mother

2 he caused his pârents grief when he was drinking

3 he got into trouble with the law, and

4 he was unemployed and irresponsible.

I validated the feelings of remorse and embarrassment Roy demonstrated,

then asked him to tell me about the various ways in which he rvas different from

I(evi n.



Roy explained that he was different from Kevin since he stopped drinking,

began helping mom more arot¡nd the house, and became more sensitive to others.

I congratulated Roy for having the strength and determination to become so

different, since this probablv helped him to feel better about himself. Roy nodded.

I asked Roy if anyone else noticed the changes he made. He explained that

his mom gave him some praise, however he wished that she would do this more.

Roy claimed that his mother wâs getting very old and she often complained about

him more than she praised him. I reassured Roy that many people experience the

same problem as he was describing, and I hoped that he would not think that he

u'as not useful or important to his mom.

In the next few sessions, Roy continued to describe situations at home that

troubled him. These were problems with the neighbour, problems with house

repairs, and frustrations with his mothel I continued to notice and guess Roy's

feelings when he frowned or punched his fist against his hand. This appeared to

help Roy become more âwâle of his feelings and improve his ability to identi$r

them for himself.



For our first session in January, Roy arrived I l/4 hours early. When we

were seated in the therapy room, he described incredible anger toward his

neighbour. He explained that the relationship betrveen them had become worse.

Roy described himself as obsessed rvith keeping an eye on him.

Ea¡lier that rveek, Roy's neighbour made a tlreatening gesture at him whelr

rvhile looking at hin.r tfuough a window. Roy wanted to retaliate by beating him.

He discussed the problem with his probation officer, who told him to ignore his

neighbour. He also talked to his psychiatrist about the problem and his doctor

told him that he should not hâve any physical contâct with his neighbour unless

his neighbour invaded his home. I asked Roy if he knew what caused all of the

tension and hatred between them.

Roy explained that he and his neighbour used to be good friends and they

used to drink beer iogether frequently. Roy added that an argument erupted

between them regarding money the neighbour owed Roy, and it got steadily

worse. Roy claimed that his neighbour recently accused him of sexuallv abusing

his nine year old daughter, At this point Roy became enraged. His face changed

colour, then he became very sullen.



I commented that I q'ould be very frightened by a serious charge like that.

Roy sat motionless and did not respond. I asked him why his neighbour would

make an accusation like this. Roy responded in anger, and st¿ted that this was iust

a trick his neighbour used to get him mad.

Roy adamantly denied that he molested or huft the girl next door, and

insisted that he could never do such a thing. I asked Roy if he rvas afraid of other

people Ênding out about this accusation and he explained that other neighbours

seem to knorv about it because they are not friendly to him an),more. Some

neighbours used to ask him to baby-sit their kids in the past, but no one had

asked him since. He explained that his mother did not know about this and no

formal charges or investigation ever took place.

Roy explained that this was another situation where he felt like a little boy

stuck in â man's body. He said he felt afraid, lonely, and very sad. In this

situation Roy claimed to feel powerless and defenceless, and this triggered his

anger once again.

I asked Roy to try and remember any other time when he felt helpless,

afraid and sad. At this time he described the times when Kevin would come into



his bed, fondle his genitals and penetrate his anus with his finger. Roy spoke very

softly rvhen he described these events, and I listened ând prâised him for telling

his story so clearly even when it rvas difficult. I suggested to Roy that I thought

I rvould have been very confused if I did not knorv rvhat sex was and mv brother

did those things to me. I added that most seven yeer olds think that those parts

of the body are for going to the bathroom . . . and nothing eise. Roy agreed that

during the abuse he ',vas also confused and scared. He said he wanted to cry out

but his brother told him to "shut-up," or he would "kill him."

I asked Roy to consider rvhat would have happened if he had cried out, and

told his mother and father what rvas going on. Roy stated that he thought his

mother rvould have believed him but his father would not. I suggested to Roy that

he write a letter to his mom telling her what happened to him when he was a

child. I strongly advised against showing this letter to his mother until he wâs sure

he was ready.

In the next session (l5th) Roy explained that he did not want to write the

letter to his mom because he believed it would destroy her. I reminded Roy that

he did not have to show his mom the letter, but he still claimed that he could not

bring himself to write the letter. I asked Roy if he feared his mothet's reâction so



strongly thåt he did not even want to imagine it, and he repeâted his concem that

this news would destroy her. I validated his concem that the loss of his mother at

this time rvould be incredibly painful, and I believed that she was very importånt

to his survival.

Roy described whât it wâs like to lose his dad. He became very sullen, and

did not say very much. I commented to Roy that he looked very sad, and I

thought this might be because he missed his dad right then. Roy started to cry

again, and shared another story.

When Roy's father was dying in the hospital, Roy used to visit him every

day. Shortly before his death, his father instructed Roy to change his surname

from his birth name to his father's last name (Roy used his birth name even after

adoption). Roy discussed with me what purpose his father had in making this

request:

I

2

3

Roy was worthy of his father's family name;

His father accepted Roy as his son;

Roy's father loved him.



Before Roy left, I told him that he must be very special to have eamed so

much acceptance from his dad before he passed away. Roy told me that he did not

feel very special and could not see himself as special. I commented thât it might

take more time before he felt better about himself, but asked him to consider for

now, the idea that other people, including myself, thought he was special.

\4¡hen Roy retumed, he talked about feeling like a little boy again. I asked

Roy u'hat was the one thing he wished he could do for the little boy inside of him.

Roy paused for a while and seemed to grow uncomfortable as he shifted in his

chair. He looked at me and then quicldy looked away again, as if he was

emba¡rassed. I shared my observations and asked him to comment. Roy told me

that there was something he would like to âsk me but he felt too shy.

At this time I used some solution focused questions to help Roy focus on

his goals. I asked the question "If a miracle took place while you were sleeping

tonight, and you did not know the miracle was taking place , but when you woke

up your problems were solved; r'r'hat rvould be the first thing you would notice was

different?" Roy did not âppeâr to underst¿nd my question, and I had to repeât it

three times, each time making it more simple, before he gave me an answer. He



said the first thing he rvould notice wâs that he rvould feel good about himself,

and he would be happy.

More questions from the solution focused model evolved from Roy's answer

to the "miracie question. " For example, r'r'hen I asked him what he would be doing

differently iI he felt better âbout himself, he explained that he would have a

driver's licence, a truck, a iob, and more fìnancial freedom.

Roy did not seem to like my new style of questioning. Each time I asked

a question framed fiom a hypothetical position, he needed the question repeated

several times before understanding me, and then rebuked himself for being slow

and stupid.

For this reason, I decided not to use the solution focused model with Roy.

I continued, however, with the theme we had dweloped with it. I asked him what

he would do with more money if he had it. He ståted that he would get married

and have children.

In the following sessions, I helped Roy explore his thoughts about women,

relationships and sexuality. Roy shared with me how he first leamed about sex,



vrihat he fea¡ed about dating, the problems he had feeling con-Êdent, and some bad

experiences he had with women in the past. Throughout this process, Roy got in

touch with some conftrsing thoughts and feelings he had regarding affection. For

example, he expressed that he wished he could have been given more affection

from his mother.

During this discussion, Roy reminded me of an ea¡lier session when I asked

him if there was something he wished he could do for the little boy inside. He told

me that what he wanted was a hug from me. I explained to Roy that if he truly

was a little boy, I would not hesitate to give him a big hug, but since he was an

adult man, I was not sure how his adult self would receive and inte¡pret the hug.

I explained that I needed to be very careful about these matters since I did not

always think it was best for female therâpists to give hugs to male clients.

Roy insisted that he could not ask his mom for a hug, so I suggested that

ue do some role playing in the next session, to help Roy find a good way to ask

his mom for a hug.

When Roy retumed, I noticed immediately the dramatic change he made

to his physical appearance. He shaved off all of his facial hair and cut his hair in



â very short and trendy style. All of Roy's face rvas visible, which was completely

opposite to his former loolc He wore a large smile on his face and seemed to en¡oy

my reaction (rvhich was to rvalk by without recogrrizing him).

Roy explained that he did not wânt to role play. I told him that I thought

it was okay if we did not do this, because I understood that it is sometimes

avrikward acting out a discussion and possibly troubling if we uncover hidden fears

and anxieties about people we love. I suggested that if Roy became interested and

less amious about doing role plays, we could attempt one. I explained that this

exercise might assist Roy in expressing his needs clearly and effectively to his

mother, and he may even receive a long overdue hug.

Roy asked me ât this time if we could continue being friends after therapy

ended. He said that he was feeling much better about himself, and he thought

this might be because winter was drawing to an end. He added that he would like

to take me out on a date or at least for a cup of coffee.

I explained to Roy that I was very pleased that he was feeling better about

himself. I added that I could see why he had more confidence, he had a very

handsome face. As gently ås I could, I explained to Roy that I did not feel



his interest, and offered my urnderstanding of holv attractions sometimes develop

during therapy.

The remaining sessions were used to discuss:

I Roy's ongoing concern with his neighbour;

2 problems developing betrveen Roy and his psychiatrist;

3 problems developing with a house insurance claim;

4 health concems for Roy's mother; and

5 whether or not Roy needed to continue in therapy.

Roy did not seem to be too disappointed that I would not have a personal

relationship with him after therapy. He agreed to a transfe¡ to a male therapist,

rvlúch I framed as holding an opportunity to establish a different way of working

and trusting someone.

Roy completed the post-testing in our last session together. On this day he

brought me a basket of silk flowers and a thank you ca¡d. He returned to Family

Centre three weeks later for one session with his new male therapist. He did not

retum after that.
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Pre and Post-Test Scores (Figure 4)

Before and after therapy, Roy rvas overall, extremely distressed. His general

severitv index scores from pre and post-testing were at leâst trvo standard

deviation units higher than normative inpatient data. He experienced the

maximum, or at least, near maximum difficulty in all of symptom constructs.

Three of the nine s)¡mptoms measured, scored a "4.00": obsessiv{compulsive

tendencies; inte¡personal sensitivity and arxiety. The s¡rmptom of inte¡personal

sensitivity was clearly evident when Roy claimed that he did not have one friend

in the entire world. He shared his belief that he was neither worthy, nor capable

of füendships, and used experiences of betrayal and criticism f¡om members of his

peer support group (Alcoholics Anon)'rnous) as his most recent experience that

seemed to be proof of this.

Feeling friendless and lonely fed into feelings of depression for Roy, and on

a couple of occasions I needed to contract with him against suicide. Roy's

depression score could be traced throughout his feelings of despair that he might

not get his life going in the direction he wanted He wanted to have a wife, family,

füends, stable employment ând financial security.



In therapy, Roy expressed a desire and a need for more affection from his

mother, but his lack of confidence and low self esteem seemed to prevent him

from asking for it directly. He seemed to feel confident thåt his mother loved him

on some days, but at other times he could not get påst the idea that his brother

was "the favourite son."

Roy's s¡'rnptoms of somatization, phobic ârìxiety and pârânoid ideation

rvere likely indications of Roy's perception of himself as having a mentål illness.

This idea was consistent with seven self initiated hospitalizations into a

psychiatric ward.

Roy attempted disclosu¡e of childhood sexual abuse to the police and to his

psychiatrist, but on both occasions he felt he was disbelieved or unsupported. It

is possible that Roy may have exaggerated his ryrnptoms during testing because

he believed that signs of severe mental and emotional disturbances were necessary

in order to be taken seriously.

Post-test scores remained unchanged for four out of the nine s)¿mptoms:

obsessive/compulsive tendencies; inteçpersonal sensitivity; depression; and arxiety.

There was an increase in three of the remaining five scores: somatization; hostility



and parânoid ideation. I believe the increased scores, especially in relation to

hostility, were consistent with the escalation of tension and threats exchanged

between Roy and his neighbour shortly before we terminated therapy. An increase

in hostility could also be explained by Roy's feeling that he rvas not reâdy to

terminâte therapy and compounded by the uncertainties involved with his

transfer to å new therapist.

Roy's Post-Test score measuring self esteem showed improvement and was

certainly consistent with the dramatic change he mâde to his appearance. For

example, he kept his posture more upright, and maint¿ined eye contact more

often, after he shaved off his bea¡d and moust¿che and cut his hair. These changes

seemed to be indications of renewed confidence and improved self esteem.

A Reflection of the Client's Evaluation

Roy provided me with several pages of writing that he used to express his

evaluation of therapy. Here is a short excerpt:

As we got started, I told her how I felt scared, angry,
guilty, ashamed, fül of rage and had suicidal thoughrc.
I was avoiding my puryose, by talking about
something else (beside the abuse) because I wâs vet/
scarcd and angryr and I felt dirty inside . . . Once I had
ful tnßt with her, I found I could discuss these issues
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. . . if I statted to talk about something else, she gently
brought nte back to deal with the problems I was

trying to deal with . . . I hesitated to discuss (the
abuse), but Dadene said "Roy, I believe you.'And I
said "Thank God, sontebody believes me, this is a
mirade . . . " At the begitning of our sessions I would
be angry . . . by the end of the session I v'ould leave
conÊdent and happy because Darlene said the abuse
and rapes were not my fault . . .

At the end of Roy's written evaluation he drew a before and after picture

of himself. The before picture depicted an oddly shaped head with a sad mouth.

The after picture showed a round head with a large smile.

A Reflection of the Therapist's Leaming

One of the most profound lessons I leamed from this câse wâs that

sometimes counsellors need to work very slowly with clients and keep goals

manageable. Roy was a very complicated man, and perhaps it would have been

unfair to both of us if I had attempted to address all of the issues and concems

that he c¿rried with him. For example, Roy was used to treâtment modalities

reflecting the medical model of the psychiatric community, and he strongly

bel.ieved that "he" was the problem, Psychological testing likeþ proved this to him.

Although Roy seemed to accept the idea that systemic factors contributed to or



influenced the problems he had, he also seemed fixed in his belief that the root

of his problems originated witlì himself, and some form of defect in his person. I

k¡rew, for example, that I could not successfully change or challenge all of the

ways he blamed a¡rd rebuked himself for his sexual victimization, but I could let

him knorv that I believed that he was abused ând thât he did nothing to deserve

ir.

Another important part of learning involved recognition of various

techniques and language that were not useful for my client. The use of some

models, and the trendy iargon associated with them, can certainly reinforce a

client's belief that he or she is stupid and may help maintain low levels in the

client's self esteem. For example, when I tried to use solution focused questions

with Roy, they seemed to be so foreigr to him that he required me to repeat them

several times before he attempted ân answer. I believe that this process was

difficult for Roy, and if I had continued to use the "hypotheticåI" Iine of

questioning, I think I would have reinforced if not added to the preexisting belief

Roy held, that he was unintelligent and slow.



Case Example 5 - Client E -'Janice'

A public health nurse referred Janice, age 36, to my Practicum advisor,

for individual counselling on issues related to janice's childhood experiences of

sexual abuse. The adviso¡ recommended to the nurse that I contact fanice,

since I rvas screening for clients who were survivors of childhood sexual abuse.

fanice was cautious in her selection of therapistJ because she had

experienced reiection from a counsellor in the past when she disclosed to the

counsellor that she was lesbian. She needed assurance f¡om me in the

beginning that her sexual orientation would not ieopardize or affect her

experience in therapy.

Description of the Problem

fanice believed that she was born with a lesbian orient¿tion. She claimed

that throughout her school age years, she felt attractions for girls, and saw boys

as buddies. )anice told her family that she was gay in her mid twenties; her

mother scomed her; her father badgered her, but her siblings, Rose and Steven

were understanding and accepting of her. ]anice's grandmother was also



accepting of Janice's sexual orientation, whereas her other brother, Chris and

sister, Laurie were somewhat indifferent.

|anice reported that her relationships rvith family members improved

over the years. She explained that her parents rvere very accepting of her

lesbian lifestyle at the present, and expressed interest and support of her

relationships with women. ]anice believed that her pârents' change of heart

developed as fanice matured, and as they grew used to the idea.

)anice reported spending time with prostitutes and madams. She stated

that some madams kept ]anice under their wing, and provided her with

expensive clothing and exposure to symphonic music and ballet. Janice

explained that she did not provide prostitution services for clients, but she had

several sexual encounters with madams.

|anice explained that she had several years of individual therapy with

the psychiatric nurse she met years ago in the psychiatric ward. She expressed

strong feelings of trust and support in her therapeutic alliance with this person,

and reported that she lived with her and the nurse's partner for a while. janice

claimed that this nurse treated fanice like her own daughter.



|anice held numerous iobs in her life, most of which fell in the cåtegory

of "traditional male jobs." For example, she worked as a security gua¡d and a

private detective; she also worked in electronics and mechanics. Currently

Janice rvorks as a mechanic.

|anice has held several serious relationships with women, however she

expressed feeling used and taken for granted by most of the partners she had.

Some of her relationships involved violent partners, and ]anice claimed that

she suffered low self esteem âs a result of abuse.

Janice explained that she recently ended a common-law relationship

with â woman named Usa. fanice explained that Lisa was the fìrst woman she

allorved to mâle love "to" her, and she felt strong feelings toward her. fanice

was very hurt when she discovered that Lisa lied to her on nurnerous occasions,

and rvhen she discovered that Lisa was sleeping with a mutual füend of theirs.

Lisa often kept fanice dangling on a promise of renewed commitment, but

would not see the promise through. fanice reported feeling manipulated and

taken for ganted before she ended this relationship.

|anice's most recent roommate wâs a gay male named Rick Rick and

|anice have been very good füends for several years, and ]anice enjoyed living
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with him. This relationslúp also allorved both fanice and Rick to keep a facade

of being heterosexual u'ith co-workers and family members rvho did not know

their sexual orientâtion. Rick left Winnipeg to pursue a câreer outside of

Manitoba one *'eek after |anice began therapv. She felt a great loss r'ç'hen he

left.

Client Biography

)anice was raised in a family which consisted of her father, mother and

five children; |anice was the second eldest child. Her mother had a history of

mental illness which |anice believed to be schizophrenia. Her mothff struggled

regularþ rvith mood swings and violent rage. Some of her mother's medical

treatment involved shock therapy which resulted in partial memory loss. She

was treated with numerous forms of prescription drugs as well.

|anice's father worked as an âuto mechanic, and helped out in the home

as much as possible. )anice stated that he was frequently overwhelmed by her

mother's illness and sometimes used violence against his wife and his children.

fanice's older brother had some form of developmental delay or disorde¡.

Janice explained that she did not know what his problem was specifically, but
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everyone knerv that he was slow to understand concepts, and seemed to be

limited in his ability to function independently. |anice believed that his

problem stemmed from a genetic disorder, as some of her brother's behaviour

*as passed on to his ou'n biological family.

|anice also had trvo younger sisters and one younger brother. All of these

siblings were married and had children of their own. fanice also explained that

she rvas particularly close to her youngest siblings, (her brother Steven and her

sister Rose). She believed that one of the reasons why she was so close to them

lras because she bore so much responsibility for them while they were growing

up. She often took harsh treatment from their mother for trouble they started.

Throughout her childhood, Janice endured several forms of abuse. Most

of the abuse came from her mother, and involved severe beatings, an

attempted bathtub drowning, and malicious emotional tonnent. For example

Janice was disallowed from attending summer camp minutes before departure

for no apparent reason. |anice was crushed by disappointment. She was sent to

her room rvhen she cried. fanice described being forced to stay in her room for

three days, being allowed to come out only to use the washroom.



When |anice reached her teens, she attempted suicide by overdosing on

drugs she stole from her mother. After she srvallowed several pills (she did not

remember how many, but believed it rvas a lethal dosage) she phoned a

psychiatric nurse,'rvhom |anice had befriended previouslv rvhile she uas a

pâtient in a children's psychiatric wa¡d. An ambulance wâs rushed to fanice's

house. She r.vas taken to the Health Sciences Centre where her stomach rvas

pumped, and she was admitted again.

During these episodes, ianice rvas apprehended by the Child and Family

Services and she resided in several foster homes after that. ]anice reported

several forms of cruel abuse suffered at the hands of some of her foster parents,

and for these reasons, she frequently ran âway.

fanice explained that her paternal grandmother wås å strong support to

her. She explained that she wâs sent to live with her grandmother on a farm,

and this lvâs one of the best things that happened to her. Her grandma was

gentìe and loving toward fanice, and when |anice disclosed to her that her

uncle and cousins sexually molested her, her grandmâ protected her.



Presenting Concems

\r\{hen Janice arrived at Family Centre for the assessment interview, she

brought her friend, the public health nurse, with her. At this time, I proceeded

to fìIl out the agenqy's intake form, since this referral had not followed the

standard intake procedure. The health nurse explained to me that since Janice

had a bad experience with a counsellor reiecting her in the past, she needed to

know that I could accept her sexual orientåtion before she u.ould proceed in

the interview. At this time, I assured both Janice and her friend that I did not

have any problems with fanice being gay, and I would certainly not refuse her

service for this reason. After validating lanice's concem with this issue, I asked

her directly if she had any other questions or concems about this agency or

myself before we continued. Janice had no other concems at thât time.

I asked Janice what influenced her decision to come for counselling. She

stated that recently a friend loaned her the book "The Courage to Heal," and

suggested to Ianice that she seek counselling. ]anice explained that her friend

was sexually abused as a child, and knowing that fanice rvas also abused in this

way, she hoped that |anice would gain insight into various problems she had in

relationships.



V\rhen I asked Janice what she thought about counselling, she explained

that she had been in therapy several times in the past. She described some of

the crises she endured as a child and mentioned again that when she was in her

teens, she rvas admitted into the psychiatric s'ard at the Children's Hospital of

the Health Sciences Centre .

|anice did not âppeâr to have any difficulty describing numerous painful

and frightening events of her life. Even though she stated that she found it

somervhat difficult to trust people, she offered information with very little

prompting. I described my observations that fanice seemed reasonably calm

during this interview, and complimented her for speaking with confidence.

She stated that she leamed to iudge when it is safe for her to speâk openly,

especially since she developed trust with her last therapist (who had since

relocated to the United States).

During the interview, janice described a work related iniury she

sustained in the past year. This iniury severed nerves and caused some muscle

damage in part of her body. She had surgery to conect the damage but r.ras not

yet able to retum to work. |anice was collecting disability benefits from

Worker's Compensation, and received ongoing treâtment to manâge pain and

discomfort.



My concem regarding this matter was more financial than anything. I

understood that )anice was receiving disability pa)¡ments from Worker's

compensâtion, and I was concemed about her ability to pay the ågency's

ç'eeldy counselling fee. I resolved in my mind hos'ever, to follorv the lead of my

client and invited her to inform me if or when her fee became a måtter of

concern.

In this interview I was also curious about the ¡ole the nurse would play

in therapy, if she played any role at all. I congratulated lanice for bringing a

support person with her to this âgency, since it is often difficult to meet a

therapist for the first time. Both janice and her friend nodded in agreement. I

asked the nurse if she had questions or concems regarding an)'thing discussed

thus far.

The nurse voiced concem over the fact that a fee would apply to Janice,

based on the Centre's sliding fee schedule. She expiained that she did not

think janice should have to pay for service since she was assigned to â student.

I explained that the agency always used the fee schedule when clients were seen

by students, since the service provided was both supervised and professional.

Janice inte4ected that she did not anticipate difficulty with the fee.



In closing of the first interview I summarized for Janice and her füend

what I understood as being the reasons why |anice wanted counselling:

|anice recently ended a relationship with a woman she

loved. She thought that some of her difficulties in

relationships may stem from her e,xperiences with sexual

abuse. She added that she has never explored sexual abuse

issues in therapy before;

|anice had a distressing dream recently, that she rvas

drowning and struggling. She thought that this dream

might represent a repressed memory of child abuse frorn

her mother since her sister claimed that when fanice was a

child, their mother tried to drown her in the bathtub;

)anice does not feel any compassion for her "inner child,"

and she felt that this was wrong.

Before they left, the nurse told me that she would keep in touch with

Janice to see how therapy wås progressing. I nodded in response, and directed a

comment to )anice, that I was comfortable with her sharing her thoughts and

concems about counselling with her f¡iend, and added that she rvas fortunate

to have her support.



Description of the Clientrfherapist Contrect

In the second interview I summarized once again the three areas

)anice wanted to explore in counselling. I added some information to

each concern, explaining:

I that many survivors of sexual âbuse struggle with

relationships and with their ability to tmst others;

2 the human mind does have the ability to block out

memories of traumatic events, which may resurface in

dreams. The dream she described could be a sign, that her

mind is getting ready to confront the memory of abuse

from her mother; and

3 many survivors progress in their ability to heal or resolve

painful effects of sexual abuse when they are able to accept

the small, vulnerable person they once rvere.

In acceptance of the "inner child," surr¡ivors leam to listen and respond

to feelings and arxieties experienced within, thereby overcoming some of the

fears and emotions that block them from getting on with their lives.



Having validated all three areas, I explained to )anice that in o¡der to

address her previous concem regarding difficulties trusting others, we could

begin therapy by establishing safety and trust between us. Then, once trust wâs

established, rve could move toward one or more of those goals she mentioned.

|anice agreed.

We agreed to meet once each u'eek, or possibiy every tlvo weeks,

depending on |anice's fìnances and her need. After six sessions, r'r'e would

revierv her goals and possibly continue until the end of March.

Description of the Intervention

janice seemed to be a little more shy and nervous in our second meeting.

She avoided eye contåct with me and shifted in her seat several times. I shared

my observations with her, and she confirmed the fact that she was feeling

uncomfort¿ble. She explained that she felt åfrâid to look åt me because she feit

that I would see right through her. I asked her what she thought I might see lf

I could see through her, and she expressed concem that I would see hol.v afraid

she is. I validated her concems.



Janice added that she also felt afraid to let someone get close to her. I

responded to this by highlighting my understanding of fear involved with this

process. For example, she developed safety and trust in therapists in the past

and rvas either rejected or left behind. I also suggested that in keeping distance

f¡om me, she was exerting some control. Considering the fact that people have

used both power and control agâinst her in the past, I thought thât it rvas

appropriate for her to have control over how close I could get.

]anice seemed to âppreciate these words, and she began to reveal more

personal infonnation. She explained that she saw a psychiatrist in her teens, to

gain some insight as to why she åssumes so much control in intimate

relationships. The psychiatrist told her that he thought that she wås',â man

stuck inside a female's body." I asked what meaning this statement held for

her, and she expressed some frustration with the comment, but also believed it

held some truth.

I questioned )anice about her views of men and women. She described

many of the common stereotypes: men as being powerful, ha¡d and controlling;

rvomen as fragile, sensitive and emotional. |anice added that she also knew

men who could discuss feelings and show emotion, just as she knew women



who were distant and controlling. She did not, however, explain why she felt

she was more like â man thân â womân.

fanice added that she felt very ernotional in the past week. She

explained that her Worker's Compensation benefits were terrninâted, and she

had to return to work; secondly, her roommate (best friend) moved out of

town and she felt at a loss. I validated Janice's feelings.

At the end of the session, I asked janice if she had any questions or

comments about this session. She responded rvith the comment that she felt

arxious and concerned about how I saw her, she was curious as to what I

thought about her. I explained to janice that I saw her as a very strong womân

who has been through several difficulties, who also has fears and weaknesses,

iust like I.

Janice called and cancçlled the next session due to pain and discomfort

in her arms.

When she arrived for the next scheduled appointment, she was very pale

and in great discomfort. janice explained that she was feeling pressure at work



because of her injury and the subsequent difÊculties she had performing

intricâte tasks at work, with fine electrical equipment.

She added that she vtas feeling pain in her arms, all of the time, and

because of this, she had trouble concentrating. She also described medical

procedures she received at the pain clinic, which were supposed to alleviate

pain (nerve blocks) but were very painful, and often affected muscles around

her eyes.

I mentioned to Janice that I was very surprised that she came to this

appointment, since she was obviously not feeling very well. I added that I

hoped that she would feel comfortable cancelling âs mâny sessions as she

needed in order to deal with her condition. Janice explained that it did not

matter where she was because she was always feeling pain. She did not wânt to

miss trvo consecutive sessions.

\A{hen I inquired what method }anice used to manage her pain when she

was at home, she explained that she liked to rela.x and listen to nature sounds

combined with classical music. I complimented her for being so kind and

nurturing to herself, râther thån rebuking and driving herself to do more than

she was able. I invited her to bring her music with her to a session, so that we



might listen to it together, and I might âssist Janice to ¡elax. She said she

vgould like to try this idea.

fanice added before leaving that she still did not feel sure of her trust in

me. She wished that she could put me througll some form of test that.rvould

help her discern trustworthiness. I invited Jånice to put me through rvhatever

test she could think of that might assist her to trust me. She stated that she

vgould trust me more if I would share some information with her about myself.

At this time, I provided fanice with some personal information such as

rvhat led me to choose a career in clinical social work. I told her I was a single

mother of three children, and that I have been through many struggles

throughout my lifetime. |anice listened intently to my story, and indicated

befo¡e she left that my willingness to share personal information with her aided

her trust in me.

]anice cancelled the following three sessions by calling the agency and

Ieaving â message for me. In the last message, she asked that I return her cal[.

\4/hen I telephoned )anice, she indicated that there rvere reasons why

she missed several appointments. Her voice clid not sound comfort¿ble as she
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continued to tell me that the main reason for cancelling had to do with "me."

|anice did not sound comfortable at all with adding to this explanation, and I

began to suspect that she rvas struggling with a sexual âttraction.

I asked fanice if her discomfort with me was related to sexual attraction.

)anice sounded relieved that I had guessed this, but then immediately

apologized and rebuked herself. She said that she had sexual dreams and

uaking fantasies involving me, and was worried that I would refuse to see her

again. She also explained that she did not feel confident in her ability to

continue without confÌding in me regarding her attraction. She said she rvas

confused about this since she has never felt an attraction to her therapist

before.

I normalized fanice's feelings, and asked her not to feel ashamed. I

complimented her for having the courage to discuss this with me, and assured

her that I was not angÐr or surprised, since it is common for clients (especially

survivors of sexual abuse) to develop sexual feelings for their therapists.

Survivors are sometimes conditioned to confuse intimacy, closeness and

nurturence with sexual arousal. I added that in the last session I shared

information about myself, which perhaps influenced lanice to see me as a "real



person with feelings," and perhaps this triggered feelings in her that she

thought were sexual.

|anice asked me if I rvould continue seeing her after this disclosure. She

added that she did not want to terminate rvith me, but rvould much rathe¡ find

â $'ay to redirect her feelings. I explained to Janice thât r4'e could continue in

therapy as long as she understood thât rve would never act out her sexuel

fantasies. I defined the boundaries of our therapeutic relationship, and

explained that we would need to ståy within these boundaries at all times. I

added that I rvas willing to work through these issues with her, and that this

could be part of the therapy itself.

]anice expressed feelings of relief that I would not give up on her and she

stated that she would like to work this through. We set up another

appointment for the following weelc

When )anice arrived for the fifth session, she appeared to be

embarrassed about our last telephone contâct. Once again I assured her that

feelings like this develop from time to time, and that I felt confident that rve

could work it out. lanice continued to avoid eye contâct.



I complimented |anice again, for having the courage to share her feelings

with me, and for demonstrating courâge and determination in keeping the

appointment. I highlighted the fact that her keeping the appointment in spite

of the ernbarrassment and discomfort she rvas having, indicated to me that she

has developed some trust in our relationship. I stated that I thought this was

significant. fanice smiled ât this comment, and established eye contåct.

Janice explained that she did not feel any need at that time to discuss

her feelings of attraction further. I agreed that we could lay the issue aside for

the time, but suggested that should she begin to struggle with these feelings

again, I would rather discuss them than cancel appointments. Janice assured

me that she would raise the issue when, and if, it became necessary, and would

not cancel sessions for this reason en)nnore.

fanice began telling me about her memories of being a little girl. Many

of these memories were difficult for her, but she described them with

confidence. She explained that she was a tom boy while growing up, and

maybe this was the reason why her mother directed rage at her. She suspected

that her older brother rvas protected by her mother because of his mental

disorder; and her younger sisters and brothers were protected by her mom



because they were younger. ]anice believed that she was singled out by her

mother ås the one to pick on because she acted tough.

I asked )anice if she thought that the little fanice felt tough when she

rvas feeling hurt and picked on by her mom. Janice responded with "no." She

explained that she usually pretended that she was tough and that her mom rvas

not hurting her. In fact, however, she really rvas hurting very mucl-r and felt

very frightened. She added that when her mom s',r"ung her âround by her hair,

or rvhen she spanked her on her bottom, she lvould not cry. Her mom thought

that since fanice reftised to cry, she lvâs not succeeding in hurting her, so she

would intensi$r her cnrelty in order to inflict pain.

I responded to Janice's description by suggesting thât "Little Janice" must

have been very brave, and very determined. )anice nodded without making a

comment. I shared my observation that the adult Janice seems to deal with

physical pain similarþ. When her arms \4¡ere very sore, she found a lvây to tune

it out with relaxing music. Tuning out pain is common, and helps many people

cope with both pain and trauma.

I asked |anice if there was anything else useful that she leamed from her

"inner child." fanice thought for a few minutes, then she e-xplained that when
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her grandmother died a few years ago, she felt tremendous loss. fanice's

grandmother was a porverful source of love and supporl throughout many of

fanice's chiidhood difficulties. When she died, fanice felt very alone. She added

that during her grief and mouming, fanice felt arvare of her "inner child"

assuring her that "she will see Grandma again" when she, herself dies and goes

to heaven.

I highlighted the fact that the "child within" Janice had a positive

âttitude, r'r'hich seemed to help her along with feelings of grief and loss. I also

complimented )anice for "listening" to her inner child, remembering what she

said, and allowing herself to be comforted by the hope her "inner child" had. I

suggested to fanice thât she may be more "in touch" with her inner child than

she previously thought. fanice shed a few tears, but did not say anything.

In closing, fanice shared some feelings of loss regarding her inability to

have child¡en of her olvn because of internal iniuries she sustained as a child

from a automobile accident. I suggested to her that we could find a wây to

mourn this loss through some form of therapeutic ritual, if she was interested.

She responded with the statement, "I may not have any kids, but I have me . .

and I am a big kid," I suggested to Janice that this was a healthy response,



since many survivors find it useful to aliow their adult seives to "reparent" their

child selves.

The 6th session took place on December 22. Janice arrived for the

session with a Christmas gift for me. The gift was comprised of a relaxation

music cassette; a scented candle rvith a fanry holder, and a small basket of bath

oil pearls. Janice explained that she had never given a counsellor a gift before,

but she felt a strong urge to give sonething to me.

I was very su¡prised by this gesture, but also felt caught off guard. Even

though I felt fairly sure that this âct had sexual significance that needed to be

addressed, I was unsure at that time rvhat I shouid do. I felt sure that fanice

would be needlessly crushed if I refused to eccept the gift, and yet I felt very

uncomfortable keeping it.

Janice seemed intuitively aware of my discomfort, and she responded to

it by taiking incessantly. The content of what she said and the manner of her

speech resembled a conversation one would have with a casual f¡iend. For

example she talked about activities she had with various friends, some who

were gay, others who were straight. She described various jobs she held in the

past, she described her plans for the Christmas holidays, she described pets,
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and then talked about gay people getting married. All of this "monologue"

rambled on and on without hesitation, and when I tried to respond (in an

effort to regain control of the session) she intem:pted me. I felt somervhat

râttled, so I let this session follow her direction, n'ith the intention of returning

to all of the issues at hand in the next session.

In the 7th session (one week iater) I had a list of issues I wanted to

address:

I Was her gift a reflection of her attraction to me? ;

2 1t\4ty was fanice addressing my need for relaxation when we

were there to address her needs? ;

3 Did she realize that she was making a role reversal?

4 Is this a sign of |anice's discomfort with receiving support

and nurturance without giving something in return?

5 Was this an indication of "control" issues |anice

experiences with lvomen as she had highlighted during her

description of her relationship with Lisâ?



I attempted to address all or at least most of the above issues at a slow

pace because I r'ças worried about ovenvhelming |anice and making her feel

uncomfortable. I began by expressing my su¡prise by the gesture, suggesting

that it is not common for clients to give their therapists such extravagant and

personai gifts.

]anice blushed and explained that she iust wanted to give me something

to help me relax, give me a break from my children, et cetera. I asked ]anice

u'hy she thought it necessary to address and provide for my self care. I laughed

rvarmly, and suggested that this seemed to be a role reversal. fanice laughed

too, but r+'e both seemed to be aware of some tension.

I asked |anice if she thought that this gift had something to do with her

sexual attraction to me. She responded defensively, and explained that she did

not have sexuâl feelings for me an),'rnore, and that I was reading that into the

gift. I calmly assured her that she was probably right, since she was most

qualified to identify her own feelings and motives.

I suggested that we leave the matter of the gift to rest for the time.

However, I asked her if she would think it over a little more after she left, and



if she thought it wâs necessary, she could bring it up again in the next session.

She agreed.

|anice used the remainder of the session to describe an incident in the

last u'eek u'here she vented rage against her mother. Apparently her mother

telephoned |anice to tell her that she made cinnamon buns and perogies for

her. For sonìe reason she could not explain, Janice lashed out at her mother.

f anice explained that her mother's abuse of her during her childhood was

related to her mother's mental illness which was treated with medication. She

added that even though all of her siblings encouraged )anice to give up on her

mother and let go of her expectations of a healthy mother/daughter

relationship, she never gâve up. She made several efforts to reach her mom in a

positive way, and overlooked numerous acts of physical and emotional cruelty,

always hoping that her efforts would be rewarded.

In the past ten years, )anice's hope of rewards became real. Her mother's

illness grew progressively better, and although she did not remember details

concerning much of the cnrelty she inflicted on fanice, her mother began to

treat her with ldndness and make loving gestures toward her.



I asked |anice what she would expect her "Little )anice" to feel when the

adult fanice ignored her hurt and overlooked her mother's cruelty. fanice

explâined that she e.xpected that "Uttle Janice" felt angS' and resentfi.rl. I asked

her if she had r,r'orked torvard resolving some of "Little |anice's" feelings, and

validated her anger ând ¡esentment. |anice ståted that her adult self felt

threatened by "Little |anice's" anger, thinking that it might sâbotage her efforts

to improve the relationship with her mom. I suggested that ignoring strong

feelings mt¡st have felt like a pretty big sacrifice to "Little |anice," and I asked if

she thought it rvas necessary to acknowledge the sacrifice. fanice shrugged.

I concluded the session with a suggestion, to Janice, that she mây want

to help "Little |anice" resolve feelings, or at least get to the phone before she

does. |anice and I laughed at the humour in this suggestion.

In the next session, ]anice and I reviewed her goals for therapy. She

decided that she wâs not ready to terminâte and wanted to continue meeting

at least biweeldy. We had some difficulties finding a suitable time to schedule

appointments however, because fanice was assigned to the day shift at work,

and rvas not comfortable booking time off for counselling.



Our next appointment was three weeks from the last. \A¡hen Janice

ar¡ived, I noticed kom her pale complexion ând her slow movements thåt she

was not feeling well. She explained that her arms were giving her pain and she

expected to have another nerve block. She also stated thât problems at work

were getting worse.

I asked fanice rvhat would she find most useful in that session, based on

her feelings and her needs. )anice spoke in a flat monotone, when she explained

that she really did not feel up to therâpy, and would râther iust sit with me and

talk about something uncomplicated. For the remainder of this session, Janice

and I visited. She talked about her pets at home, her youngest sister and her

family, and her animal science conespondence courses.

In two weeks we met again for our lOth session. At this time lanice

appeared to feel considerably better. She began the session with a detailed

explanation of her medical problems and the fight she was embroiled in with

the Worker's Compensation Board. ]anice was very frustrated with the fact

that she was experiencing severe pain especially when doing intricate

machinery repairs. In spite of her pain the Worker's Compensation Board

expected fanice to continue rvorking, and refused to pay her benefìts. |anice

expressed anger and despair rvith her claims officer and her supervisor at worh,
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since both of these men were, in her mind, unreasonable and unfair. I validated

the feelings fanice expressed, but had very little input in finding a solution

conceming her problem.

At this time I decided to use some solution focused questions. I asked

her my variation of "the miracle question," which was "What r+'ouid be the first

thing you noticed thåt wâs different about yourself or your situation, if one

day you woke up in the morning only to discover that a miracle had solved

your biggest worr1r." fanice looked at me with an annoyed expression and did

not enswer. I attempted to try the question again, with a cheerful tone in my

voice. lanice answered my question that time, explaining that she would not

have pain in her arms.

Recognizing that I could do very little with this answer in terms of the

solution focused model, I simply said, "yes, and what else would you notice?"

At this point fanice seemed to accept the idea thât we would not "visit" for the

rvhole session, as we had two weeks prior. With a little gentle prodding, fanice

provided answers that seemed to follow a natural progression: She said, "I

rvould smile at myself when I looked in the mirror. I'd be happy. I would have

confidence in public." I asked fanice "what would be the signs you would

recognize, that would indicate to you that you were happy and had more



confidence in public?" )anice responded with the answer, "I'd socialize more. I

rvould have fun. I rvould be in a committed, monogamous relationship. I

rvouldn't care so much about what other people think I would express my

feelings to others."

At this point, I commented to Janice that I was aware of the fact that

this was a different way for us to use time in therapy, and I wanted to klrow

rvhat she thought about the questions I asked her. She said that she liked to

come and visit me more than she liked to do work. I asked her if she felt as if

she was visiting a füend more than coming for therapy, and she explained that

she wanted very much to be friends with me. I st¿ted that I was aware of the

change in our work, and I felt as though we were not working toward her goals

as diligently as we once were. I explained that I was comfortable with the idea

that she would "visit" me in therapy from tine to time. I added that I did not

think that therapy had to be hard, grueling work every steP of the way.

However, I was concemed that some of the boundaries between client and

therapist were becoming blurred; I was not sure if we needed to change the way

we interacted in therapy so that boundaries between client and therapist were

clear and hopefully we would be less likely to steer away from |anice's goals for

theråpy.



|anice did not really seem to underst¿nd fully what I was saying, and I

could feel some tension. I asked fanice if she would spend some time thinking

about what she really wanted from me. Did she want me to be her therapist?

or did she \4'ant me to be a personal friend. I suggested to |anice that both of us

needed to spend some time thinking about our relationship, so that we would

protect the professional context. I asked that rve talk about this again in the

next session.

Janice brought a brief note she wrote to me rvhile she reflected on the

nature of our relationship. In the note she explained that she rvished that she

and I could be personal friends. She listed various qualities she values in

friendships, and she believed I possessed many of these. She wrote thât

although friendships are very important to her, she understood that she had

come here for counselling. She expressed gratitude that theraPy could involve

some åspects of friendship, but she understood that the therapeutic

relationship needed to t¿ke precedent.

|anice and I spent the remainder of this session redefining friendships in

both professional and personal contexts. She cancelled the next two sessions,

and I suspected that the cåncellations were related to â diståncing that seemed

to be required.



There were two sessions remaining in our contrâct. fanice attended both

of these sessions and we used this time to review themes ând issues we had

discussed, thus bringing closure to our therapeutic relâtionship. |anice asked

me if I rvould consider meeting her for coffee or lunch some time after therapy

ended, and I found myself in a dilemma.

I consulted with my supervisor as well as my advisor. Both individuals

shared from their own experiences situâtions where former clients invited them

for a social visit. I understood from these consultations that individual

therapists need to make decisions for themselves on this matter, based on their

level of interest and comfort. Therapists also need to consider the repercussions

of developing füendships with former clients, since reconnecting in the

professional context would no longer be possible, should clients want to return

for therapy.

|anice and I agreed that once therapy ended, I would call her at home

and see how she was doing. Perhaps at that time, one or both of us would have

reached a decision âs to meeting for lunch.
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Pre and Post-Test Scores (Figure 5)

When |anice began therapy, she rvas highly distressed. For example, her

general severity inde-x score uas at least one standard deviation unit higher

than the nonnative inpatient score. Indications of her interpersonal sensitivity

could be traced in the'w'ay )anice described her history of relationships with

\lronìen. She did not feel satisfied in relationships and usually accepted blame

and responsibility for things thât lvent $Tong, even rvhen she was not to blame.

Some of he¡ sensitivity and mistrust torvârd others was likely linked with

social preiudice and stigmatizâtion experienced by many homosexual people

today. For example, Janice was rejected by one therapist because of her sexual

orientation. She also described several incidents at work where people who

suspected that she was lesbian, teased her, or nade lewd comments and

remarks about her. Her parent's reaction of shame and disapproval towards

)anice's preferred lifestyle may have added to her feelings of shame and self

abasement.



]anice's arxiety was consistent with â history of childhood abuse and

abandonment. Much of this abuse was physically painful. However, ]anice

seemed more troubled by the emotional impact of cruelty. Therefore, rvhen

significant relationships ended (Rick moved ar+'ay, therapist left the country,

Lisa broke off relationship), |anice reconnected with feelings of isolation,

alienation, and abandonment, originally experienced during her childhood.

It is also likely that Janice's anxiety was linked to high standards she

maintained for herself. Accomplishments and promotions related to work were

importânt to her, but difficult to achieve because she was a female operâting in

a traditionally "male career. " Her place of employment seemed to prefer to hire

and promote males.

|anice's pretest score on the BSI, measuring psychoticism, indicated that

|anice sometimes felt different from others, in addition to feeling powerless and

isolated. For example, |anice indicated on the BSI test that she was either

"extremely," or at least, "quite a bit" distressed by the idea thât someone else

could control her thoughts; feeling lonely even when she was with people;

never feeling close to another person; and the idea that something was wrong

with her mind. Much of |anice's childhood was kept in isolation from others,

because her mother banished her to her room for days at a time, or used other



forms of severe punishment, which n-ray have produced an isolating effect.

Ercessive abuse and cnrelty, received in her formative years, mây have tâught

fanice to believe that something 'rvas wrong with her. |anice explained that

sometimes her mother's irrational behaviours caused fanice to think that

perhaps she was going crazy herself.

P¡etest scores on the ISE revealed that fanice's self esteem was

reasonably intact; likely because fanice had completed much grorvth and

healing in previous counselling experiences. For example, fanice expressed at

the beginning of therapy, that she had interests and hobbies that she enjoyed,

and she felt confident in her abilities to do these well. lanice's self esteem

improved during therapy and was reflected in her ISE post-test score.

Post-test scores revealed significant improvement in fanice's level of

distress. For example, |anice's post-test score measuring her general severity

index dropped from an inpatient rânge, to within two standard deviation units

of a non-patient sample score. Perhaps the most stårtling improvements, were:

interpersonal sensitivity; arxiety; psychoticism. It can also be said from the

data, that fanice felt less hostile, less depressed, and less paranoid after therapy.



Perhaps some of the improvement in fanice's overall symptomatology

was related to the relief thât winter wås drawing to a close. The change in the

season usually brought a noticeable decrease in pain fanice experienced in her

arms. I noted that on the day of post-testing, fanice felt very positive, she

smiled throughout most of this session.

Reflection of the Client's Evaluation

|anice explained in our last session that she felt very satisfied with her

therapy experience ât Fâmily Centre. She added that she was satisfied, and she

explained that she felt much more åwâre, âccepting and respectful of her inner

child than she thought was possible. She wrote the following poem to reflect

thischange...

To Lixle /anice

I love yoLt . . .

There is a much greater motivetion

than simply my spoken v,ords.

For me to love is to comnút myseld

freely and without reseruation.

I am sittcerely interested in your



happiness and well being . . .

Whatever your needs are, I ø,ill ntost

defrnitely try to fulfil thent, attd v,ill

bend in my values depending on the

importance of your need.

If you're lonely and need me, I will always

be there . . .

If in that loneliness you need to talk,

I will listen. If you need to be held

I will hold you . . .

You are very special to nte, because

You are a part of me

Reflection of the Therapist's Learning

From this case I learned that some clients have social experiences that

therapists mây not completely relate to. Therefore, it is very importånt to

listen âctively and to respond with sensitMty to issues clients bring with them.

For example, it would not hâve occurred to me to begin therapy by establishing

my acceptance of )anice as a client and a person in relation to her sexual



orientation. I understand my acceptance of this as auto¡natic and without

question. This was however, a vital issue for ]anice to address before she

disclosed information concerning herself. I believe that |anice would not have

retumed for a second intervieç'if she did not believe that I heard her concem,

felt sensitive towârd it, and readily âccept both her disclosure and her lifestyle.

I also leamed from this experience that if clients bring support persons

rvith them to therapy, it is very important to legitimize this person's presence

and at some point offer the friend or relative ân opportunity to express hislher

concems or comments. It is more important, however, to identify the client as

the primary source of information, and to direct most questions and comments

to her. Giving too much attention to the support person måy diminish the

client and either create or reinforce a lack in the client's self confidence.

A third åspect of my leaming is that female therapists and lesbian clients

must exercise caution when a sexual interest or attraction develops. Person

( l9B3) explains that "in homosexual women erotic transference may be

extremely intense and occur with some regularity'' (p.170). She adds that this

form of transference is difficult to interpret or manâge and often leads to the

disruption of treatment. Elise ( l99l ) states:



We are not totally in the da¡k. In looking at our
clinical work, the central point to rementber with
regard to an erotic transference is that it has some
meaning When present, an erotic transference not
only needs to be acknowledged, but should be seen
as ref/ecting some veryr important, attd personally
specifrc information which needs to be explored,
utderstood, and worked through (p 62).

I believe that sorting out feelings of closeness and attraction was an

important part of ]anice's purpose in therapy, and my role as therapist.

Boundaries between client and therâpist can be easily trânsgressed, if people

are not mindful and cautious of verbal and nonverbal communication.



Case Example 6 - Client F -"Beth"

Beth, age 33, was not referred to Family Centre of Winnipeg by ånyone

in the professional community. She independently recognised a need to resolve

personal issues f¡om the past, and called the intake department to request

individual counselling. Beth disclosed ât intake that she rvas sexually,

physically ând emotionally abused during childhood.

Description of the Problem

\u\Ihen Beth contacted Family Centre of Winnipeg, she explained that

she wanted to "rvork through her childhood traumas of physical, sexual and

emotional abuse". She had read several books ¡elated to child abuse and had

recognised a link between her low self-esteem and her abuse history.

Beth perceived her regular use of mariiuana to be the matter of grave

concem. She stated that while under the influence of drugs, her anxiety

"intensifìed" and completely "paralyzed" her. She expressed strong self hatred

for being addicted and desperately rvanted to stop using "pot" for good.



Beth also described herself as feeling depressed and a¡xious most of the

time. These conditions kept her isolated f¡om life outside of her apartment and

prevented he¡ from finding solutions to her financial and emotional

dependency problems. At night she remained awake (afraid or unable to sleep);

during the day she felt exhausted and desperate.

Client Biography

Beth was an only child of her pårents, and uas raised in a small rural

town in Alberta. Her father was a Russian immigrant rvho worked as a labourer

for a construction company. His employ'rnent wâs not steady nor was it secure

since he often rvorked long hours, rvas laid off or was unemployed. When beth

was a child her mother was diagnosed with schizophrenia which was usually

controlled by medication. Beth's mother worked at a small truck stop lunch

counter, and was often the object of harassment and ridicule in the community

due to her eccentric dress and behaviour.

When Beth was 3 years of age, her mother abandoned the family and

went to live with another man. Her father was left to raise Beth alone, and did

so with very little patience or support.



Beth believed her father ¡esented her for being small, helpless and

dependant upon him. He frequently flerv into violent rage against her vvhere he

rvould strike her, kick her, punch her ånd tell her repeatedly that she rvas of no

use to him, and that he hated her. She recalled having no source of gentle

nurturing while growing up. Birthdays, Christmas and all other significant

holidays were never acknowledged, and Beth does not recall ever receiving a

gift from anyone.

Beth and her father lived in a small, run doq.¡r house, without running

water. There was only one bed in the house, which Beth and her father shared.

Beth remembered being severely beaten by her father because she accidentally

kicked him in the groin during her sleep. She nearþ passed out from this

beating. No child protection agencies r\¡ere ever alerted, and Beth remembered

living most of her life in abject fear of her father and his relentless, predictable,

yet unreasonable rage.

In school Beth was treated as a outcast. Peers teased her about her

mother and about her obvious signs of extreme Poverty. She experienced

difficulty understanding basic skilis in school, and her teachers were not



compâssionate or supportive. Beth was labelled as slow, lazy and unwilling to

try.

Beth sometimes spent weekends with her rnother and stepfather (her

mother's boyfriend), although she did not indicate whether or not these visits

were court ordered or requested by her mother or father. On several occasions,

her stepfather sexualiy abused her. Beth believed that the abuse began when

she was between 6 and 7 years old, and involved physical beatings and

emotional abuse as rvell.

The sexual abuse involved her performance of fellatio on him, penile

penetration of her vagina, and being forced to watch and participate in sexual

activities between her mother and her stepfather. Beth also explained that her

mother was often present while she was being abused, but did not âppear to

care or to wânt to stop it.

Beth attempted to tell her father what her stepfather was doing to her,

but her father either chastised her for þing or blamed her for causing it. Beth

wâs forced to continue weekend visits with her mother because her father

wanted a break from taking care of her.



Beth's mother had another daughter with her boyfriend as father. Her

nårne wâs Candy and she rvas five years younger than Beth. Beth believed that

her mother loved Candy more than Beth and this reinforced in her mind the

idea that she rvas unimportant and unloved by everyone. In spite of her

motlìer's favouritism for Candy, Beth rvas very concerned for her sister and

played a protective role over her. She believed Candy was physicaliy and

sexually abused on a regular basis by her father.

\,\¡hen Candy reached I O years of age, she rvas sent awây to a home for

mentally disturbed children. Beth remembered feeling both relief and horror

lvhen her sister was taken away because she understood that Candy needed

protection from her or"'n father, but she also knew from experience thåt young

children can be traumatized by sepârâtion from the mother.

In high school Beth continued to struggle with leaming, peer

relationships and negative labels (such ugly, stupid and flea-bag) that followed

her year after year. Horvever, she also remembered a girl that befüended her in

Grade B, rvho sometimes helped Beth overcome loneliness and isolation. She

became her one "best friend".



An adult male high school student also took an interest in Beth when

she r"as in Grade 10. He rvas seven yeårs older than Beth, and became her first

boyfriend. Beth began to use mariiuana and sldp school with her boyfriend,

and before the school year wâs finished, Beth ran away rvith him. They were

married when Beth was lB years old.

During this marriage Beth's husband (lÆster) was often emotionally

abusive to her and on a few occasions, he physically assaulted her as well. No

charges rvere filed agâinst læster and Beth remained with him for ten years.

When she was 28 years of age, Beth left Lester and moved back to live with

her father.

Beth and her father relocated to Winnipeg when she was 29 years of

age. At this time she began to date her present common-law partner, Tom.

Tom and Beth lived in an inner-city apartment. They both struggled

with substance addictions, and unemployment. Beth described this relationship

as having serious problems since Tom continued to abuse her emotionally and

to have affairs with other women. Beth believed that she should get out of this



relationship, but she was afraid that if she left him she rvould be destined to

live in a "rat infested dump".

In their four year relationship, Beth and Torn increased their frequency

of smoking mariiuana. Beth claimed that even though smoking "pot" increased

her arutiety, she used it several times eâch dây.

In 199 I Beth participated in an arudety group facilitated by the

Addictions Foundation of Manitoba. Although Beth said this experience was

positive and useful to her, it did not eliminate her anxiety, or help manage her

addiction.

Presenting Concerns

During the assessment interview, Beth appeared to feel very

uncomfortable. As she sat in her chair, she utiiized the very least amount of

physical space and avoided eye contåct rvhenever possible. She spoke in a very

soft timid voice, and used very brief sentences to answer questions.



Beth explained during the assessment interview that she felt "complete

terror" prior to and during the appointment. Her use of words to describe her

fear and anxiety rvere sensationally strong. I used a rating scale to assess her

arxiety, and she rated herself closest to the most extreme tip of the scale ("9"

on a scale from l-10, where "10" represents extreme arxiety).

I was very concemed about Beth's anxiety during the session, and yet I

rvas also baffled by the epperent incongruity between her description of it and

her physical presentation. She sat tall in her chair with both feet planted

directly below her, with her hands, lightly folded, resting on her lap. Her

breathing seemed to be deep and regularly paced.

In the second interview Beth stated that she was feeling "hysterical", and

yet nothing in her body language suggested anything to me about hysteria. I

described to Beth my observation of her as calm and poised, and she

responded with a description of herself as stnrggling with tremendous fear

rvhile desperately trying to hold herself together. She said, "I might fall to

pieces...I feel very fragmented".



I concluded that the incongruence I obsewed was a qymptom of

dissociation. Refiecting on her abuse history, I understood the usefulness of

dissociation as a coping mechanism.

In order to further assess Beth's arxiety, I asked if she smoked "pot"

before coming to the centre (since marijuana magnified her fears and

anxieties). Beth stated that she did not use atìy drugs before coming to the

session. If she had, she would not be able to have âny eye contåct with me at

all and she would be showing me on the outside that she needed to hold herself

together to keep from falling apart.

I inquired if Beth had seen a medical doctor to describe her symptoms of

anxiety and panic and she explained that she saw a doctor who suggested she

use anti-depressent medication. She refused his prescription with the

explanation that she did not value prescription drugs and chemicals. Beth

stated thai she could manage her arxiety without the use of them.

At this time I noted that Beth had more strength and control over her

s)¡mPtoms than she thought, even though she sometimes felt overwhelmed and

immobilized by them. However, I was very concerned that Iiving each hour of



every day under extreme emotionâl duress and sleep deprivation might having

damaging consequences for her physical and emotional health.

I was also concemed about the degree of abuse Beth experienced

throughout her history, but particularly during her fomative years. Persons

rvho are severely abused and neglected often require a significant amount of

time to build safety and trust in therapeutic relationships. I was concemed that

my six month term in the agency would not be sufficient, and Beth might feel

abandoned by me when I was ready to leave.

I discussed this concern with my supervisor, and we agreed that Beth

needed to make an infomred decision about this mâtter. If she wanted to begin

her work with me, and possibly transfer at the end of the six months, I rvould

proceed. If however, she did not want to risk establishing trust with me

because she might have to build trust with a new therapist after six months,

she could be assigned to the next available full-time therapist.

I presented Beth with these options and asked her to consider each of

them carefully. When she was ready she could let me know her preference. A

week later, Beth stated that she felt most comfortable beginning with me.



Description of the ClientÆherapist Contract

In the third session Beth and I agreed that we would meet once each

rveek for approximately slx months. During this time Beth wânted to focus on:

1 quitting he¡ use of marijuana;

2 building confidence and self esteem;

3 integrâting memories of childhood tråuma and connecting

rvith feelings related to this; and

4 accessing more control over dissociation, depression and

anxiety.

Beth also agreed not to attend any sessions when under the influence of

alcohol or dnrgs. I explained to Beth thet måriiuâna would likely interfere with

our ability to build trust and it rvould likely intensi$r any fears and anxieties

developed in sessions. This in tum might interfere with her ability to cope

during treatment.

Description of the Intervention

Throughout the beginning phase of therapy with Beth, I continuously

monitored her level of anxiety and depression. In many rvays this rvas difficult

because Beth was quite dissociated from the feelings she deveioped and I was

not able to observe from her externai presentation the level of emotion she was
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experiencing on the inside. Beth assured me that she would keep me informed

if she became overwhelmed by the process.

Beth informed me of the fact that she felt calm and relieved for trvo days

following our sessions, but by the third day, she usually returned to a state of

terror. She described spiralling down toward a "blacl< hole" that swallorved her

up in a feeling of despair. I aslced her if she rvould still be in the black hole

rvhen she arrived for counselling, or if she found her way out prior to the

session. Beth's response was thât she would stili be in the hole.

At this time I began to explore rvith my client what this black hole was

like and vrtrat options existed for her to escape it if she chose to. Beth

explained that her black hole represented her complete despair and

hopelessness conceming her ability to overcome her problems. She added that

she did not know what would be involved with escaping her despair, and she

did not feel sure that escape rvas in fact possible. This process led us to some

understanding of the role of marijuana in Beth's iife. It did not help her to

escape her fear and anxiety, but it certainly magnified her experience of these

emotions...which seemed to be more harmful than helpful to her in feeling



better and stronger. Beth announced quite strongly that she really hated herself

for becoming addicted to "pot" and she really rvanted to quit.

I suggested to Beth thât after this session she may n'ant to consider what

her life would be like if she was not using mariiuana. I also suggested that she

try to notice what she was doing and thinicing prior to smoking a joint, and

rvhether or not she could identify any feelings at that time. Beth agreed to try

and track this and share it with me next session.

rvVhen Beth arrived for the next session, I was struck by a change in her

presentation. She appeared to walk with more confidence. She took her iacket

off and put it in the next chair and her feet u'ere crossed and slightly extended

in front of her. Usually, during our sessions, Beth occupied the very least

amount of physical space. Her walk was usually siow and hesitant, and she

never removed her iacket unless I invited her to do so. If she took her iacket off

she always kept it behind her in the chair. Her legs and feet were never

extended in front of her; they were alq'ays planted directly in front.

Beth explained that she benefited from the last session because she

become more aware of her feelings. By realizing how disconnected she was



from her emotions, Beth realized thåt â part of her was missing. She said "I

feel as though parts of myself are buried or disowned... I want to remember

my feelings so that I will feel more whole.... If I remember my påst feelings, I

will have more personal integrity and I will be more mature on the inside."

I complimented Beth for having arrived at the conclusions she shared,

and expressed my interest in rvhat Beth would notice about herself and her

behaviours if she felt more mature on the inside. I asked her if she could

describe herself from this "inside perspective", so that I might have more clarity

on what she rvas feeling. Beth explained that she iust felt that she was weak,

shy and very åfrâid most of the time, and she wished that she could feel

stronger and more confident in herself.

I suggested to Beth that perhaps she rvas reconnecting with feelings from

her childhood. Beth nodded in agreement, sharing the fact that she had some

knowledge of the concept "inner child" in context with surviving child abuse

because she enjoyed reading and found some books written on the subiect of

abuse to be interesting and informative. She added that she did not feel very

connected to her "inner child", although she wished she was. She st¿ted that

she rvould like to provide her inner self with some "healing messages".



Once again I complimented Beth for having initiated her own learning

about these mâtters... and assured her that rvorking with her inner child could

be part of our process, but we needed to pace our work and not go too deeply

too quicldy.

I asked Beth what she would like to discuss for the remainder of the

session. Beth was obviously feeling more confident than her first few sessions,

because she took the initiative to suggest a topic for discussion rvithout any

coaching.

She stated that she wanted to talk about her relationship with Tom.

She told a story of how Tom would leer at other women when they were

together in public, and she "felt" hurt and embarrassed. She âttempted to

confront Tom with her observation, but he denied it and told her she was

imagining things due to her own insecurities. Beth agreed that she harboured

many insecurities and she became quite confused by self doubt. While telling

me this story, Beth rose above her self doubts and said, "But I saw it right

before my own eyes...Does he think I am stupid?!!"



My response to Beth ât this time was to highlight moments in her life

she previously shared, when people told her that she was stupid. I explained

that it would not surprise me if after all these years she came to believe the

ståtement. I asked her if she thought she rvas stupid. She thought for a rvhile

and then said "no!" in a seif-assured tone.

I asked if Tom rvould benefit by convincing her that she was stupid and

insecure. Her response indicated that Tom was able to redirect the blame for

his actions by suggesting to her that she was imagining things and insecure. I

asked Beth what she stood to gain by taking responsibility for Tom's actions.

Beth stated that she did not benefit from owning responsibility for Tom's

behaviour.

I suggested to Beth that sometimes one partner will take the blame for

her partner's abusive behaviour because she believes that claiming

responsibility might enable her to change or control the pattem.

Unfortunately, this is a myth. I added that when the partner committing the

abuse adopts this myth, he is reiieved of his responsibility to change or

eliminate his abusive pattems.



Beth appeared to be intrigued by this idea, and she seemed to

contemplate it carefully. Before ending the session, Beth and I explored her

options regarding her relationship with Tom, Beth's perceived options were:

stay in the relationship until she feels safe and strong enough

to leave;

leave the relationship right away or ås soon as possible;

stay in the relationship forever.

Beth explained that she would prefer to choose the second option, but

felt very certain that if she were to leave him without a plan for security, she

would be forced to live in a "rat infested dump". She concluded that the most

logical choice would be to stay in the relationship until such time as she could

establish independence. I validated her choice, and added that I also thought it

wise to establish plans before making big changes.

l4lhen Beth arrived for the next session, I noticed that she had reverted

back to her earlier presentation. Once again she seemed to be timid and self

conscious and would avert her eyes from mine. She shrugged her shoulders to



casuâl questions and refused my invitation to remove her iacket and place it on

the chair next to her.

I asked her rvhat she *'ould like to discuss in session and she took several

monents to provide ån answer. She stated that she had a strong desire to

reconnect with her feelings, but she did not think she was making Progress

with this and felt very discouraged. I took a few minutes to validate Beth's

concem and highlighted that she appeared to be in touch rvith feelings of

discouragement and perhaps frustration too. I asked Beth if she realized that

these were feelings but she iust shrugged her shoulders.

I explained to my client that she needs to be patient with the process of

becoming aware of feelings...after all, she trained herself very well to block out

feelings when she was abused, in order to survive.

Beth described an incident as a child, where her father was bathing her

in a large wash tub. Beth got soap in her eyes and began to cry, and her father

punched her in the face. He told not to cry after the punch or he would beat

her so bad she would really have reason to cry. Beth used this story ås an

example of horv she forced herself not to show her feelings.



AJthough Beth shon'ed no emotion rvhile telling this story, I told her

that I was deeply moved. I asked her if she could visualize herself as a small

child sitting in a wash tub, forcing herself not to cry. Beth said that although

she thought she might have visualized herself in this way, she did not feel any

compassion or love toward her child self. She added, however, that she

sincerely wished she could provide "iove and nurturance" for this image of

herself.

' Toward the end of this session, I asked Beth if she would be able to

perform some small task for herself that would be a loving gesture of self care.

I suggested that the task night include a favourite food or activity she enjoyed

as a child, or it could be something more current.

Beth thought for a long time without responding. I thought that I might

have to help her with the notion of self care by assigning a task, but suddenly,

she offered the idea that she could take some time to brush her hair. I

complimented Beth for arriving at this beautiful suggestion, and added that she

had very pretty long hair. I also asked that as she brushed her hair, perhaps she

might visualize herself as a little girl, having her long hair brushed gently and

lovingly. Beth agreed to try.



In the next session Beth appeared to be a little more tense than usual.

She sat down in her usual position and took her iacket off when I asked her if

she would like to.

Beth explained that she felt a little overwhelmed because over the påst

two weeks, she read the book "The Courage to Heal" from cover to cover. I

expressed my astonishment at this task, and inquired why she would want to

read so much heavy material in such a short period of time. She explained that

prior to our sessions, she had not really thought about her sexual abuse as an

importånt part of her pain. She felt very disturbed and preoccupied with

thoughts of her father and his extreme cruelty to her. After reading the book,

Beth felt more âware of disturbing thoughts and memories of sexual abuse from

her stepfather.

I offered Beth the opportunity to share whatever she thought might help

me to understand what happened. Beth took some time to tell me several

stories about füghtening experiences and she identified several feelings, such as

fear, confusion, shame and disgust in reference to her experiences as a child. I

validated Beth's feelings and complimented her courage and determination. I

cautioned her as well not to go in the opposite extreme of minimizing her



sexual abuse by inundating he rself with information on the subiect and forcing

herself to remember too much et one time.

At this time I inquired about her task from the previous session. Beth

reported that she had bmshed her hair for ten minutes and during this time

she actually felt a iittle compassion for her inner child.

I invited Beth to explore an exercise from John Bradshards

"Homecoming", where she rvould write a letter to her child self in her dominant

hand...and then write a letter to her adult self from her child self using her non-

dominant hand. Beth agreed to do this, and when these brief letters we¡e

complete, we read them together. Beth said she thought this exercise was

interesting.

At this time she told me another story from her childhood where she

was sent down the road to stay with a school teacher and her family. It was

Christmas moming and all of the children were opening elaborate gifts while

Beth sat motionless and empty handed. The mother told one of her children to

give Beth one of her old dolls so that she too would have something. The

following moming, the doll Beth was given had black marker scribbled all over



its face. Beth once again described feelings of bewilderment, fear, hurt and

shame in connection to this experience.

To¡r'ard the last half of this session, Beth announced to me that she had

not used "pot" in four days. She added that even though she was present while

others $'ere smoking, she refrained.

Beth added that abstinence from marijuana enabled Beth to experience

more of her feelings, such as depression and despair. She went outside of her

apartment on two occasions in the påst two weeks. I congratulated Beth for her

accomplishment, and shared my observation that she did not seem to be as

pleased with herself as I thought she would be. Beth said that she did not feel

proud of her abstinence.

In the next session I asked Beth if she would like to consult with her

unconscious mind to gain some insight as to the purpose of marijuana in her

life at this time. I detailed å process of relaxation, where Beth would ask her

inner parts inaudible questions and then listen to her thoughts to discem her

reactions to the questions.



I suggested to Beth that she be careful with her use of language during

her questioning. She might want to âvoid using words thet might put her inner

parts on the defensive. I asked if she would refer to the part that smokes "pot"

âs the "creative part" rather than the "addicted part". Beth smiled at this

suggestion and stated that she liked the idea.

Once Beth achieved a relaxed stâte through deep breathing exercises in

combination with my verbal suggestions to relax, she identified her right finger

ttvitch as an ideomotoric signal that her inner part that desired to use "pot" was

willing to consider an alternative for accomplishing its purpose. She asked her

inner part obiecting to the use of marijuana to identi$r the alternatives, and

she said a very faint response suggested that she needed to be with other

people.

.In summary of this exercise, I questioned Beth if she thought it was a

good idea to get involved with more people instead of staying in her apartment

and smoking. She said that she would really like to branch out and meet new

people and est¿blish new füends. She remembered what it was like to feel

connected with people during the arxiety group she attended. She stated that



this was a positive experience, and she rvondered if she would ever see any of

those people again.

At this time I gave Beth a suggestion that she may want to try a

narcotics anon),rynous self hetp group and meet new people in this way.

Before ending the session, I asked Beth if she was comfortabie with

therapy thus far, or if there was anything else she rvanted to explore more fully.

She explained that she wanted very much to continue lvorking on reconnecting

to her feeling states. I asked Beth if she would like to try ânother mode of

expression, other than verbal, to express herself. We agreed that in the next

session, my client would use paints to express her feelings.

In the next session, I brought in sorne peper, some oil pastels and some

rvater colors for Beth to use. However, before we explored the use of them Beth

detailed some thoughts and some highlights from the previous week.

Beth announced that she has continued her abstinence from "pot" and

became more âware of tense sensations in her stomach vr.hile others smoked

around her. She added that the part that craved smoke entered into conflict
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with the abstaining pârt... but she quicldy explained "My abstinent Pârt over

rode the situation and claimed that there wås no room for an argument".

Beth also explained that she went to the doctor and discovered that she

had a bladde¡ infection. The doctor believed that the infection rvas related to

having sex. On the other hand, Beth believed that her infection was in some

rvay connected to her history of sexual abuse. She thought that her body was

rejecting sexual activity as a response to memories of past abuse. I suggested to

Beth that her belief in the connection between mind and body was

commendable, however I cautioned her about viewing everything as having

some link with sexual abuse.

Beth shared another story from her childhood, where she was forced to

perform oral sex on her step father. We discussed the confusion and horror we

expected a child to feel in relation to this act, and validated several other

possible feelings as well. Beth described other incidents where she was forced to

sha¡e a bed with her mother and step dad, while they were having sex. Beth

said she tried to move âway as far as possible, but would then be forced to

participate. Once again, Beth identified several feelings she "likely'' experienced



at that time; horvever, she reported that she did not feel connected to these

feelings during or after her description of the incident.

Beth used a soft timid voice while sharing her stories with me and unlike

some of our earliest sessions, her facial expressions appeared somewhat pained

and distressed (she frowned as she spoke, and her lips seemed to be tightly

pursed).

I asked Beth if she might like to use the art supplies to describe the

feelings she had. Beth took a paint brush and with much hesitation, she dipped

the bristles in red paint. At this time she faintheartedly painted a red shape as

rve continued to talk.

Beth seemed to confuse the tåsk with an expectâtion to produce a

signifìcant piece of artwork. I explained however, that the purpose was not to

demonstrate talent, but to use creativity to express oneself. She could do

absolutely anything she wanted with the paints and pastels, regardless of what

it looked like in the end.



Beth used brou'n paint to paint â squåre, with another black square

enclosed in the top right hand comer. Next she painted another smaller square

in a mixture of colours, iuch as blue green and yellow. Mixing these colours

resulted in the creation of a somewhat gloomy colour.

\v\¡hen I invited Beth to sha¡e her inte¡pretation of her painting, she

explained thåt ât fìrst she chose red paint to s)¡mbolize her bleeding on the

inside. Next she pondered the square shapes and said, "I feel 'blocked'....I feel

âs though there is a brick wali before me".

At this time I gave Beth a clean sheet of paper and asked her to draw a

line in the centre to depict this brick wall. Beth took a black pastel and

coloured a thick solid black line. Next, I asked Beth to use colours to depict

what she thought existed on the opposite side of the brid< wall from where she

saw herself. Beth chose vibrant colours (two shades of green, yellow and

orange) and drew squiggly lines in a circular fashion.

I aslced Beth if the bright colours represented anything. Beth explained

that this represented the life she wanted to be living. She could not articulate

for me however, what this life would be like.



Next, I asked Beth to drau' for lne rvhat lay on the same side of the brick

wall where she saw herself to be. Beth sat for å long time without drarving

anything. I asi<ed her if sire could visualize rvhat it rvas like on this side of the

wall, but she shrugged her shoulders. At this time I said various words or

sentences she used in previous sessions to state or describe her feelings. Beth

did not respond. I took a ferv colours and rvrote down some of her stâtements

("I don't deserve to live...fear of pain...pain), and drew question marl$

overlapping these words. Beth nodded.

At this time I used this diagram to ask Beth what stopped her from

breaking through that brick wall and Iiving in her colourful world. After a long

pause, Beth shared her insight that the part of her that keeps her blocked is the

part ofher that remains loyal to her dad. She explained that the world she lives

in now is full of confusion, despair, worthlessness and fear of pain. "This is my

father's rvorld...and my loyalty to my father prevents me from leaving him

alone in it...even though this world is empty and without value or meaning".

I told Beth that I was very moved by her insight and I was stnrck by

what appeared to me to be a significant sacrifice. Beth added that she did not



want to sacrifice åny longer and she wanted to escâpe that worid but did not

know how

I explained to Beth that I thought she should leave that world too so

that she might discover the world on the opposite side of the brick wall. I

added that I thought she needed to remember her wisdom in considering her

options of staying with or leaving Tom. I cautioned her to make change

slowly....stârt small and plan ahead for the realiy big adiustments.

I explained to Beth that ân appropriate place to st¿rt in planning her

esepe involved noticing her self talk. I asked her to notice when she said

something to herself that reminded her of cruel things her father used to say

and to record it. I also asked that she challenge thât negâtive self talk with

something more realistic and useful to her (cognitive restructuring).

In the next session, Beth reported that she did not have a good week.

She had several arguments with Tom and his friend, and she felt very

frustrated and put down by them. She explained however, that she did not

record negative self talk.



We used this session to discuss the contents of her conflict with Tom,

and to track any connections between Tomrs statements about her and

nìessâges she heard from her father. Beth noted that simiìarities existed in the

expectetiorìs both Tom and her father had of her that she should be a "good

housekeeper". Both shamed her verbally for any mistakes she made or any

irnperfections she revealed in her household tasks.

In the next three sessions, Beth and I explored the use of relaxation and

guided imagery. I used some nâture sounds and instrumental music to facilitate

relaxation, and verbally guided Beth to tune into her inner self and listen to

her thoughts and feelings.

During these exercises Beth commented that she preferred my verbal

directions in helping her to relax, as opposed to remaining quiet while she

listened to music only. \4/hile verbally directing the exercise, I was very careful

not to contâminate or impose any particular thought pâtterns on Beth. I

allvays used language thât invited her to think about her thoughts and pay

attention to her feelings, rather than tell her what her thoughts and feelings

were.



These exercises proved to be helpful in helping Beth to connect with

feelings of being abused and neglected. She described fiashes of memories of

being bottle fed by a younger version of her father and being afraid of her

mother.

Beth also gained insight into feelings of anxiety and panic when Tom

s'ould return home significantly later than he promised her. She connected

these feelings with memories of being left to cry in her crib for hours because

her father refused to acknowledge her or her needs for nu¡lurance. She

described painful sensations in her throat and stomach from crying very hard

before she eventuâlly fell asleep.

Beth also described feelings of shame and vulnerability in connection

rvith things her father said to her. She remembered being very careful not to

make anyone angry, sometimes she had to pretend that she wasn't there so that

no one would notice her. She remembered feeling ashamed of herself for being

small and clumsy.



Relaxation exercises also helped Beth to drarv a connection betrveen her

craving for drugs and her craving for love and protection from her father.

Feelings experienced during "cravings" involved extreme ânxiety and despair.

\Âtren Beth identified painful feelings or disclosed some fomr of insight

during these exercises, I praised her for her åll'areness and usually assigned her

some form of task to do at horne that would either flush out more

understanding of her insight, or provide her with self care and self nurturance.

For example, I assigned Beth a letter writing exercise (a letter tl"rat Beth rvould

not mail) to express her feelings to her father for leaving her to cry for hours or

for shaming and beating her. \A¡hen Beth wrote this letter she connected with

feelings of anger and hostility toward her father and these feelings assisted her

in her escape from "his world".

\dhen Beth connected with feelings of pain in her throat or stomach

from crying or from being kicked, I asked that she pay special attention to this

particular part of her body when she was ât home. I suggested that she soothe

this part with something pleasant, such as a soft fabric or a lotion. Beth

claimed that she was not only getting better at identifying her feelings but she



rvâs showing some improvement in her ability to respond to and care for her

feelings too.

The last few sessions of working with Beth involved the use of Dolan's

( I 991 ) solution focused questions. I asked Beth to consider what her life would

be like if she no longer needed to come for counselling when thinking about

her past abuse. Beth explained that she rvould feel more confìdent and

conìpetent in general. She claimed that she u'ould be able to do things that, at

present she rvas too afraid to try, such as find a job or establish friendships.

Beth stated that she would feel less negative and would worry less about things.

I asked questions directed at clarifying Beth's healing signs, such as

"rvhat rvould you be doing differently from now if you were feeling more

confident and competent"; or "what would you be able to do if you were less

negative or worried less about things"? Beth's answers to my questions revealed

an effort to break her day into intervals where she would use more structure to

keep self motivated and focused.

I used "scaling questions' to âssess Beth's confidence and ¡eadiness to

implement change in her daily functioning. For example, using a scale from l-



10, rvhere "10" represented extreme confidence, Beth claimed that she wâs ât a

"4". So, I asked her what would increase her level of confidence up to a"4 l/2"

or a "5"? Beth answered that she would be at a "5" if she got up at 10:00 am.

each morning. rvVhen I asked what would move her a little closer to a " 10" she

responded with more indications of a structured routine. Beth anticipated that

her confidence would actually reach "8" if she followed a regular routine, but

then it fell short when she reached the door of her apartn-rent, feeling rvell

dressed and organized but without somewhere to go.

Beth and I explored options of retuming to school in preparation for a

career, offering time to the Winnipeg Centre for Volunteers, and joining a self

help group.

Toward the second week of March, after sixteen sessions, Beth and I

discussed termination of therapy. Beth indicated that she had been on the

rvaiting list for service at the Women's Post Treatment Centre and had recently

received a call from a therapist, indicating that she could be seen there.

I shared with Beth my belief that she had made good progress since our

first meeting together and she might benefit by beginning something new. Beth



agreed, and expressed that she made many positive changes inside as a result of

things she leamed f¡om our work.
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Pre and Post-Test Scores (Figure 6.)

When Beth began therapy, she indicated that overall, she rvas

moderateiy distressed. Her general severitY index pretest score was at least one

standard deviation unit higher then the noÍnâtive outPâtient data score.

Anxiety, depression, inte¡personal sensitivity, low self esteem and

dissociation were symptoms I recognized consistently with Beth. She described

herself as feeling so arxious and terrified that she thought she might fall apart,

and yet dissociative qualities prevented an outward display of this emotion.

Beth's depression was evident in her despair that she might not escape

from her "father's worid", or the "black hole" she sometimes fell into while using

mariiuana. The depressive stâtes were also evident in Beth's feeling that she did

not know how to go on with her life; that she was "stucl(' either living with a

man who was insensitive to her needs ånd feelings, or Iiving in a "rat infested

dump".

Beth's feelings of interpersonal sensitivity seemed linked to her struggle

with lorv self esteem. She rvanted more involvement with othe¡s, but felt



inadequate and sometimes terrified when talking to people she did not l<now

well. People who were currently involved with Beth (her father, her boyfriend

and his füends) seemed to take Beth for granted, criticize her and make her

feel unrvanted or unwelcome.

Low self esteem seemed to interfere with Beth's willingness to go back to

school or join a volunteer centre. Mental stimulation and a more structured

daily routine seemed to be the solution to her escape from what she referred to

as a meaningless life. However, she recognized a need fo¡ more confidence

before she could make her goals a reality.

Post-test scores from the BSI showed improvement in all eight of the

nine q¡mptom categories. The most pronounced changes were in depression,

anxiety, and hostility.

Perhaps the reduction in Beth's hostility could be explained by the

compassion and empathy Beth developed for her father, through the letter

writing and artwork exercises. Beth seemed to avoid blaming her father for

keeping her in his world, and recognized instead, that it was her own feelings



of loyalty to him that kept her from discovering the other side of the "brick

wall".

There was an increase in Beth's symptoms of obsessivdcompulsive and

dissociative tendencies. Perhaps the increase in the former s)¡mPtom was linked

to Beth's insight that she owned responsibility for her present circumstances,

and that positive change required more effort and determination from her.

Perhaps she longed for changes on a cognitive level, but the emotions that

would accompany change could not develop as easily. For example, Beth's

determinâtion to quit the use of marijuana seemed to override the part of her

that "craved." The part of Beth that "craved" drugs indicated that developing

social contacts would achieve the purpose that mariiuana served. Beth stopped

the use of pot, before she established the social support system she needed... I

believe this may have produced a gap in he¡ life, thus creating an obsessive o¡

compulsive need to do or fìnd something to fili it.

An increase in dissociation may also be tied to the "gap" Beth developed

during abstinence from drugs. Increased dissociation could be understood in

terms of a replacement in the "numbing" effect of narcotics. Even though Beth



clâimed that drugs intensified her terror and panic, she also expiained that in

some instânces, they may have numbed or altered her sense of reality.

Increased dissociation may also be unde¡stood in terms of reconnecting

with, or reclaiming painful details of past abuse, neglect and cruelty. This was

certainly part of the process Beth and I began and which may require yeals to

complete.

Beth reported improvement in he¡ self-esteem during post-testing. This

improvement was consistånt with some of the cognitive changes Beth

developed, conceming her intemalization of the abuse and neglect. She seemed

to feel better about herself when she worked towards acceting and nurturing

her inner child.

The post-test score from the ISË, wâs still well above the clinical cutting

score, rvhich indicated that further clinical intervention was necessary in this

ârea.



A Reflection of the Client's Evaluation

Beth offered a ve¡bal expression of changes she perceived in herself and

in her situation vghen therapy ended. He¡ first comment referred to her

continued success'with abstinence from narcotics, Beth had not smoked "pot"

fo¡ six weeks. Although Beth explained that she did not feel as good about

herself for quitting marijuana as she expected, she was glad to be free of it.

Beth also explained that she did not feel as arxious on the inside as she

used to. She said that she felt more comfortable with counselling, and no

longer felt as though she might fall apart.

She explained that she understood that her healing and recovery was not

yet complete, but she felt very good about the beginning steps she and I made

towa¡d this end. She beliwed she would be able to begin treatment ât the

Women's Post Treatment Centre without overwhelming anxiety and fear.



Reflection of the Therapist's Learning

One of the most profound aspects of my leaming from this case involves

the issue of countertransference . There were moments in some of my sessions

with Beth where I felt a traumatic response to her feelings of despair, loneliness

and terror, I felt my own heart pounding and my limbs trembleing rvhen Beth

detailed some of her abuse. Herman (1992) refers to this as "traumatic

countertransference", and explains that "in the role of lvitness to disaster or

atrocity, the therapist at times is emotionally overwhelmed. She experiences, to

a lesser degree, the sâme terror, rage, and despair as the patient".

My experience of countertransference may and may not have been

connected to my own experiences as a child, but perhaPs they help to explain

my overwhelming desire on some occasions, to take Betlr under my wing. I

wanted to take her to my home and surround her with comfort and warmth. I

wanted to buy her a Christmas present, and share other åsPects of my life that

she identified as missing from hers.

Herman ( 1992) cautions us that when therapists identify too closely

with a client's feelings, he/she may become trapped by feelings of helplessness,



which "may lead the therapist to underestimate the value of her own

knorvledge and skill, or lose sight of the patient's strengths and resources" (p.

r4l ).

At one point, I became very aware of my perception of Beth as a fragile

flower rvho might actually fall apart if I breathed too hard, or if I said the

wrong thing at the wrong time. Then I suddenly remembered that this womân

was incredibly strong, and had survived a traumatic Past without support. She

managed to create a life and a home that was entirely different from what she

once knew. It was very clear to me that she had leamed to do this through her

oru'r capable internal resources. She really did not need me to take her home.



Case Example 7 - Client G - "Sandy"

Sandy, age 4l , rvas referred to the Family Centre of Winnipeg by her

medical doctor for counselling on issues ¡elated to child sexual abuse.

Sandy informed her pþsician that she was struggling rvith flashbacks of

abuse, frequent panic attacks, and depression. The doctor prescribed

antidepressant medication for her patient, and recommended that Sandy

fìnd professional support.

Sandy contacted the intake department at Family Centre requesting

individual counselling. She indicated that she had seen a psychiatrist for

medication, but did not receive counselling from him.

Description of the Problem

Sandy was diagnosed with åcute depression by a psychiatrist one

year prior to contact with Family Centre of Winnipeg. According to my

client, the psychiatrist did not seem to believe or respond to Sandy's

disclosure of sexual abuse, and her underst¿nding of his diagnosis was that



the hallucinations she experienced were manifestations of her depression.

He prescribed antidepressant medication for Sandy.

Sandy rvas dissatisfied rvith this assessment and rvent to see a family

doctor on the recommendation of a friend. While this doctor believed

Sandy's claim of child sexual abuse, she also agreed that Sandy should use

antidepressant medication. As Sandy talked to her doctor, more memories

surfaced.

Sandy told her doctor that she vras having flashbacks of her abuse,

problems in her marriage, difficulty falling asleep, and she was drinking too

much alcohol. For these reâsons, the doctor referred Sandy to Family

Centre for counselling.

Sandy explained that she suspected that she was sexually abused, but

did not remember her experiences. She described flashbacks of sexual

assaults, but she could not see the face of her assailant.

Sandy reported feeling arxious, distressed and confused by these

intrusive flashbacks. She added that at times she felt as though she became



someone else, someone n-ìuch younger than herself. During these episodes

she was unable to control her behaviour or things she said. She worried

about going crazy.

Sandy explained that she "became this little person" when she

attempted to have sex with her husband. During sex, Sandy rvould

hallucinate someone else's face instead of Tony's, and she would begin to

cry, stop the intimary, and hide in the closet.

Sandy claimed to have difficulty concentrating whole at work. She

believed her employer placed her on evening shifts to compensate for a

decrease in her work performance.

Sandy struggled with mood swings and bouts of depression at home.

She ¡ealized that her errâtic behaviours were an increasing strain on her

marriage, and were causing her to feel more despair. She recognized that

her children seemed fearful and confused and guessed this could be

attributed to the existing tension between Tony and herself.



Client Biography

Sandy was raised by her parents in a coal mining town on the eastem

coast of Canada. Her father, Peter, rvas a coal miner until he fell in a shaft

and broke his back. Sandy's mother, Êva, did not work outside of the

home. There were eleven children in Sandy's family; she ìvâs the seventh

child born. After Peter's back iniury he began to drink alcohol very heavily.

He became irritable, angry and frustrated when he was unable to function

as he used to, and when financial problems escalated.

In time, Peter began to physically abuse his wife and children during

fiæ of rage; and since child protection workers were not alerted, the abuse

continued for several years. Peter also sexually abused his sons and

daughters.

There rvere several incidents of physical and sexual abuse inflicted on

Sandy's oldest brother Adam, and when he reached I B years of age he Ieft

home to ioin the army. He returned home for a visit, and following a

severely violent fight with his father, Adam committed suicide.



After Adam's death, Sandy's parents grew more depressed and

withdra$,n. Eva lost interest in caring for the family and Peter became more

seriously alcoholic and abusive.

A ferv years later, the entire family moved to Winnipeg, where

problems with poverty and abuse continued. Teachers from schools the

children attended failed to recognize or respond to visible indications that

the children were abused åt home, so once again Child and Family Services

wâs not alerted.

Sandy was threatened both verbally and physically by her father not

to tell anyone about his abusive behaviour, so she did not risk disclosure.

For example, when Sandy arrived late for kindergarten ciass because of

sexua.l assaults from her father, her teacher rebuked her for being

disorganized and tardy. Sandy accepted the blame without defence.

In Sandy's high school years, she became sexually âctive with peers,

and began to drink alcohol and use drugs frequently. When she graduated

from Grade 12, she married her boyfriend, Tony.



Tony and Sandy, were married for 22 years ånd hâd three children:

Susan, age I 7; Daryl, age 14, and l(evin, age I l. Tony was self-employed

as a building subcontractor. Sandy worked in an office, performing clerical

duties.

Presenting Concerns

During the âssessment interview, I was immediately aware of Sandy's

anxiety. She described feeling newous about coming for counselling and

feeling afraid to talk about her childhood. As Sandy spoke she began to

display nervous habits, such as wringing her hands and staring down at the

floor. The more she talked, the more nervous she became. Her voice began

to tremble and her hands began to shake. In a few moments, Sandy's entire

body was shaking so severely, she was almost to the point of convulsion.

I was very concerned with this behaviour, and yet when I inquired if

my client was okay, she did not seem to be aware of the fact that she was

trembling from head to toe.

At this point I recalled my experience of discomfort when the affect

of my previous client, Beth, did not reflect the fear and anxiety she was



experiencing on the inside. Beth's situation had presented a disquieting

incongruence. However, my emotional reaction to Sandy's trembling, which

was quite congment with her affect, rvas in no way less pronounced.

Therefore, I concluded that a counsellor rvill not necessarily feel "better" if

there is congruence within a client's description of emotion and her extemal

presentation.

At one point in my interview, Sandy seemed to enter a trance-like

stete (she closed her eyes and allowed her head to droop). Occasionally, her

upper body would ierk and contort, while her eyes twitched. In trance

Sandy displayed other behaviours that seemed out of cha¡acter for a forty

year old woman. For example, she sat in her chair in such a wây as to

prevent her feet from reaching the floor as she swung them to and fro. She

also twirled several strands of hair around her right index finger as she

spoke, or pulled her hair in front of her face, until her face was no longer

visible.

At this time I began to suspect thât my client was depicting the

behaviour of a person much younger than her chronological age. I

suspected from the mânner of her speech as well as her own rePorts of



feeling as though she became someone else f¡om time to time, thåt Sândy

struggled with a fragmented personality.

My concem with proceeding further with Sandy involved two

factors;

I Was I skilied enough as a therapist to provide useful

treâtment to a client with complex symptoms of

personality fragmentation; and

2 Was there enough time in my six-month Plåcement to

establish the safety and trust necessary to engage this

client?

I consulted with my supervisors, on separate occasions to request

their advice.

My agenry supervisor agreed to view my second session with Sandy

from behind a one-way mirror so that she might help me assess the possible

diagnosis of multiple personality or severe dissociation and splitting. Sandy

ganted her permission that my supervisor would vierv our session from

behind a one-way mirror. During this session Sandy demonstrated a brief

trance like ståte, then began to display behaviours of a child while speaking

to me and answering my questions.



At the conclusion of this interview, my supervisor offered her

âgreement with my assessment that Sandy exhibited personality

frâgmentâtion and may in fact have behaviour consistent with multiple

personality disorder. She also advised me that u.hile Family Centre does not

refuse counselling service to multiple personality clients, treatment provided

by this agenry does not involve the psychological regression of clients as

part of the therapy process. In other words, therapists at Family Centre do

not deliberately attempt to separate the various personalities within

individuals âs â rvây of facilitating healing or resolution of abuse. Instead,

therapists work with clients as whole persons, recognizing that some parts

of clients are more or less connected to feelings and memories from the

pâst.

My supervisor recommended that:

I continue to work with Sandy, (if she was indeed willing

to proceed);

I keep my supervisor informed through regular

consultation;

I keep therapy at a suitable pace for my client; and

I monitor my client for signs of suicidality.
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When I explained the nature of my concems with proceeding further

rvith this client to one of my other supervisors, she challenged me to view

these clients as very creative individuals rather than as persons rvith a

personality "disorder" or "defect." She suggested to me thât clients who

demonstrate on the outside what they are feeling on the inside have

tremendous abilities to be creative in therapy. This "creativity''can be a

porverful resource in treâtment and healing. She reminded me that I must

keep myself grounded in the present, because my clienCs ability to feel safe

in session would be directly influenced by my ability to stay calm and

confident.

Description of the Client/fherapist Contract

Sandy and I agreed to meet once each week for a period of at least

six months, unless Sandy believed she required less time in therapy.

Sandy expressed a desire to discern and accept truth conceming

abuse in her childhood, however, she felt confr:sed by her memories and

feelings and suspected that she may have fantasized her flashbacks.



My client also expressed a desire to remember details of her abuse so

that she could accept it. She thought that accepting the truth might depend

on her ability to knorv her abuser and recognize his face during flashbacks.

I suggested to Sandy that she might not discover the truth

conceming the identity of her abuser in therapy. In fact she might not

recover any memories other than those she already had access to. I assured

her horvever, that it was possible that she might access more memories,

since this has happened to her already while talking to her doctor. I added

that I hoped Sandy would gain increased control over flashbacks and

understand their purpose ås well âs their content.

My client wanted to improve her relationship with her husband, and

hoped that she would stop attacking him for no apparent reason. She also

wanted to engage in sexual activity with Tony, without panic and hysteria.

Sandy also expressed a desire to be a better mom and restore her

children's confidence in her. This meårit thât she wanted to spend less time

alone, less time in bed, and she wanted to have more active involvement in

recreâtionâl âctivities.



I also suggested that therapy might assist Sandy in accepting the fact

that she was not responsible for her abuse. I explained that finding

acceptånce for what really happened, and discovering that she was

powerless to stop it, might improve her self esteem. Improvements in self

esteem might help to restore self confidence, which might have positive

impact on relationships at home and in the work place.

Although it was clear in my mind that I would avoid the deliberate

use of regression techniques designed to address individual personality

fragments and issues related to them, I did not explain this to my client. At

this point in our contracting, I did not knorv the extent of Sandy's

âwareness of her own dissociative tendencies, and I did not want to

complicate the situation by describing qymptoms of multiple personality

fragmentation. I decided to wait until Sandy and I were more familiar with

each other before I would address this topic with her.

Description of the Intewention

The first few sessions following the initial åssessment interviews were

used to establish râpport between myself and my client. Sandy continued to

show arxiery while highlighting information regarding her family and its



history. During this phase, I used a very calm and gentle tone of voice to

validate feelings Sandy identified, and nodded my head to signify my

understanding and support for her.

Throughout most of these sessions Sandy avoided eye contact. She

regularly initiated her own trance and depicted behaviours of a childlike

character. In trance, Sandy demonstrated a range of emotions, such as fear,

shlmess, anger and confusion. Many of these emotions surfaced as Sandy

described memories of abuse. For example, when one childlike part

disclosed, another part would angrily interiect, cussing and accusing the

previous speaker of telling lies and making all of this up.

Sometimes Sandy invited herself out of the trance ând spol€ to me

in what I believed was her core self. This part seemed to feel confused and

concemed, and did not know what to believe conceming abuse in her

childhood. \dhen Sandy made this comment, I asked her to consider how

the small, childlike part of her felt when she heard her say that she did not

know rvhether to believe the memories, and suspected she made it up.



Sandy's response to this comment was slow and contemplative. She

said she believed that her chitd-self felt hurt, angqr and wanted to hide

when she heard herself sây thåt she did not believe.

Each time Sandy identified a feeling state, I praised her and validated

the feeling. These assuring comments began to assist my client to feel safe

with me and less arxious about coming to the office. By the fourth session,

Sandy had significantly reduced the trembling of her body, and once in a

while (although somewhat rarely), Sandy looked at me and quicldy looked

away.

Before the end of each session, I tried to assure that Sandy was as

connected to the present as possible. This task included asking Sandy to

describe the fumishings of the room, and describe her plans after leaving

the session. Sometimes Sandy took the initiative to walk around the room

or fiddle with the contents in her purse, while I asked present-focused

questions. It appeared to me thât Sandy was feeling or touching items in

her purse almost ceremoniously before leaving, and I complimented her for

knowing how to make herself ready to leave the room.



Sandy seemed shy and somervhat resistant to receiving praise and

compliments, therefore I was careful not to overwhelm her with these

comments. I attempted to use body language and a tone of voice that gave

out å consistent message of genuine interest and patience. When I could

congratulate and compliment Sandy, I ah,r'ays backed my comment up with

reasons why I thought she was strong, courågeous and wise. These

additional ståtements also served the purpose of providing information

about child abuse and the common effects experienced by children and

adults rvho were abused as children. For example, I said, "Good for you for

having the courage to tell me what happened that day. Many people have

tremendous difficulty giving words to frightening experiences lil<e that,

because they are afraid something might happen to them or someone else

they love, as a result. I am really encouraged by the fact that you shared

this with me, because I think that a big part of you knows that it really

wasn't your fault, and t¡at you have a right for safety and protection."

The childlike part of Sandy's personality seemed very ready to share

with me feelings and memories she held from the past. The core self of my

client also expressed trust and comfort with our sessions. The other parl,

that accused Sandy of þing and making up stories, openly expressed



hostility toward me, and refused to answer questions designed to engage her

further and to leam what she felt besides anger.

\Àrhen Sandy refused to answer my questions, I validated her choice

and assured her that she could control what she said or did not say in

session. I congatulated her for knowing rvhen to speak and when to remâin

quiet. Eventually, either the "hostile" part of Sandy's personality would say

something harsh or cnrel about the "victim" self, or her "core" self would

resurface.

The fìrst five sessions, including the two assessment interviews were

the beginning phase of my therapy with Sandy. In the beginning phase we

established trust and fâmiliarity with each other, we negotiated goals and

rules for the process, and we established safety for my client.



Some of the feelings Sandy identified during this phase rvere:

' confusion conceming rvhat really happened, and rvho

perpetrated the abuse;

' doubt, anger and disbelief regarding memories;

' guilt for not finding a sufficient hiding place or stopping

the abuse;

> rege and fentâsies of stabbing her abuse¡ (sometimes

fant¿sized during sex with husband);

' distraught and concemed over the damage o¡ effect her

condition had on Sandy's children and her relationship

with spouse.

Ton'ard the end of the beginning phase, Sandy suspected that her

abuser was in fact her father, however she was not able to accept this

completely.



During the middle or treatment phase of therapy rvith Sandy, I

continued to gâuge the content of sessions and the pace of therapy

according to issues Sandy brought with hff and her readiness to explore her

thoughts, memories and feelings.

Sandy usually spent the first few minutes of each session in 'çvhat I

continued to believe was her core self. At these times, Sandy's facial

expressions included frowns, doun cast eyes, and nuânces of smiles and

sometimes laughter.

As I responded to Sandy's report or description of periods following

our sessions, Sandy seemed to use my voice as â cue. The cue seemed to

initiate a change in Sandy's behaviour which would set the tone for â

change of pace for the session. This behaviour involved a shift in her chair

or a few deep sighs. On a few occasions she stiffened or stretched her arms.

She explained to me that the sound of my voice triggered a t¡ance, and

moments thereafter, she presented an image of her younger self.

My deliberate reaction to Sandy's splitting during sessions wås not to

react et all. I continued to speak in a consistent tone of voice and asked

questions relevant to her current statements or in connection with



ståtements made dudng a previous session. Again whenever it rvas

appropriâte, I complimented or assured Sandy for retrieving a memory,

understanding a theme or identifying a feeling.

Very soon after beginning this phase of the work, Sandy's childlike

part began to surface more frequently and disclose more reâdily. During

these disclosures, Sandy clearly implicated her father as Perpetretor, and

described clearly and confidently, his words and behaviour toward her. She

explained that her father told her that he needed to teach her many things,

including right from wrong, and also needed to show her in many ways that

he loved her. Following these explanations, and sometimes during them,

Sandy's father pinned her dovrn and had intercourse with her.

Sandy disclosed the events of abuse using childlike language, thus

revealing her confusion and panic. For example, she said "He got on top of

me... he pushed down hard. . . that thing was in me... inandout,in

and out . . . it was hard to breathe." Sometimes Sandy disclosed in the past

tense and then shifted part way through, to a present tense, indicating to

me that she was actually reliving the event. For example, following one

disclosure of abuse, Sandy began to talk to herself. She said, "Don't cry . . .

big girls don't cry . . . Don't tell your mom, she doesn't love you . . . She



told me to come up here ånd do this to you . . . I'll lock you in the parlour,

in the dark, and you won't get out."

Using Dolan's guidelines for dealing rvith a client who has entered

into crisis in session and is reliving a trâumâtic event, I reassured Sandy

that she was not experiencing abuse at the present time. I comforted her

with the fact that at present she was safe, and asked her what she needed

but did not get, back when the abuse was occurring. Sandy responded

favourably to my assurânce that et present she uas safe, although her face

continued to reveal suffering, and tears continued to fall on her cheeks.

Reconnecting Sandy to the here ând now allowed her core self to

resurface. She stated that she needed her mom to come and save her and

protect her from her dad. She added that in real life, her mom told her she

was a liar, and accused her of having done something to deserve this.

l4lhile Sandy's victim self disclosed, her angry Part often surfaced,

uttering threats and name-calling. For example, she said, "I hate you . . . you

are nothing but a stupid trouble maker . . . all you do is lie all of the time . .

. I hateyou. . . I hate you. . . You stupid disgusting little thing!"



\4hile Sandy expressed her anger and repuìsion toward her victim

self, I thought of ways to restore empathy for her smail victim self. I assured

her verbaily that it was not her fault that her father abused her. I reminded

her that no one taught her that it was okay to say "No" to her dad. I taught

her that pârents do not need to have sex rvith their children in order to

teach them right from wrong. I used Sandy's youngest child, I(evin, as an

example, allowing her to explâin to me that when he has done something

wrong, he is sent to his room. When he has settled down, Sandy lets him

out of his room and gives him a hug.

Sandy's core self had very little difficulty establishing empathy and

compassion for her victim self. She also appeared to accept the disclosures

âs truth. However, in several of the sessions during the middle phase of

therapy, the ångry part of Sandy's character, seemed to personify her

father's behaviour and attitude.

Several details of ongoing abuse resurfaced as Sandy and I continued

to meet each week. Sandy implicated her brother as involved in the

perpetrâtion of sexual abuse against her. She added that her brother's abuse

of her rvas forced by their father, since he would beat her brother if he did

not do what he was told.



Sandy also described memories of her father whipping her dog lvith â

skipping rope, almost to the point of death. She described her feeling of

pâin releting to this as more intense and stronger than if she were to stab

her self in the chest n'itl-r a knife. She t'ept as she told this storv, and rocked

herself back and forth in her chair.

When Sandy disclosed the details of her abuse, I insisted on keeping

myself grounded in the present, and somewhat distant from the pain. I

restricted rnyself from showing the painful emotions I was experiencing, so

that Sandy would not feel the need to take care of or protect me. I assumed

the role of witness to her pain, and made every âttempt to soothe her with

words of support and ¡eassurance without violating her space and privacy.

At the same time, I did not wânt to keep myself too distant from her

emotion and pain, because I did not want to give her the message that I did

not câre about her or wâs not moved by her story. This was an important

balance to keep, and I usually needed to find some form of relief or support

for myself at the end of difficult sessions. Self care for myself as therapist

usually involved a debriefìng with my supervisor, or taking a time out from

my desk.



By the l4th session I noted that Sandy was spending more time in

her core self each session before she split into another representåtion of

herself. In this session Sandy remained in her co¡e self for 25 minutes

before she split off. Time spent in another representation of self was brief,

usually four or five minutes.

In her core representation, she expressed concem for her husband.

Sandy was afraid that Tony blamed himself for problems they were having,

and she worried about what he thought about her when she displayed

unusual and füghtening behaviour. For example, she described situations

where Tony would come home from work to find Sandy cowering in their

bedroom closet.

I validated Sandy's concem and asked her if she thought it would be

okay if I met with Tony, and helped him not to feel confused or

responsible. Sandy agreed that I should meet with Tony, but she specified

that she did not want to be present during this session. I suggested that she

ask Tony to call me if he wanted to have an appointment. She agreed.

When Tony arrived for his appointment, I was struck by his mild

manner and his genuine concem for his wife. Although he expressed a



strong commitment to their marriage, he was quite concerned and confused

by her sy'rnptoms. I spent this session, validating Tony's concerns, and

providing information to him about sexual abuse and the long-term effects

on adults abused as children.

Tony lvas very receptive to this information, and expressed a strong

desire to support his wife every wây possible, so I provided him with some

suggestions of howhe might do this. For example, he could let Sandy have

complete control regarding sex. This included whether to have sex, to select

the style or techniques used, and to identify what conditions were to be met

prior to, during, and after sex. I also suggested to Tony that he remain calm

and composed when witnessing strange and unusual behaviour in Sandy. I

instructed him horv to respond in life threatening situations, securing safety

first, and not to react with iudgement or ridicule if he found Sandy hiding

in the closet. He agreed.

Two weeks follorving this session with Tony, Sandy reported that her

husband was helping her to feel more sâfe and supported at home. She toid

a story of him fìnding her in their bedroom closet one aftemoon, and

instead of sitting on the bed and trying to talk her out, he asked if he could



join her. Tony sat in the closet, holding his rvife for at least five minutes

before they rvithdrew

Sandy often brought computer printouts of creative u'riting she did

at home to session. Some of this writing was in the form of poems, rvhere

Sandy expressed her despair or told stories of things that happened. Other

pieces were letters addressed specificaily to me, telling me things she was

either too frightened to tell me in person, or thoughts that came to her at

night that she was afraid she would not remember in session. I expressed

my appreciation for Sandy's written efforts and complimented her for her

unique and creative style.

At this time, since Sandy was both used to and proÊcient at writing

her thoughts and feelings on paper, I suggested that she try some writing

techniques to express her feelings toward her Pârents. I described to Sandy

the "healing lætters" as they are described by Bass and Davis (l9BB) and

Dolan (in Winnipeg 1993).

In our first âttempt, Sandy agreed to $Tite a letter to her mother

where she disclosed the abuse she experienced from her father to her

mother. I suggested that Sandy might want to exPress in this letter what
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she needed from her mother åt thât time and how she felt when her mother

either refused to believe her or blamed her for what happened. I reminded

Sandy that this letter rvas not to be sent to her mother, even if she thought

she might like to send it. Sandy agreed that lve 'çvould discuss the idea of

actually confronting her mother before she would actually do it.

Sandy wrote a letter, and the tone of it revealed a soft gentleness of

spirit, even though she expressed some disappointment that her mother did

not actively protect her from abuse or believe her when she disclosed. She

also expressed love for her mom, and apologized to her for feeling afraid of

her in the past.

Sandy also wrote ietters to herself, as though they were from her

mother: I ) where her mother responded in the rvay Sandy feared most;

and 2) where Sandy's mom responded in the way Sandy wanted and

needed.

Sandy reported feeling a desire to reconnect with her mom (who

presently resides in Ontario) after writing these letters, not to disclose abuse

or confront her mom, but iust to reestabiish contact.



In one session, Sandy also wrote a letter to her dad; in this letter she

allowed her victim self to emerge, and she expressed her fear of him and her

anger toward him.

It was interesting to note thåt in this letter, Sandy began to write

f¡om her core self. She used a mature handrvriting ând sentence structure.

However, as her ietter progressed, there q'as a noticeable change in her

penmanship that reflected a gradual splitting. Her handrvriting changed . . .

letters becâme bigger and less controlled. Her sentence structure âlso

changed and she made spelling errors. In the second page she referred to

herself as "us" and "we". She printed words râther than writing them, a¡rd

her words reflected a more childlike mânner of speech.

Even after Sandy completed the letter exercise to her father, she

continued to use pen and paper to exPress herself. She drew scary piclures

of herself and her father, and indluded words to describe the drawings. She

also drew herself as an adult, holding herself as a baby. She drew a heart

shape to enclose these images.

In her core self, Sandy expressed that she had an image of herself as

existing in a bubble, where various personalities lived. She described this
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"shared space" as chaotic, and her answer to the "miracle question" was that

she and he¡ child self would escape the bubble and live together. In this

rvay, Sandy rvould support and protect the child self, and she would not "act

out" anv more.

IrVhen I asked Sandy to explain wha¿ she needed to break free from

the chaos, she explained that her child self needed to feel trust for her adult

self. She added that trust would follow, if she knew that the adult self

believed her story. Sandy stated that she already believed the story, but she

needed to be sure that it wâs not her child selfs fault.

I used scaling questions to assess how close Sandy was to recognizing

that she $'as not to blame for the abuse. Using a scale from I to 10, where

" 1" represented the belief that Sandy rvas completely responsible for the

abuse, and "10" represented the belief that she was not responsible at all,

Sandy described herself as being at a."2". Using the solution focused model,

I asked Sandy what might help her to move along the scale toward the " 10"

and she explained that visualizing herself as a small child brought her to a

"2.5". With a little more encouragement, Sandy added that she was able to

move to a "3" when she considered the fact that no one taught her that she

could say "no" to her father.



At this point Sandy began to blame herself for being so available to

her father at night . . . she thought she should have found a better place

to hide other than under her blankets. I suggested that Sandy consider the

bedtime rituai in her present home. I asked her if she thought her youngest

boy rr'as being a good boy when he listened to his parents and went to bed

ât night. Of course Sandy indicated that she liked it when l(evin went to

bed n'ithout a fuss or argument. I suggested to Sandy thåt it was reasonable

for her to rvant to please her parents and be a good girl by obeying them at

bedtime. With some encouragement Sandy shifted to a "3.5" by

remembering that she was trying to please her parents with obedience'

Horvever, she continued to refer to herself as stuPid for being in bed when

she heard her father coming up the ståirs, even though she explained that

she could not leave her bed and hide because there was no heat in the

house and she needed to keep warm.

I suggested to Sandy that she think about her son Kevin once again.

I asked if he thought about whether or not it was safe to be in bed. Sandy

quictdy explained that Kevin did not have to worr)' about sexual abuse

rvhen he went to bed, so of course it did not occur to him to think about

"safety in bed". I asked Sandy why lGvin did not have to worry about abuse



when he went to bed. Sandy explained that she and Tony would never

abuse their children, and would alrvays work toward keeping them safe. I

congratulated Sandy for recognizing her responsibility as a parent to keep

her children safe from abuse, and added that it was unfortunate for her as a

child that she did not experience the same level of protection from her own

pârents, as she and Tony rvere able to provide. At this point Sandy arrived

at a "5" on the scale, and I praised her for this accomplishment. At this time

I put the scaling questions aside, feeling convinced that the move from a "2"

to a "5" rvas a remarkable distance for my client to travel in one session.

At this time an "ang5r" part of my client surfaced and began calling

herself names, accusing herself of telling lies and telling her childlike self to

go away. I responded by acknorvledging the angry emotion and reassuring

my client that it was not necessâry to banish Perts of the self. She might

feel relief if she understood her intemal parts better. I asked Sandy if there

was something her angry part needed from her victimized, childlike part in

order to understand, and perhaps accept this part more easily. Sandy said,

"I want her to understand that Dad did nice things for me, played with me,

spent time with me. I need her to talk about some of the nice things Dad

did,"



I complimented Sandy for stating clearly what her needs were, and

commented that each of her parts held important memories of her father

that could be shared rvithin herself. Sharing memories r,vith interacting Pârts

would enable Sandy to access a more âccurâte and more complete image of

her father, so that she will no longer view him as totally blameless or totally

harmful.

In concluding this very difficult session, I asked Sandy to tune

inrvard and ask herself if the part of her that remembered the abuse could

also remember some of the nice things her father did for her. Sandy

explained that she could not remember anything pleasant at that time, but

she would continue to try after she left.

During the middle phase of therapy, Sandy sometimes entered into a

state of emotional crisis where she began to actually relive her trauma both

during and after sessions. It was difficult to keep the pace of disclosure and

memory retrieval at a minìmum, especially when Sandy became depressed.

On two occasions that I know of, Sandy actually stopped taking her

antidepressant medication, and her suicide ideation became more advanced.

She began to plan for death. She shared thoughts with me of purposefully



crashing her car during high speed driving. On another occasion, she locked

herself in a bathroom while holding a sha¡p butcher knife.

During suicidal crises, I focused our wo¡k on keeping my ciient alive,

as opposed to continuing on with the exploration of memories and feelings

associated rvith abuse. I asked Sandy to think about her family and things

she liked to do with them. I reminded Sandy of items she identified earlier

as "associational cues for comfort and security'' (Dolan, 1992)' I also

explained to my client that if she continued to refuse the use of medication,

I would be forced to negotiâte va¡ious ways of keeping her safe with her

husband. For example, we might need to explore the option of

hospitålizâtion and the termination of therapy, until such time as she was

ready to proceed without harm to herself.

Sandy responded favourably to limits I established during emergency

crises, even though I felt uncomfort¿ble with setting them. For example,

Sandy started to relive her trauma during the session one day. She dropped

to her knees and began to moân and crawl and beg her father to stop. At

this time, I gentìy reminded Sandy that she was not experiencing abuse at

the present, and that she needed to focus her thoughts on her "video

cassette" (rymbol associated with comfort and security) and proceeded to



remind her of the pleasant memories she stored on the video. Sandy began

to reconnect with the present, and rve discussed what she needed during the

trâuma she had revisited that she did not have access to at the time in

rvhich the trâunâ occurred. We also discussed the importance of keeping

balance betvc'een memories from the past and Present, and between

recollection of pleasant and painful feelings.

\À¡hen Sandy's depression became life-threatening, it became crucial

to use rvhatever was necessary a¡d available to keep her from taking her

on'n life. Sometimes this involved consequences that seemed to threaten my

client. For example, she feared hospitalization, and she also hated it when I

met with Tony because she thought that he was telling me horrible things

about her. Perhaps Sandy's fear of hospitalization and her rvorry about

Tony telling me stories about her kept her from following suicide plans

through. Perhaps she did not want to leave or hurt her family, or my client

simply wanted to live. Any combination of the above faclors may have

contributed to Sandy's decision to live. I learned f¡om this experience that:

I for some clients, the use of medication is vital,



the pain and trauma experienced by some clients may

become life-threatening and in these instances,

therapists have very little porver, and must be creative in

finding rvays to keep clients safe.

During the treatment phase of therapy I also used Dolan's (1992)

concept of a "symbol for the present" to assist my client to ståy Present

during sexual intercou¡se wi¿h her husband. Sandy's leamed behaviour to

dissociate rvas so powerfully strong that she frequentþ split off from her

ådult self during sex. She explained to me in session, and to her husband at

home' that if she were to focus on her wedding rings (a Ðtmbol associated

with her adult self) during sex, and have Tony call her name as well as state

his oç,n, she might be able to avoid hallucinâtions, ând stây Present without

panic. Sandy had some success using this technique, however, she was not

always able to "dissociate from her memories" and have sex without traumâ.

When the end of March drew near, Sandy and I discussed the

options of continuing theraPy or tâldng a break. Since I established a short-

term employ'rnent contract with Family Centre, I was able to offer Sandy a



continuation of sessions without transfer to another therapist. Sandy

expressed relief at not having to end therapy even though my Practicum

proiect was complete.

The ending session with this client involved post-testing and a verbal

evaluation from Sandy conceming what she found useful during our six

nìonths of work together. Sandy and I met for 2 l/2 months follorving the

closure of this project. Mlhen we terminated therapy, Sandy was registered

to åttend an intensive short-term group therapy proiect offered through the

St. Boniface Hospital for individuals experiencing acute and chronic

anxiety.
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Pre and Post-Test Scores (Figure 7)

When Sandy began therapy, her general severity index score rvas at

leåst two standard deviation units higher that the normåtive scores of an

inpatient sample. She struggled most with interpersonal sensitivity,

depression, obsessiv{compulsive tendencies and psychoticism. Her

difficulties in relationships with others were hampered by a belief that

something rvas seriously wrong with her. She believed that people rvould be

able to discem from her outside presentâtion, that she rvas sexually abused,

and emotionally disturbed. Consequently, she was not unlikely to engage in

casual conversations at work, or in any other situation where she came in

contâct with others.

Sandy's scores in depression and anxiety were consistent with her

previous diagnoses from psychiatrists and doctors, who treated Sandy with

antidepressant medication. Her depression became life threatening at times

and, more often than not, depression kept Sandy fixed in å state of

hopelessness and despair conceming her marriage, family, career and

physical âppearance.



Sandy scored extremely high in dissociation, which was consistent

with her lapses in memory and in her splitting off into various personality

fragments,

Her pretest scores from the ISE were indicative of lorv self esteem,

which seemed consistent with her difficulties accepting herself and

understanding why she behaved in ways thât seemed so "crazy'' to her. The

low self esteem would logically follow beliefs that something rvas

inherentþ wrong with her and supported her belief that she was â terrible

wife and mother.

Sandy's post-test scores showed the most dramatic improvement in

the areas of dissociation, somatizâtion, interpersonal sensitivity and phobic

arxiety. Some of these changes were evident in feelings and behaviours

Sandy reported or demonstrated. For example, Sandy remained in what I

believed was her "core selfl' for longer periods of time, before she sPlit off.

This demonstrated some of the renewed control she gained over her

symptom of dissociation.

Sandy reported going to the circus with her family, to a hockey game

with her son, and to a gathering prepared for extended members of her
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husband's family. Perhaps Sandy and her family enioyed these activities

because Sandy's s)¡mptoms were diminishing. Sandy was not ill, or in bed

u'ith a headache, "mom" did not suddenly panic in a crowd, nor did she

seem far off in her mind.

One aspect of Sandy's post-test scores that I had difficulty

understanding had to do with self esteem. Sandy's Post-test showed very

little change in her problems with self esteem, even though there seemed to

be signs or indications to the contrâry. For example she smiled more often

in therapy, she laughed while sharing some stories, and she attended a few

sessions wearing more vibrant colours than her usual choices of black, dark

green, or grey.

Sometimes clients experience shame for having connected to or

reclaimed memories and experiences from the past. Increased shame and

guilt may have held negative imPact on Sandy's self esteem, in spite of my

efforts to mitigâte these feelings in therapy. Unraveling the intemalization

of abuse and cruelty sometimes takes longer than the åmount of time Sandy

and I had to work with.



A Reflection of the Client's Evaluation

Sandy provided me with a verbai ând â written description of her

recognition of change and her evaluation of the usefulness of therapy. She

admitted that she accepted and believed that she rvas sexually abused by

members of her family, and that she couid feel progressively better wit¡out

reliving or remembering every detail.

Sandy recalled that before therapy, she could not use her father's

name in a sentence about sexual abuse. She did not have the courâge to

name her abuser or to believe that the abuse was real. During and after

therapy, Sandy was able to mention her father's name aloud in connection

with abuse, and she explained that in her mind, this was a very big step.

She explained that she did not hear voices inside of her head as often

as she used to. When she did hear voices, she felt more able to control

them.

Sandy reported having days, sometimes several days in a row, when

she did not think about her abuse at all. Usually, or prior to this counselling



experience, thoughts and feelings associated r+'ith her abuse were on her

mind all of the time.

She also reported thât sometimes her feelings of depression had

nothing to do with her sexual abuse. "Sometimes my depression is related to

life in general. This makes me feel more normal."

Sandy mentioned that she was able to see a light at the end of her

tunnel. In other words, she felt more âwâre of hope for the future. She also

described her ability to trust me as a vital sign that she was able to trust

again.

A Reflection of the Therapists læaming

This case was difficult and challenging for many reasons. Sandy was a

sensitive woman who struggled with complicating, frustrâting and

füghtening symptoms. I, on the other hand, was inexperienced in work with

clients vvho showed clear indications of personality frågmentâtion. I

wondered how I cor-rld manåge my limitations in the face of her disturbing

symptoms without making the symPtoms worse.



One of the most cruciai fåctors contributing to the success of this

intervention was my avoidance of medical or psychiatric dePictions of

"illness", usually associated with severely fragmented or multiple

personalities. When I perceived and related to Sandy as a creative person

who was capable of showing me the feelings and memories she stored, I was

then ready to ¡elate to her as â person, rather than an oddity.

I also ieanred that my use of language was very importânt in this

case, particularly because it was so easy to "name" Sandy's intemal parts and

speak to them as though they were separate persons. Sometimes I clumsily

used names such as the "nine year old" or the r'ângry part" which may have

encouraged and reinforced my client's ability to keep her Pârts seParated

rather than integrated. I found it cumbersome but possible, especially

toward the latter months of working with Sandy, to tâlk to "Sandy'' as a

whole person with various intemal parts that held memories and felt

emotions relating to Sandy's past, present and future.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This proiect wâs successful in meeting all of the goals and obiectives that

I established prior to its implementation. I developed a rapport with a wide

range of individuals, all of whom were sexually abused during childhood, but

were at different stages of disclosure and recovery. The range of long-term

effects associated with sexual abuse varied f¡om one individual to another;

some clients had more issues and problems to resolve than others (see table I ).

When I reflect upon them as â group, their symptoms provide a clear

representåtion of most, if not all of the common effects associated with

childhood sexual abuse.

Individuals participating in this project were at different ages and

therefore, different stages in their life cycle. Some pârticipants were single,

some were heavily involved in relationships and careers, others were married

with children, while others had adult children and grandchildren. The stâge of

each client in terms of their life rycle likely held some impact or influence in

the reasons for seeking therapy and the goals that were formed when therapy

began.
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Each participant had a different family background, with different values

and belief systems, which may have contributed to useful and destructive

methods of coping with childhood trauma and other difficult obstacles. For

example, Debbie and Liz described their mothers as alcoholics who used to

drink in order to escâpe or numb themselves from problems, stress and pain.

Debbie and Liz also referred to themselves as alcoholics and they both

attended Alcoholics Anonymous meetings regularly.

]anice, Sandy and Beth described themselves as having a parent with a

mental illness. |anice and Beth had mothers who were diagnosed and treated

for schizophrenia, and Sandy recalled her mother's reference to her father as

having a multiple personality disorder. All three of these clients demonstrated

mild to acute forms of dissociation or personality fragmentation.

Fredrickson (in Winnipeg, 1993) explained her belief that genetics play

a role in the range of effects or problems individuals experience in relation to

their trauma. She explained that people have a predisposition to the

development of mental illness such as multiple personalities or borderline

personalities, and she also st¿ted thât it is possible that people have a genetic

predisposition to alcoholism and drug addiction. She referred to this

predisposition as a "genetic fault line". Fredrickson (in Winnipeg, 1993)
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explained that most individuals have some form of latent weal<ness that is

passed down through the genes, that will likely manifest itself, in resPonse to

trauma.

In reference to some of the indMduals involved in this proiect,

Ðanptoms of alcoholism, drug addiction, dissociative disorders and personality

fragnÌentâtions seem to be passed down from one generation to the next. On

the surface, this may appear to suPPort Fredrickson's ideas concerning the

"genetic fault line." However, I am inclined to view this pattem as leamed

behaviour, based on my belief that social and familial forces are powerful

influences that shape individual resPonses to pain and trauma.

Another powerful stâtement conceming the outcome of this proiect

involves the concept of resilienry. ParticiPånts shared their perception of

themselves during childhood, as having limited resources for support and

nurlurânce. In some instances, clients had one parent who inflicted abuse, and

another pârent that seemed indifferent to the cruelty and refused to intervene.

Others reporled being physically abandoned by one parent and mistreated by

the parent left behind. These individuals were not raised by their Pârents in â

mânner that fostered healtþ self worth and self esteem. Each person perceived

the power to effect positive change in their lives as existing outside of



themselves, and this belief hindered their ability to reclaim control over their

situation and their problems.

All of the clients involved in this proiect reported feelings of low self

esteenì. Some clients, however, seemed to have more difficulty than others.

Those that struggled less with self esteem also seemed to have more hope for

their future. For example, Debbie and fanice seemed to have the least âmount

of difficulty recognizing their strengths and building their confidence, and this,

of course, was reflected in scores taken from the ISE. Valentine and Feinhauer

(1993) would likely attribute the supportive relationships these clients have or

had, as factors that minimized the damage to their self esteem.
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For example, positive influence and support was provided by a

grandfather in Debbie's life, and a grandmother in |anice's. Debbie also felt

significantly influenced and supported during her stay with a parlicular foster

family, while fanice received meâningful help and support from a therapist

during her hospiÞIization in a children's psychiatric ward. During therâPy,

both Debbie and |anice enjoyed sharing memories of love and support they

received during childhood.

The sy'rnptoms of depression and interpersonal sensitivity, which were

measured by the BSI, were shared by all participants with some indication of

severe difficulty. Derogatis (1982) states that "the interpersonal sensitivity

dimension centres on feelings of personal inadequacy and inferiority,

particularly in comparison with others. Self-deprecation, feelings of uneasiness,

and marked discomfort during interpersonal interactions are characteristic

manifest¿tions of this ryndrome" (p. l2).

Derogatis ( l9B2) adds that "the symptoms of the depression dimension

reflect a representative range of the indications of clinical depression.

Symptoms of dysphoric mood and affect are represented as are signs of

withdrâwål from life interest and lack of motivation. In addition, feelings of



hopelessness, suicidal ideation and, other cognitive and somatic correlates of

depression are included " (p. I3).

While not all of these clients struggled u'ith alcoholism, drug addiction,

dissociation, sexual disinterest or promiscuity, all of them seemed to struggle to

some extent, with symptoms of depression and interpersonal sensitivity. These

findings seem to support the previous findings thât most survivors of sexual

abuse encounter difficulties with low self esteem and depression (Briere &

Runtz, l9BB; Jehu &Gazan, l9B3).

I conclude from these findings that individuals with a history of sexua-l

abuse may intemalize their abuse as some defect in their person and their self

worth. This belief will impact their relationships especially when individuals

âccept the idea that they are inferior to others and struggle with feelings that

others dislike them. One might recognize a path or link betrveen this belief

system ând depression. Self-deprecation and inferiority may easily give way to

a withdrawal f¡om life, a lack of motivation ând feelings of hopelessness.



MATCHING EFFECTIVË TREATMENT MODELS

WITH INDTVIDUALNEEDS OF SURVTVORS

Although I did not succeed in the use of both models, rvith each client, I

leamed valuable informâtion concerning the usefulness of knowing how and

when to apply principles of various models. It has never been part of my value

system as a therâpist to follow any model with rigidity and inflexibility.

Although an eclectic approach compiicated the task of developing and

reporting my Practicum project, I believe it was the most responsible method

of providing service to clients which, of course, wâs my primary concern.

The pu¡pose of the proiect involved my efforl to match client needs with

the most usefr.rl method of treatment. This goal depended upon my ability to

listen carefully to clients, and my ability to integrate knowledge and skill in the

use of treatment techniques. Unfortunately, my understanding of some of the

Dolan's ( I 991 ) techniques was insufficient until half way through my

Practicum. For example I believe that my work with Alice was not as successful

as it could have been had I integrated my knowledge and practice of Dolan's

(199i) solution focused techniques more fully.



I have reached the conclusion that therapists will always have room for

more knowledge and more skill development. The idea, however, is not to

abandon one model for a nerv one, as one might trade an old car for a newer

model. In my opinion, therapists work towa¡d their highest efficienry when

they develop an underst¿nding, appreciation and ability to apply the principles

and ideas of numerous models. Borro'rving useful ideas from one model may

build or strengthen the usefulness of another.

In conclusion, I will not support the idea that treâtment for survivo¡s

ought to focus primarily on pâst memories and abreactive techniques, iust as I

will not express a view that solution focused models are the most appropriate

method for approaching recovery. I maintâin that an eclectic approach to

therapy, by virtue of its inherent flexibility, is more likely to match the unique

and individual needs of clients and their pârticulff stages of disclosure and

recovery.



TIMING, AND THE USE OF THERAPY MODELS

IN TREATMENT FOR SURVTVORS

Dolan ( I 991 ) explains that during the fìrst session, clients should be

given as much time as they choose to describe their abuse and telk about the

problem. However, she also stâtes that the beginning interview should include

a balance in focus between what is distressing for clients and what is going

rvell. For example, she highlights the First Session Formula Task (p. 35-36) as

an exercise where the client is asked to list and highlight åspects of his/her life

that the client would lilc to continue. Therapists can frame the items on this

list as signs that his/her recovery has already begun, and that the client's life

involves experiences and feelings outside of the pain and trauma associated

with abuse.

In theory, I support Dolan's idea of preserving some time during the fìrst

session for highlighting pleasant memories and feelings. In most instances,

horvever, I have not found it useful to do this in the fìrst session. For example,

my fìrst session with Sandy was very diffrcult. She did not have a basis for

trusting me, or for trusting herself, especially in context with her flashbacks of

abuse. She felt nervous and vulnerable and trembled from head to toe.

Consequently it did not make any sense to me to flip our focus f¡om the



distressing to the pleasânt and begin to ask questions about what was going

well in her life. I was afraid that if I had used the first session formula task in

the first session, Sandy may have thought that I was out of touch with her or

uorse, colluding with her or others in maintaining denial.

In nìost of rny first sessions I gave clients a brief message that I believed

that there were positive aspects involved in their past and Present lives, and as

we got to know each other better, I would ask for more information regarding

this. In the beginning, however, I hoped to establish some trust with my

clients, and ensure them that I understood and validated their purposes for

therapy.

I found that with most clients, I used solution-focused techniques

toward the middle or ending phases of therapy. Toward the ending phase,

Herman (1992) says that, "having come to terms with the trâlrmatic past, the

survivor faces the task of creating a future. She has moumed the old self that

the trâuma destroyed; now she must develop a new self" (p.196). In my

opinion, this is the stage of therapy when it makes the most clinical and logical

sense to ask questions the client, concerning âsPects of life that he or she

currentþ enioys and would like to have continue.



In the final phase of therapy, Sgroi (l9BB) says, 'what remains in the

recovery process is to move beyond: to see oneself in a multidimensional

perspective . . . Relinquishing a survivor identity also means the person is ready

to take responsibility for his or her own present and future happiness . . ." (P.

l2B-129).I believe that it is in this context of therapy that therapists have an

âppropriate opportunity to explore with the client, "what he or she would be

doing differently when sexual abuse has less of an impact." I also think this is a

r¡seful time to reflect on what significant others would indicete that their past

abuse was having less impact. This is a good time to ask "constmctive

systemâtic and individual questions' as Dolan (in Winnipeg, 1993) described

them.

I recognize that many solution focused questions assist clients to

demystify the therapy process, and highlight the client's exPertise in authoring

goals and purpose for therapy. For this reason, I think it would make

"theoretical" sense to incorporate these questions earlier thån the middle or

ending phase of therapy. However, once again I am not convinced that this is

always wise, from a "practical" stånce.

For erample, when I was working with Beth, I did not ask questions

early in our work, conceming what she would do differently if she broke



through the "brick wall"; or rvhat her life would be Iike if she managed to

"escape her father's world." It would be difficult to ask these questions without

Beth's insight into the odstence of the "brick wall" and her understanding that

she felt stuck in her "father's meaningless rvorld. " Beth developed this insight

towârd the middle and ending stages of therapy. Would Beth have a basis for

establishing goals for more ståbility and structure, if she had not increased her

understanding of her cunent lack of it?

In some instances, I believe it would have been useful to employ

solution focused ideas sooner than I did. For example, my effort to introduce

some of Dolan's questions to fanice torvard the ending stages of therapy, was

fruitless. At this time, fanice was iess motivåted to continue the "work"

involved with creating change in her life. She seemed annoyed with my

questions, and wanted to retum to â more cosual and friendly form of

discussing events. Perhaps what 'w'as lacking in this intervention was a clear

structure or format for our sessions. A lack of structure may have contributed

to the difficulties we encountered with keeping clear boundaries between client

and therapist. An earlier introduction to the solution focused questions may

have kept ]anice focused on what she wanted to achieve through therapy,

which may have guided her toward more accomplishments.



As I reflect on my sessions with )anice and Debbie, I am struck by the

fact that although solution focused questions were not used with success' we

did not really follow the abreactive models of recounting painful memories

either. Much of our rvork seemed to involve tracking old pattems in current

situations to see if something could be leamed or improved with insight. I

maintain my belief that if my clients had been willing to continue exploring

these patterns, solution focused questions could have facilitated positive

change based on the insight each client achieved.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR FUTURE INTERVENTIONS

I have leamed from this experience, that it is possible to integrate some

aspects of different therapeutic models even when the basic principles from

each of the models seem to be in conflict. I also believe that the more

experience therapists have using and integrating ideas, the more success hdshe

will have assisting clients.

One of the asPects of this Proiect that I recognize as lacking, is clarity

about the identification of the conditions that make the selection of one

model's principles and techniques more suitable than those of another model.

do not believe one cån devise a "treâtment map" that can indicate when and
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why a given technique is more or less useful for a particular situation, unless

one intends to follow a speciÊc model. de Shazer (l9BB) developed a "central

map" that is used by therâpists to guide the thinking and actions involved in

the process of developing goals and solutions with clients. I do not believe

however, that a map could capture the uniqueness and individuality of each

c.se. In other words, it may be advantageous, to blend an insight oriented

approach with solution focused therapy with one client, but that rule cannot

be applied universally. I do not think we cân create an overview of when and

why to add to one model or abandon the next technique because each client

situâtion is different. Each session, with the same client is different.

In closing, I would like to reflect on a pearl of wisdom shared with me

by my primary supervisor. She said "Philosophically there is a difference

between being true to a treatment model and being true to â client's

uniqueness. The capacity to integrate both streams of intervention does grow

with experience, but it can also ti$dify in one direction or another, over time'
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APPENDIX I

Bloom and Fischer (19B2), state the following:

Dr. Walter Hudson has granted permission to reproduce ând use âny or

a1l of these scales presented in Figures 6.2 through 6. l0 in any quantity needed

provided that the following three conditions åre net: the format and wording of

each scale must not be altered, the copyright notâtion at the bottom of each

scale must be retained, and none of the scales may be reproduced for

commercial purposes. Further information about the scales can be obtained in

Hudson (1982) or by writing to Dr. Walter Hudson, Florida State University,

School of Social work, Tallahassee, Florida 32306. (Bloom & Fischer l9B2)
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